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PREFACE 

This work is an at_tempt to construct a bridge of 

understanding between innovations in infonnation technologies 

and efforts designed to integrate these resources into the 

development planning process of our country. 

A development strategy designed to build self-reliance 

and promote economic and social integration and transformation 

requires an information infrastructure which is dynamic and 

responsive to the diverse and unique needs of each country. 

The character of the information ·infrastructure is shaped 

in large measure by the close relationship between technology 

and economics. 

Science and technology influence the character of the 

information infrastructure in several ways. Science expands 

the dimensions of what is known and knowable and in 5o doing 

can promote a positive attitude towards knowledge of ours. 

Technology can be understood as a means for applying informa

tion to human and natural resources and for their transforma.;.. 

tion into intennediate and final products with a higher value. 

In the course of writing this dissertation efforts have 

been directed to explore the capacity of our country and 

measures effected to guide the growth of its information 

resources to meet the growing, diverse and changing demand for 

information from all members of society in a manner consistent 

with its history and values .. 

i 



Also attempts have been made to find out what has been 

the response of our policy-makers to the challenges posed by 

the tole of information-related activities in the economy as by 

the growth of so-called information sector. 

. The chapter One throws light on the development of new 
I 

information technologies and the effects thereof on the socio

political scene as obtained at present. 

ii 

Chapter Two deals with the evolution of India • s Comnunication 

Networks and efforts to build up the data structuring capacities 

with an eye to the future benefits expected therefrom. 

Chapter Three describes the capacity of the country to 

absorb the information at the national level and various instru-

ments evolved to cope with the improvements in order to bolster 

the national bargaining strength vis-a-vis other nations. 

And Chapter Four narrates the Indian experience with the 

information technologies in rapidly executing its national objec

t! ves and further consolidation of such benefits leading to 

technological capability development in the SAARC region as a 

complement to the South' e _efforts to obtain greater infonnation 

from the North and to improve South's bargaining position in 

its trade and transfer of know-how vis-a-vis the North. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1 

Information technology is the lifeblood of many 

other technologies, and in fact is often carrying mecha-

nism through which other technologica-l developments become 

operational. 

Access to economic data is a long term necessity i~ 

that mass media must reorganize and reconceptualize in 

order to serve development needs and that the stress, it 

is felt, has to be on the direct relationship between 

communication· developn;ent and realities of third. world 

economic necessities. In other words, the economic, poli-

tical and developmental conte)(ts of Third World Countries 

nee•d to be understood on the basis of genuine communication 

needs rather than technological 'wants'. 

What's referred to in the Western world as the 

'information revolution' has as yet had little impact in 

the third world. 

f>lany thinkers, particularly since world war II, have 

expressed the view that technological pronress in running 

ahead of man's capacity to interpret its implication 'and 

to dir~ct it into the most desirable channels. New techno-

logies, advancing by their own momentum, often urged on by 

political pressure and eco~ic requirements imppse themselves 
~ . . . 

before they can be properly assessed or assimilated. Because 

of the speed of technological progress and of the concurrent 
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breakdown in standards of public and private morality, the 

assimilation of new techniques eludes both ethical quidance 

and social control. 

The question that remains as afresh in our mind in 

this part of ·the Third World: Communication for what, on 

whose terms, on what basis, with what principles and with 

what effects for the future? 

And also all the way g~ided by the counsel of Albert 

Schc..tt~f_...., , the Nobel Peace Laureate, that "Man· has lost the 

consequences of his own actions" and without~ advocating a 

slowing down in the use of technlogical developments, there 

is a great desire for a constant assessment of the moral and 

social implications that will result from modern technol~gy, 

whi~h is an extremely important aspect of the 'micro-chip' 

revolution in which we are participating. 

The us~ to which technology is put i~ seldom neutral. 

It is influenced by many political and/or financial requirements 

or considerations, it'd be therefore useful to know how 

decisions are taken concerning the main lines of emphasis 

that are given to innovations. In the final analysis it is 

not so much consumers as the producers that decide what the 

market 'requires'. Technological developments demand care-

ful scrutiny as technical options may well increase the risk 

of manipulation at both national and international levels. 
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It had been predicted an information revolution 

which would bring about fundamental changes in economic, 

political, social and cultural ~elations in short, the most 

total revolution that the human race has witnessed since 

the Industrial !evolution. In its.wake there should've 

been such benefits as socially relevant information. 

The 'information explosion' might at least have had 

the effect of. keeping citizens better infox;med. What is 

a c t ua 11 y happening i~ a rap i d g r ow t h in m is info r ma t ion and 

disinformation. This spectre seems very much alarming when 

we witness Donna Demac•s book •Keeping America Uninformed', 

or Henry Porter's exposure of, Fleet Street newspapers, 

'Lies, Damned Lies', Clearly the information revolution 

has not yet arrived and is nowhere in si~ht, except in the 

offices of stock brokers, ba·nkers, masters, meteroloqists 

and the headquarters of trans?ttct.tional companies. 

While information revolution has not yet reached the 

general public, it iscertainly part of the world of the 

powerful and mir1ht. Clearly the development of two way 

intera~tive systems in financial offices has been the most 

dramatic developments in the last five years or so. Today 

it is very much seems that international affairs are the 

affairs of the world business system- thanks to the linking 

of satellites with computer data banks. The information 
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revolution is also firmly in place for the military esta

blishments, where it in fact began. 

All this h4s far-reaching consequences, but not in 

the direction of human e[IJincipation and liberation, or of 

'improvin9 the quality of life for ordinary people. If any 

thing communication revolution or global flows of informa

tion in a developed sense id turning out to be an exercise 

in con so 1 ida t in g t h e m i 1 i t a r y , ec on om i c a n d p o 1 i t i c a 1 p ow e r s 

of the elite. In particular, it is of the greatest importance 

to a hundred or so trans~ational corporations of USA. Rapid 

collection and tr.ansmission of data made the global expansion 

of transnational conglomerates possible in the first placeo 

In that sense it has chanf1ed global ·economy, global politics 

and global military stragety. 

New information technologies were developed in, by and 

for highly advanced capitalists economies - that of USA in 

particular. It's to be expected therefore, that these tech-

nologies are now being employed single-mindedly to serve 

marked ob j ec t i v e s • Control of labour force, higher produ-

ctivity~ capture of world markets and continued capital . 

accumulation are the propelling influences under which the 

new information technologies are developed. 

A need is therefore felt to get the message ac~oss for 

a genuine rather than a phoney revolution, a truly communi

cation which starts with grassroot organisations. Unless a 
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communicdtion revolution is in the hands of marginalized 

groups such as farmers, fishermen and women's groups. who 

use their own resources to try to change the status quo, 

it can hardly be given the honour of a revolution in true 

sense of the term rather a counter-revolution. 

The communication of such people is now often called 

•alternative' - alternative to what people receive from 

above. Alt~rnative communication, it would seem is the 

right way to respond to the communication challenge of our 

time- not only in the developing countries of the Third 

World phenomenon. 

The issue is no longer how to influence or gain 

access to the information networks of coroporate business 

or powerful governments. In Paul Ansah's words, the goal 

is the Decolonization of Information, Democratization, 

Demonopolization and grassroot Development. The communi-

cation revolution start~ with these ~D's. 

Considerable quantities of sophisticated media tech-

nology are imported into developing countries without 

necessary operative skills at the national level. western 

media products are injected into national information systems 

which encourage imitation of foreign life styles and dis-

courage domestic creative possibilities and innovations. Any 

step taken by the third world countries to flow of,these 

• messages leading to the perpetuation of cult~ral imperia-

lism, inevitably invokes the charge that they are obstructing 

the flow of information and are thus violating a fundamental 

human right. 
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Today the third world is faced with the problems of 

inaccessibility and ~equality. If every country possessed 

equal or comparable media facilities and skills, the 

question of balanced and free flow of information would be 

decided by competition on the basis of equality. But these 

resources are not equally or equitably distributed. Instru

ments and techniques of information have been developed 

unevenly in different parts of the world. That's why the 

information debate is clearly conducted in quantitative 

terms- weaker communication states asking for more positive 

n~ws about themselves. 

For the third world, the choice is either to master 

it or be mastered by it. If change it1 what the Third World 

is after, it should be recognized that the mass media 

represent the most potent factor of change today. 

It's now ~o longer possible for the west unilaterally 

to impose international solutions, let alone a viable inter

national system on the international community, without the 

consent of the Third World, however divided, it is within 

itself. In the light of the demand for a new world infer-

mation order, based upon justice, democracy and dignity of 

all the people of this planet, undoubtedly, at some point 

such shifts in power relation will find their reflection in 

the sharing and control over international communications 

through the Third v.brld's participation in making the 

decisions that will ensure more equitable allocation of 
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both broadcasting and non-broadcasting, frequencies, in the 

allocation of electronic spectrum use, ~nd of satellite 

parking slots. Also through participation in policy 

decisions affecting the symmetry and asymmetry of information 

flows, the question of prior consent for transhorder home 

receiption, the production of communication technology and 

decisions on definitions of privacy, trans~order data flows 

and the developing countries capacity to develop their own 

media. In short the struggle for a New World Information 

Order should be seen as a manifestation of the Third world's 

determination to act no longer as the passive periphery of 

-the West's active centre as the dominant culture would 

cultivat~ self reliance through an awarness of current 

technology, a high level of informed selectivity and a 

continuing effort towards popular mobilization of indigenous 

cultural information activity, as governments in many develop-

ing·countries have considerable leverage over the future of 

communication. 

Having said this much about the Global Flows of 

Information and the demands voiced by the developing nations 

for a New International Information Order, which in their 

true aspiration and ambition would truly fuel their economic 

growth thereby contributing towards the cause of the social 

cohesion or societal cohesiveness, the cause that is very 

close to their hearts and truly so, if we go further in 

search of information and communication needs of these 

societies and their due fulfillment (or fruition) in which 

caso information and communication needi should be identified 
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and evaluated from a specific value position and then 

technoln0ical developments, communication policy, political 

and economic decision should be formulated to meet those 

needs, would invariably lead to an indepth study in this 

regard in the case of Indian nation's developments, policy 

formulations and its implementations, if any, exper-iencing 

or cause to experience alternatives with regard to means 

and ends, and to explore the possib~ity 

structures. 

of new forms and 

In other words, in the course of our study we will 

have to examine among other things, the relationships 

between means and ends, between social systems, instituti

onal forms and organizational structures and declared 

communication policy, goals and objectives. We' 11 also 

have to seek answers to such questions as what institutional 

forms are most likely to help us attain the objectives of 

our communication policies? What structural changes will be 

required for the effective execution of our policy. 

And also does the new technology demand an entirely 

new institutional structure or can counting structures 

be suitably adapted? 

Is it not the time that the media be demystified, and 

that we began to question the restrictions and the possible 

tyranny of professionalism? Must we always have the few 

talking about many to the many? 
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Granted cxistin0 structures of nQwS gathering 

c;el,~ction and presentation, is it not inevitable that the 
'I 

" [ r e e f 1 o .. o ( i n form <1 t i or. " w i 11 w or k t o t he ad v a n tag e of 

thosP w!:o possess the inforn..'l.tion and means to disseminate 

it • 

W i 1 1 t h e C1 v a i 1 a. b i' l i t y of t he new m ed i a t e c h no 1 o r1 y l ea d 

to more real choice, to increased creativity, autonomy and 

participation or will it reinforce the r.eliance on cC'mmerce 

and cultural production- the creation of needs which can 

be met by increased production? 

As the awareness orows that in the Least Developed 

Countries, socio-economic development can be enhanced by 

usin0 information as an ecnnomic resource, the need for the 

development of the concept of an information system in the 

social and economic sphere to aid decision making in LDCs 

throu<:lh information can be probed. 



Chapter One 
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NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES : &:>CIAL AND 
POLITICAL ANALYSIS 

Information Technology And society 

By information technology . we understand technologies 

relevant to human communication processes and to the handling 

of what is conveyed in these processes i.e., information. But 

information teclmology and microelectronics are found to be 

largely overlapping- Information technology though englobes 

such different things as boo}cprint reprography, the telephone 

network, broadcasting and the computer. There is certainly one 

case where microelectronics however is so interwoven with a 

particular information technology that they are atbest promi

nent in public opinion is precisely in the case of computing, 

automated data processing. And another area Where microelect-

ronics is very important i& conununications technology, includ

ing not only mass media but also interactive media like tele-

phone or computer communication networks. 

As of now the present explosion of information techno

logy is found to be much more closely of relation to the 

fWlctioning of society as a whole than was the Industrial 

Revolution .. And it affects and causes to offer the 

very essence of social cohesion, i.e.,communication. As it is, 

information and communication constitute the fabric of society 
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in rrore than one metaphorical sense. lmd they could not 

remain far from being unaffected when communication processes 

are mediated, channelled and partly taken over by technical 

devices. 

And the ways i11 which information technology affect 

society by shaping its information and communication processes 

are found to be in the nature of providing a storage medium as 

with the telegraph and telephone, information technology has 

extended its capability from bridging time to bridging space 

though the truth remaining to be seen that the change over 

from oral to written tradition constitutes to be the oldest 

societal impact of information technology. And further it is 

characteristic of information technology to have provided the 

necessary potential of telecorrnnunications to extend the avail

able range of man's vicarious experience of eventually caus

ing the world shrink into one global village that of. 

And to our mind these characteristics bring about 

effects that are not unknown and uncommon to the society. As 

could be found in the book, 11 The Bias of Communication", the 

efforts of Harold Inni~. has well paid by having marshalled 

pervasive evidence for the societal impact of many classical 

and new information technologies. And one example in that 

book that often hits us into our thinking is that of the 

secularisation of European thinking being closely linked to 

the spread of bookprint far and wide. 
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Automation of control which is an important characteris

tic of infoonation technology as well stood out prominently 

with the advent of computer. Most of the existing compu~er 

application are seem to be connected to societal information and 

communication processes of param;:>unt importance. As is known 

.to us, computers serve as tools for the collection, storage, 

manipula~iou and netrieval of very large information pools. 

And in media for the storage and netrieval of formatted infor

mation. And above . all applications of computers are sought to 

be used as parts of corrununications systef::S and as monitoring 

of steering devices. 

The marriage of COmputers and C~!f'lllniCatiOtl£3_ 

I . 

The range of societal implications of information tech-

nology is considerably enhanced with the matching of computer 

and corrmunications technology as the existing networks are 

supplemented by data communication networks. And this develop-

rnent would provetrue perspective of new forms of cormrunication 

infiltrating every day life as information utilities would 

eventually bring a wide variety of information access opportu

nities as well as services to horne. 

And it is found ~hat available information systems are so 

..;often.;.biaaed ~ in that they seem to contain information specia:.. 

lly adapted to the needs of specific users groups only. In 

addition to which skills to make use of the systems are unevenly 
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distributed. And here it is feared that unless the educa

tional system responds to this challenge, equal access to 

information is certainly not tantamount to equal opportunities 

for enhanced knowledge. Instead new access opportunities 

can only result in further information overload for the indi

vidual thus ruining the social fabric. And in orde .. · to 

counteract the potential for political manipulation quite 

successfully it is all the more necessary _to make educational 

efforts so as to be aimed at developing the ability to make 

use of information in a meaningful and purposive way. 

Politics in tbe "Information society 

The one that stands out so prominently aroongst the 

speculations is that of possible societal benefits of infor

mation utilities if they are at all incorporated into politi

cal life. In a situation where every horne could be equipped 

with a communication terminal connected to a nationwide net

work, there would be opportunities for improving the communi

cation flow between ordinary citizens who are often .sco.Ined 

at and political decision makers. The vision of the future 

as such turns out to be the pursuit of plans for national 

P._le.biscites at regular intervals or other citizen response 

systems where the government would elicit responses on parti

cular issues. And they would strengthen vital communication 

linkages between citizens and decision makers, instead of 
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enhancing, existing horizontal communication structures and 

the ability of social subgroups to express their opinions. 1 

And whereby it oould contribute to the society by way of 

providing better infonnation resources to the, stabilization 

of the governance of a polity that is bound to become increa

singly predictable in its reactions although the fear that 

often one encounters in public thought ti1at sort of stabi-

lity which can be attained in such an eventuality with the 

intensive.use of sophisticated information technology for 

political purposes may be such that peaceful political change 

and societal innovation would be in serious jeopardy in 

more ways than one. 

In the tradition of other preceding technologies, 

information technology act as a projective screen for other 

social and political concerns. 2 Anonymous structures limiting 

human freedom are more and more replacing the direct weilding 

of power. 

The information technology as it challenges human self

understanding and self-esteem has resulted in expression of 

anxiety over the dimini"shing role of human beings, being 

1. 

2. Sherry Turklet 11 Computers Research in .SOciety", Vol. XVII 
{1980) No.2 pp. I~. 
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concentrated on computers. The perspective of artificial 

intelligenc·e forces us to reexamine our belief in the unique

ness of human attributes. 3 

The Information Technology, Developing National 
Systems and PoliCies. 

18 

Even if the "o:mununication revolutions" and "explosion of 

infonnation" are J.md~i@le,, the causes and consequences still 

remain far off from our knowledge. Two view points have been 

found to be existent during the last decades - wherein one sees 

development of modern communication technology and the inter-

national flow of infonnation as ordinary and evolutionary proce

sses, sirnil ar to those processes which western society has under-

gone in the last centuries• 

This stage has been viewed as a unique form of accelera

tion of either economic, political, or technological growth. 

And in this modern technology of communication has been seen in 

a role that of a "saviour" having the capability and not much 

less that of power, to reduce conflict, poverty and distintegra-

tion. If developed worldwide it is widely believed it can 

stimulate economic growth, helping to resolve such problems as 

population explosions and geographical, social and psychological 

isolation. In other words this issue can be seen as though a 

3. Abbe Mowshowitz, "Inside Information-Computers on Fiction, 
Reading (Mass) Addlsion, Wesley, 1977. 
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stage for conflict that of "democracy" and totalitariamism. 

And some experts have gone to the extent of seeing it through 

the looking glass in shape of the theory of "strong men11 and 

"wicked men" where oonflicts between the 11 good fellow leaders" 

and the lunatic" leaders are at the center of the issues. 

Through measures of technology, information and economic growth, 

hoped they to correct the maladjust.rn::mt, to eradicate the evil, 

and to keep the society and polity sane. 

Pessimistic has been the second view as it sees the 

current crisis of the ..orld not only as the agonizing death of 

the dominant world powers but as that of the less industrial

ized world totally cbminated and overtaken. by the industrial 

world on its march. And no cure can be successful of this 

unavoidable deiitiny as of preventing the death of western or 

eastern or southern culture unless basic structural economic 

and political transformations are made. 

But far from this and close to truth, as Hamid f'/JOwlana 

has felt is that the present crisis is not rrerely an economic 

or political maladjustment but simultaneously involved nearly· 

the whole industrialized culture and society-both capitalist 

and socialist - in all their main sect..ors. And the point which 

has been add~d significance by the noted authority of Mowlana 

is that the fundamental form of industrialized culture and 

society dominant for the last four centuries is now in the 

stage of transition, as much as it is a basically transitory 



force in the less industrialized societies. Hence what is 

being witnessed may be one of the turning points of human 

history: where one fundamental fonn of culture and society, 

that of industrialized nations and their modes of communi

cation and information, is declining and a different form :i,,s. 

beyond <Dubt emerging. 
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It being so, one can safely infer that the main issues 

of our titre are not merely economic, political and technolo

gical in nature but basically are related to culture and co~ 

unication. In the ·~ st both capitalist and socialist - is it 

a crisis of sensate culture and communication in search of a 

new fonn and a new pattern, being confronted with the ever 

increasing new technological and digitary information systems 

that contradict individual needs and desires• ~·- . In the less 

industrialized world, it is the confrontation between this 

collective sensate culture, economy and policies and an old 

ideational. and idealistic form of native culture. 

lt ha~ been made clear to us that the developments in 

communication technology such as satellites, computers video 

and teletext during the last two decades, have far exceed~d 

the ability of both policy makers and academic community to 

deal effectively with such innovative expressions - innovations. 

And this new era as is significant· differs from the traditional 

telecommunications concept embodied in the work of several 



international organiza~ions such as the International Tele

communication Union. 4 I.TtJ now as it is over a century old, 
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as it has dealt primarily with telephor.ea, telegraphy, radio 

and cable is saddled with its inability and hence incapacitated 

to cope with the issues evolving from new technology as can be 

evident from a quick look at the somewhat unproductive bick

sorre of its recent meetings in red. 

ti1e developing nations were forced.to examine the 

impact of corrrnunication technologies such as radio 

and television it appeared clear to them, that inappropriate 

were the concept of mass COITrnunications and mass media which 

were openly accepted as essential components of all societies, 

given a fi.llip by the western societies. As these weaknesses 

were exoosed but for the fact of student revolutions and poli-

tical upheaval of 1960s, in western societies did the· developing 

world was made to change into a direction which appeared new 

and dark to them, by being made to seek alternatives to mass 

development. . (' 

These alternatives patterned after Gandhi •· s India, Nyrere' s 

Tanzania, Mao's China and Khomeini • s Iran, took advantage of 

communications infrastructure already in existence - traditional 

4. An example is a symposium, "The New Technoloyy''' Who 
.sells it? Who needs it? Who Rules it? 11 pub ished-ril 
the Journal of com. 32: 4 Autumn 1982, pp. 55-178. 
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channels such as large scale corrununity meetings, market 

places and mosques and bazars. 5 A study of these traditional 

channels has made possible potential uses identified and coordi

nation between modern technology and traditional channels. As 

a proof of such an intensive study has been the integration of 

modem oorrrr:'unication technology with· the m::>sque in 1ran for 

the purpose of education dissemination of religious teachings 

,and political rnobilization. 6 

As the tendency has been the rise of what might be 

called "Class media" - specialized and individually tailored 

publicatiops, radio stations and movie houses, ~o no longer 

has any right to have any claim for reaching very portions of 

the population as opposed to the term "mass" we are left with 

no medium except television that can reach the large segments 

of population. .\nd in this regard a move has been afoot 

toward decentralization with increased power to regional manage-

ment,mass media seems to be disappearing afast. 

And in this context, the new technology has been 

developed and sharpened and institutions such as the inter

governmental Bureau of Informatics (IBI) has been established 

s. See Julius K. Nrerere - Ujamaa: Essays on Socialism(,Oares 
Saken OUP, 1968 I Kasun J. Singh "Ganan1 an~ fOiau aS Mass 
Corrmunicators": Asgar Fathi - The Role of the Islamic Pulpit, 
·and Mow lana Hamid, Technology Versus Tradition: Cogununica-
tion in the Iranian Revolution", all published in the Iran 
of com. 1913 SUmmer 1979, pp.94-ll2. 

6. Hamid Mowlana & K. Nez an Nafi - I ran: com. & Tradition. 
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to help establish control command and cooperation in infor-

matics resulting out of convergence of computer and tele

communication technology and the emergence of a new complex 

of scientific, technological and engineering disciplines and 

management techniques which makes it possible to deal with 

data and information in a more systematic manner, while 

remaining aware of the wider social, economic and cultural 

7 contexts of infonnation. And -it has been widely accepted 

that cooperation would be of cardinal importance as long as 

it is hold aloft that informatics is the rational and syste-

matic application of information to economic, social and 

political problems faced by ~he comity of nations, as is the 

official definition of IBI. 8 

Rapid development of microprocessors, coupled With 

broadband COinrl!unications, fibreoptics, and other advances in 

the realm of microelectroni,cs technology has had an impact 

perforcing the realization of the need for coherent policy 

making in this area of importance. The 1978 SPIN (Inter-

governmental Conference on Strategies and Policies for 

informatics) held in Torremolinos, SPAIN and attended by 

7. "Informatics and Deyelopment11 
- Intermedia, 7: 1,January, 

1977, p.1. 

8. F.l\.. Bernasconi -"Infonnatics, t.he IBI and SPIN• -
Intermedia 7:1 J.anuary 1979. 
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delegates from 78 countries concluded that universal access 

to and implementati()n of informatics was essential. This 

tenet was affirmed unanirrously despite recognition of the 

fact that financial, labour and infrastroctural limitations 

exist today and form the development gap • 

. 7\n appeal was made on behalf of the conference for an 

exchange of experience and in~orrnation arrong countries at 

similar stages of informatics development;. planning, of educa

tional and training prograrrmes for, and by, the use of informa

tics; and encouragement of scientific and technical research 

in the field of informatics .. 

The I BI has outlined seven principles that form its 

recomnendation for a national informatics policy: ( 1) considera

tion of informatics in formulation of strategies and policies 

for national development; (2) Special informatics authorities 

and agencies to coordinate effects: ( 3) rrore education and 

training programme to produce a labour force capable of utiliz

ing the latest technology; (4) endogenous informatics produc

tion capability; ( 5) development of policies for the appro

priate use of computer and telecommunications systems and 

services; (6) recognition of the need to preserve cultural 

tradition and control technology for the benefit of society~~ 

and ( 7) regional and international cooperation and interactions. 
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According to IBI document, informatics in a metho-

dology not a philosophy nor a doctrine, but also means to 

9 
apply information power to real problems. The basis of 

this methodology is technology - electronic informatics 

processing by computers. 

Communication Technology And National 
Development 

As regards the relation between national development 

and modern communication technology, the common assumption 

could be that there is mucp the communication media and 

technologies could do to help the processes of development 

if the rulers and the ruling elite seek to promote the growth 

of that technology. 

Technology and informatics could easily be the dominant 

integrative cultural and epistemological paradigms in some 

societies but no one can deny the sweeping forces of science, 

ideology or mythology in the same societies. Electronic 

communication netv.orks, centralised data bases, and decentral-

ized electronic cottage industries may dominate but there 

will still exi·st trade unions, churches, and temples. Hence 

difficulties are faced when the choice to go technological 

9. "Informatics and Development .. , Intermedia, 7:1 January 
19791 p..,.l4. 
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way. For there is no convincing argument or model that places 

the development of the most modern technological hardware or 

software in the order of priorities in developmental needs. 

And polarity that is between individuals and the natio-

nal system is, of course much more striking as the national 

commUnication policies tend to move toward the direction of 

high tecr~ologies while the individuals remain in the realm 

of traditional or semi-traditional oomnunication and infor-

mation systems. In this very example, the two points w::>uld be 

diagonally opposite on the graph, the individuals utility of 

information technology remaining in the realm of traditional 

sector while the national system rroves to the opposite sector 

signifying the chasm between urban 11 sophistication" in major 

cities and the concern of the average rural dweller. Thus 

contradictions and polarity gaps in national corrmunication 

policies become a major socio-politico-economic problem. 

Information Technology - Technological Dependence 
And the Goal of Self-Reliance 

In the course of development in the modem sense the 

fundamental problem that one ever runs into is that of inte-

gration of modern technology into traditional societies of 

the Third Horld. And in the most less developed countries, 

that state control over major resources including technology 

is a necessity in the early stage of development is a fact. 
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It is the State in the Third World which has the assets and 

power to acquire and integrate technology into society. V~hile 

performing the task it is widely expected that the state should 

act responsibly, affirming human dignity, encouraging partici-
10 

patory democracy, aiming at hum3Ile developrrent. 

In other words one can say that instead of a purely 

economic approach there must be attention qevoted to human ele

ments and greater emphasis on political and social reforms to 

improve the quality of life what for the state needs ffo_s1ter 

increased popular participation in decision-making and a more 

equitable distribution of health. Which on the whole speaking 

calls for the fact that technology must be integrated into an 

indigenous rather thari a foreign development roodel, establish

ing the genuine self-determination of people. 

The major elements of which process involve information 

technology. Information Technology includes both peJ:sonal and 

group corrmunic~tion as well as the manipulation of data. Comm

unication includes point to point links such as telephone or 

telegraph which permits people to contact each other make appoint-

ments, plan things as well as mass media designed to reach 

large groups of people usually through radio or television. '.:.'r:~ 

10. Sweden's Dag Hammarkjold:: P'oundation has described humane 
development as a process aimed at creating the whole man 
and woma~, not just increasing the growth of things which 
are merely means. See What NoW? Another Development -
Development Dialogue, Noverilber7beceJiiber 19 I 5. 
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The manipulation of data involves both computers to store and 

process information and microprocessors to facilitate the 

production and distribution of wealth. These include basic 

education, li teriiCY prograrrmes, expansion of radio service, 

the use of computers to manage development projects, and 

crention of postal and telecoP.111unication networks to provide 

conmunication resources to all elements of the population. 

young and old, rural and urban, people with widely differing 

cultural and social backgrounds. 

And from the above we can safely infer that the freedom 

to communicate the ability to·use data productively requires 

information technology, for without the IT, there can be no 

communication freedom, and hence no manipulation of data to 

a successful extent. 

While at our end there can never be any objection signi

ficant enough to the contrary that the advanced industrial 

countries should aid the Third Horld in obtaining and excell

ing in nodern information technology, the prospects for increa

sed Aid Support do not seem at all bright. As to date foreign 

assistance has been meagre and also created on a bilateral 

basis wherein too a single industrial nation succeeds to estab

lish a specific assistance progra.'Tll1le to its terms with a single 

less developed country to its deprivation. And as it has been 

made clenr to us with the passage of time through the applica-

Uon of our ~~n<?s ignt '-·/ Third vlorld o:>untries cannot count 
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on this aid for their so-called needed sustained growth. For 

the purpose of consideration when we take up US government • s ! ·-

policy we find that the so-called policy on technical assistance 

has been distinctly political in nature subject to change 

upward and downward as it is inextricably ~nnected with the 

dominant philosophy and office holders in the WHITE IDUSE and 

a:>NGRESS. As a. consequence of which assistance has been adhoc 

and so poorly integrated into overall development plans. On 

the top of this the United States has been unwilling to commit 

any large sums of noney to assistance in communication or infer-

mation technology, either on a bilateral or a multilateral 

basis. 11 Other advanced countries have been found less than 

interested in providing large amounts of assistance besides 

encouragements to develop, utilize and integrate information 

techno logy. 

Although multilateral support to this case w:>uld be nore 

than welcome, even here we find no substantial groundswell of 

industrial support by the industrial world for serious and 

ambitious as well multilateral projects to transfer information 

technology to the Third World. 

11. Glen o. Robinson American delegate to the 1979 World 
Administrative Radio Conference States that to the extent 
the United States has assisted the developrrent of conmuni
cation it has made relatively small contributions through 
the United Nations. Development Programme on a voluntary 
basis. He concludes "it has been the source of some ernbar
ssments that the United States in the past has been looser 
with its promises than with its pursestrings." Regulatinl 
International Airwaves. The 1979 WARC" VirginTa Jouma 
of International Law, vol. 21, no.I, 1980, pp.38-39. 



Technology as it is "a system of knowledge, skills 

experience and organization that is required to produce 
12 

utilize and control goods and services", is important to 
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development because as a resource that creates new resources, 

a powerful instrument of· social control and an influence on 

13 
decision makers to promote social change wherein information 

technology occupies a unique role as it acquires usefulness 

while it passes through a manufacturing system, and can be 

put to use to substitute layers of hwnan management as data 

on markets demand are coordinated with data on inventory, 

14 
production and supply. 

Even as technology influences society, society's values 

and organization impose limits on the choice and implementation 

of means tx> put to use. In the increased use of information 

technology w1 th the spread of technological progress rapid so 

often that it even outruns human capacity to understand its 

implications and direct it toward the m:>st· desirable end. This 

was found echoed in the w:>rds of Amadal Mahatar M1 Bow, the 

then Director General of UNES<X> who expressed his concern about 

12. "Technological Self Reliance of the Developing Countries: 
Toward Operational Strategies", Development and Transfer 
of Technology Series, no. is (Vienna, Austria UNIDO ID/ 
20 2 1981, p. 3 •. 

13. Dennis Goule,"The Uncertain Promise1 Value Conflicts in 
Technology transfer (NY:!ooC)North Ariiedca, 1977, p. 7-12. 

14. Anthony Smith, "The Geopolitics of Information (New York 
Oxford University Press, 19ao)., p.1l2o 
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the speed of technological change when he said: "Technological 

innovation has become . _ _. .: one of the incentives to production. 

What has declined is the mental and cultural ability of society 

to control the effects of progress. Man no longer endeavours 

to obstruct the forces of change .but he does not always succeed 

in taming them. 15 

New information technology has got both the capacity to 

light and cast a shadow as it provides the opportunity for 

innovations creative enough and expose to the risk of making 

the existing communication system more rigid, establishing 

more powerful, centralized networks. As could be evident from 

the example of direct broadcast satellites, which could lead 

to increased choice and diversification of programning while 

they could equally lead to centra~e~ organisationfoontent 

standardization and greater cultural invision through the use 

of rrore imported prograrnnes. And as distance becomes irrele-

vant because of satellite transmission the disparities among 

advanced and less developed countries could diminish. As point 

to point comnunication via satelli.tes oould be less expensive 
\ 

than traditional live-and-pole technology, thereby permitting 
\ 

' 

15. ~An address by Amado~Mahatar M • Bow, D. G. UNESCD 
The Closing Session of the Conference, Information 
and Society Week 1979", Cited in Many Voices One World, 
p. 32. 
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increased person-to-person information exchange in the Third 

world. .rmd the fact which we are forced to bear it in mind 

is that disparities could increase if these satellite resources 

are concentrated in the hands of a minority who m::mopolize 

their use and maximize their profit. Research and development 

directly relevant to the basic needs of less developed count-

ries account for approximately 1 per cent of the total funds 

spent on research by the advanced industrialized states. 16 Most 

of the world's readymade "packaged11 technology as it is, is 

sui ted optimally to the advanced countries and hence inapproP

riate to the developing states. ..a.nd the transfer of this 

inappropriate technology to many less developed countires has 

increased the gap between rich and poor in terms of earning 

power and social status by introducing urban employment without 

corresponding social reform. As it is, advanced technology 

can sometimes bring,- about abrupt and unintended changes in a 

society, resulting in disruption and destabilization. 17 

A fear that looms large is that of whether communication 

technology would be used to reinfOrce power and prestige and 

privileges (3 Ps). As very often it has been marked that 

advanced ~~stern technology has been used by the elite of a 

16. Sbgashi Francisco R., - Knowledge is Power, 
Mazingira, No.8 (1979), p.28. 

17. Macbride' Sean - Many Voices, One World_, pp. 216-217. 
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developing country to strengthen their own power position and 

the interests of transnational corporations. The introduction 

of capital intensive technology in less developed countries 

may increase manufacturing output for ex.::1mple e.:trning foreign 

exchange that can be used by elites to purchase imported consu

mer goods while at the same time it results in the loss of 

jobs as machines replace people in the production process. 

The creation of such kind of society patterned on the 

western world needs to be avoided in all earnestness as 1 t 

sets off a chain of vicious cycles by requiring import 

of technology at all time in order to be sustained and grow 

which put developing countries in a situation of dependence 

and frustrating in the process their efforts to develop and 

strengthen indigenous technological capabilities and help 

entailing severe losses in the socio-economic and political 

terms often at heavy oosts.dealing a heavy blow to their 

incessant quest for self-reliance and strengthened relationship. 

\~hat to speak of potential building and worth taking rreasures 

which could have ensured confidence in the elite by the masses, 

in their pursuit of excellence. 

Technological Self-Relignce: 

~s the search for technological self-reliance needs to 

be stren1:1ously pursued at least to the extent of having auto

norrous capacity to make and implement decisions and thus to 
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exercise choice and control over areas of partial technolo-

gical dependence or over a nation 1 s relations w1 th other 
18 ' 

nations. And as far as information technology is concemed 

it is urgent to exercise one's capacity to identify immediately 

national needs and to select and apply both imported and domes-

tic hardware and software under the conditions entirely which 

enhance the ability to fulfil these needs and dreams. For the 

realization of all dreams into reality, it is felt the country 

and its elite associates will have to take ·into account the 

dynamics of its dependence and exercise, the political will 

unscrupulously and exert self-confidence to overcome dependency 

and conquer over servility and nurture cultural identity 

adherently. 

Even as somebody is on the run till the goal of self

reliance is not reached in research and development the two 

means which need to be adhered to for the implementation of 

the effects which can be identified in the matters like that 

the decision makers in 'less developed countries like India 

must have to choose those foreign technology which are meant 

to be imported as necessary. On the path of progress towards 

the proclaimed goal keeping the interest. of the country over-

head and faiti1 in the capacity, of the recently awaken nation 

18. 
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to acquire hardware from available sources and its adaptation 

to the locally-obtained needs and conditions arising thereof 

and which above all calls for the fashioning of the indi

genous process of research and development designed to 

produce new technology for the specific needs. 

While shedding light on the choice and adaptation 

of information technology appropriate to these deprived 

nations of their due share in the development and not to 

forget of its topping with riches associated with it and 

left behind to fall back on their broken backs, there can 

hardly be disagreement, it is submitted here with all 

humility that the need for clearly defining of the develop

ment goals just cannot be brushed off. And this includes the 

objectives toward which this shape of greater mass partici

pation, social integration, in-school instruction or adult 

literacy. And the rich inventory of resources endowments 

cannot just be forgotten which is to be enriched in the form 

of capital, manpower, skills and existing technology as 

helpful assets to help the objects. Above all the condition 

of its application in the context of economic and non-economic 

factors as to how the newly emerging information technology 

need to be put to use,to echo the feelings expressed by Neil 

-.Armstrong, in his~ v.ords a Small step for men and a big step 
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for man'kind,wherein the degree of infrastructure, the popula-

tion density and dispersal, as well as social structure educa-

19 tional background, traditions, values and culture need to be 

attended to. 

As one is busy putting the new infoonation technologies to 

scrupul_ous ... ..: use, one cannot sweep the issue of judging the 

impact that the necessary induction of technology wi 11 have on 

development under the carpet, keeping in view the degree of 

infrastructure obtaining on our soil which often frustrates our 

design of putting the technology to its best use as the over

looking of this essential fact makes difficult the adoption of 

the technology to the locally suited needs. And adaptation of 

information technology to master it is an essential part of 

self reliance and autonomy. 

Beyond App.ro)?riate Technolocu: 

Only a decade ago it was :possible to indulge in the 

wishful belief that technology could be ethically neutral even 

against powerful evidence to the o:>ntrary which were being 

discovered day after day. It is still believed that discoveries 

can be applied as rationally or as serendipitiously as they are 

made. If so, the social choices involved in applying technolo-

gies could be made professionally in the same objective, cool and 

19. These factors are discussed in "Conceotual and Policy ' ' 
Framework for Appropriate Industrial Te¢hnology (Vienna 
Austria: UNIDO ID 232/1 1979. 
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detached fashion in which scientists are preswned to work. 

But facts as they come bitter coated,such benefits 

are increasingly felt hard to sustain. If ever social 

values could have been separated from scientific fact few 

' believe that they oould have been in an age fraught with 

grave danger as the world is full to its heights with nuclear 

weapons or even of atomic power.· Utmost urgency is now being 

felt . in the fields of problems and the choices where on.::e 

values of progress seemed (.(ilbvious. And the so-called upris

ings or popular demonstrations do not exempt the scientists 

from the equations of blame associated with technological 

breakthrough. 

And in this part of the developing ~rld significant 

·are the scientific choices as the options as available to 

them, are so severely limited by resource constraints. In 

addition to this, the external pressures are especially. so 

great and the Ume;.l'\QdzCllm; have to be distant because deci

sions made today as are irreversible in the forese_eable _ f\1~\.!.fe• 

Values: 

In the nature of an intellectual discipline, technolo

gical assessment or the choice of technique, has started show

ing some signs of progress. As it is, the early insights 
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about the"technologic mi~fit•f 0 
and the need for social and 

technological <e.on.g,tUence'•tn have given way to something trore 

-systematic in the better direction Wherein critical applica

tion is made of the issue of "factor proportions" vigorously 

to industrial technologies in the hope of achieving an appro

priate balance between capital-intensive and labour-intensive 

22 methods. Attempts to add another dimension beyond these 

23 have been marked and the variety of so~ial considerations 

introduced into the trodels of technology assessment have macSe 

24 it equivalent of a social rrovement. And we have found it to 

our amazement today that it is beyond doubt possible to attach 

weights to each human value affected by a proposed technologi

cal innovation and to amerge: with a calculus of the potential 

social costs and benefi t3 cf any choice as seen by the groups 

most likely to be concerned by it. 

20. walsh Me Derrroth "Modern Media; and the Derrographic 
Disease Pattern of Over! Traditional SOcieties: A 

21. John D. Hontofoman "THe Challenge of Chanre'', 
International Development Review, 9, no. 1lMarch 1967). 

22. Richard s. Eokaus 11 The Factor Proportions Problem in 
underdeveloped .\reas", American Economic Review 14 no. 4, 
Septefriber 1995: 5'b no. 2, (May 1960) .a.. s. Bhalla "Techno
logy and Assessment in Industry (Geneva: IL0,1975). 

23. John D. Montgoman,'"Technology and Civic ~e:J:Making and 
Implementing Development Decisions ( Mass: HIT,1974) • 

24. Franco.i' s u0tman, Society and the .~ssessment of 
Technology C .. Paris, 1973). 
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To our despair, the movement has met with arrested 

momentum as early as it has begun. And unanswered questions 

are threatening to leave technology assessment a mere intellec-

tual pastime. What should be the denominations of value? How 

do the group interests add up? To such questions technology 

assessment has no answers, absolutely none. And as could be 

clear from above, its findings are consequently having little -

independent effect on ultimate decisions about technological 

innovations. 

Individuals can create and make use of social instruments 

to advance their value status or to prevent their deterioration 

as values are within their range of preferences. Individuals 

can also reject social instruments since theoretically they may 

choose to opt out-of society itself if the b~nefits are out

weighed by the costs to their own values. For these possibili

ties society is put on notice to take need of individual 

challenges to its preferred values. 

In the twentieth century, science and technology provide 

some of the most important issues of public morality. As it 

has been clear to us few of the questions of dividing mankind 

are unaffectad by discoveries of new products, new means of 

communication, new methods of production. Emigration, apathy 

guerrilla warfare have all been boom of misapplied technology. 

On the other hand they have also appeared to be occasions for 
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new technological solutions hitherto unforeseen through the 

development of marginal lands and rrore pervasive mass comnu

nications. The troublesome thing is that each such tech

nological 11 fix'' parmi ts a few individuals to manipulate the 

system further still, which of course still stretched the 

problem as ·it stands to. the disadvantages of the disaffected 

populations. And evidently technological innovations that 

create disadvantages to the unrepresented. groups in society 

benefit the sponsors whoever they might be. 

And to our utter concern effective political action 

is rarely available to the very social groups that can comm

and least control over the development and introduction of 

technology. One can be sure of the fact, that the greater a 

nations's dependence on technology for achieving its collec

tive. goals, therefore the more serious is the potential 

challenge of coping with change with finrvn grips on the 

societal process which at any cost could not be given a back 

seat. 

Each individual aspiration within the range of human 

values can be affected positively a negatively by scientific 

ctiscoveries and application.. And the needed asswnptions: and 

the issues it poses can be stated with pains in the following 

1. Man's desire for security (and his convense, his 

desire to control others) is affected by all discoveries that 
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change the distribution of power amongindividuals and nations. 

Which 11 side" shall science serve-domination or protection -

and under what circumstances? 

2. His thirst for knowledge (and its converse, his 

desire for secrecy or exclusive possession) in the source both 

of scientific endeavour and of efforts to limit access for its 

fruits. Who should have access to knowledge? 

3. The human values of loyalty, affection and community 

are associ a ted with the desire 11 to be long" and they are both 

aided and undermined by technology. The inventions associated 

with mass cornnunications have both joined and isolated hurnani ty: 

should radio and television ennoble and vulgarize? Can the 

disciplines of desire to take advantage of the new opportunities 

for self-improvement. Are science and technology here to serve 

the privileges few whose values and resources are compatible? 

Or on the other hand should they manipulate divergent values 

so that all can be allowed an opportunity to take advantage. 

of the obtaining reality that may be created by them so fondly? 

And the task enjoined upon mankind to find suitable 

accomodations to the values of a modernizing society that are 

slow to change has been well served by· introducing 11 appropriate 

technology''. ~'lhich is of course the minimalist approach; it 

identifies the characteristics of a technological change that 

will inflict the smallest feasible injury on most members of a 
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society. Wherein it seeks-to minimize unemployment for exam-

ple or the outflow of capital or damage to the inhabited 

environment. 

There are not' circulating elites in the Third \'lorld 

so much as there is an elite circuit for new ideas and pro-

gra~es. Although it has been noted that most countries 

among the developing ones have succeeded in establishing kinds 

of political processes for considering social values and 

assessing national priorities, the whole process suffers of 

a lacunae as yet the concept of the public interest has not 

emerged as a significant force affecting these processes. 

And above all the succession of private interests that attempt 

to colonize the public sector j,.n the developing countries has 

not provided an arena in which values clash so much as a 

battleground for different claimants to power. 25 

Even when the plan of a substantial development is 

developed and prorroted in the face of political indifference 

to the social values involved, the strategy that has been 

envisoned and of course put to test to demonstrate the cohe-

renee and technical financial feasibility of a balanced 

25. John D. t-1ontgomery -"'Public Interest in the Ideology 
of National Develo~men t 11

, in 'fhe PUblic Interest, 
(ed.} Carl J. Frie riCh {New York: Atherton, Nemes, 
Vol. v, 1962). 
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approach and in the process to develop enough bureaucratic 

and international support to gain attention and sympathy of 

political decision makers. This much deserved and well 

striven for political 51,1pport of course did not corre through 

so at ease. 

A t~e and benewlent policy involves the search for 

an appropriate balance of resources denoted to the generation 

application ~d diffusion of knowledge in a given setting. And 

it is that policy which requ.ires a balancing a.roong the links 

26 
to foreign and domestic national suppliers and users. 

Techno~_~_ay and Employment in The Third 
World:A Mabson's Choice 

No matter whatever be the magnitude and character of 

labour displacement from technological change in industriali

zed countries, it almost falls into the point of insignificance 

in relation to the problem faced by the developing COWltries 

of providing meaningful and productive work for most of their 

citizens. 

When we talk of changing political economy of the third 

world and the impact of technology on it, we are forced to see 

the examples of India, China and Brazil who are important for 

26. R.s. Eckaus-~propriate Technoltlies for Developing 
Countries, (Washington D.C.: Na onal Academy of 
Sc1ences, 1977). 



reasons of size: the first tlt.O between them contain more 

than a third of the population of the entire 'WOrld and half 

that of the third lt.Orld. All three while they are among 

the more adva need or "new industrializing Third World 

CX)Untries 11
, they are also faced with complicated problems 

in terms of individual participation in the economic system, 

whether income distribution or employrrent or both. 

The equity crisis in the Third World seems to have 

at least three principal components - acute material depri

vation, highly unequal income distribution, and very substan

tial unemployment, underemployment and employment at very 

marginal rates of productivity. 

In India although estimates vary, some 40 per cent of 

the entire population and nore than 5£> per cent of the rural 

population are generally believed to be below the Indian 

"poverty line" defined in spartan terms as income sufficient 

to provide for enough colonies to stay alive. 27 

According to K. N. Raj_ the male labour force alone 

i.e., only half the population - has grown in the decade 

1975-84 from 152 million to 196 million. Thus even assuming 

ti1at tl1e present population is already gainfully and 

27. Pranab Bardhan - "The Pattern of Income Distribution in 
India: A. Review; Sankhya : The Indian Journal of · 
Stafutics, Vol. XXXVI, Series-5, 2 & 4, 1974), 
pp. 103-138 And V.M. Dandezar and A. Ra~ - Poverty in 
India, (Poona, Indian School of Political Econorny,1971). 
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productively employed, 44 million new jobs would be needed 

to be created during the decade half over. 

Third ~rld countries like India, Brazil and China 

are indeed confronted with a Hobson• s choice in devising 

strategies to cope with the task of providing meaningful 

and productive -v.ork for their peoples. 

aeliance of riate 
Countries 

Under the given set of melancholy circumstances one 

will have to clearly earmark the role for so-called approP

riate technology. i.e. technology that is more labour using 

and capital saving rather than the other way a round as· is 

characteristic of industrial technology now in ~se in the 

more advanced countries. It is in the fitness of things, 

better to light-even a candle than to curse the darkness. 

Appropriate technology, therefore, certainly has a place in 

the scheme of things in the Third World as it grapples with 

its massive equity crisis. 

Changes in technology as such cannot cope possibly 

with absorption of the rapidly growing labour forces on the 

developing countries. Nothing short of a social revolution 

28 will do that, and even then results cannot be guaranteed. 

28. Ediquist & Ediquist - Social Cart:iers of Technology for 
Development, Lund! Research Policy Institute university 
CirLund, Discussion Paper No.123, October,-· 1978, p.84. 
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Strong need is felt so intensely that these countries abso

lutely must have something like much higher productivity of 

~rodern technology even rore than the advanced industrialized 

countries if they are ever to find a way out of the dark into 

, the continent of light. And for technical as well as produc-

tivity reasons, developing countries must have modern tech-

nology, even though it is ordinarily more labour saving rather 

than labour-using and thus, seemingly. 

The enhanced capacity to obtain better results coupled 

with the necessary political will to achieve excellence thus 

taking the nation along or its march towards prosper! ty and 

rapid development along the perceived societal goals, great 

deal of this urge depends on access to scientific knowledge 

more than capital. The ability to innovate results from 

interaction among capital, skills, information, and a scien-

tific infrastructure, it is essentially dependent on coopera-

tion among government and industries, communication between 

educational and producti "'le sectors, a sound financial base 

-29 and the creative energy of a country's population. It also 
f 

requires the presence of "social carriers", ind;i viduals or 

groups who have an interest in technological application to 

30 
the benefit of the sea of humanity and share their knowledge. 

29. Hans Singer discusses the determinants of a country's 
technological mix which include both adaptation and the 
creation of indigenous technology in TECHNOLOGY FOR 
BASIC NEEDS (Geneva; ICO, 1977) • 

30. Ibid., no. 28. 



Hicroelectronic Technology and the Thirg 
\vorld: Resisting the Luddite Tra.E_ 

A form of m:::>dern technology such as microelectronic 
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~ 
technology dramatically in capable of increasing labour prod-

ucti vi ty and it does have a significant potential role in 

helping poor societies grapple with their equity problems. 

And it is hoped that it oould also help the poor countries 

achieve a JTOre autonorrous less dependent role in the inter-

national system, at length. 

The first arrong the facts that stand out is that the 

mic.rotechnology ~ould help ~chieve significant gains in the 

productivity both of labour and that of capital. It \\Ould 

certainly be of advantage to capital poor developing count-

ries to derive greater output per unit of capital invested. 

Amongst other things one m:::>re characteristic that of 

microelectronic technology so prominently is its relevance 

as such to the needs of developing economies for the fact of 

its relevant flexibility and the possibilities it offers for 

greater product differentiation which help the developing 

countries to adapt it in such a way as to suit their own social 
.• 

requirements or raw material availabilities. Which equally 

means for scope of developing more rapidly substantial, small-

scale, high productivity industrial sectors in the Third world 

and diminishing tranSportation costs and urban concentration. 
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This technology would be relatively roore accessible 

to deVeloping countries than other forms of advanced technology, 

at least as far as the hardware is concerned - that is to say 

if d i 
. 31 

they should buy it at a price even they o not make t. 

While the real possibilities and challenges of micro

electronic technology lie in the software applications, the 

developing countries could get substantial! access under relati

vely non-dependency perpetuating conditions (without entangl

ing and enduring investment and licensing arrangements) if 

they prepare themselves and willing to exert themselves which 

is what they can very much do. Although the economic and 

social realities of developing countries are not to be ignored 

as conditions there are often not the same as in industriali-

zed countries with very high labour costs. As such the eire~ 

stances under which it will make sense to use this new tech-

nologies in developing countries are bound to differ greatly 

from the industrialized countries. And the danger that 

in the background is that economic and political elites in 

the Third World, having been effectively ,,seduced by hardware 

and software salesmen from the North, will become infatuated 

with microelectronics technology seeking its indiscriminate 

application. 

A Political Fact 

Nothing could be further from reality if we allow our

selves to be <lielu-ded by believing that this new technologies 

31. Rapbael Kaplinksy - Institute for Qevelopment Studies and 
Science Policy Research Uni~' University of SUssex, Presen
tation and"The I act of Hicroelectronic ~elated Innovations 
on Developing Countries trag~1' ·and Hor s op, ,1ay 



which economically beneficial though socially disruptive, is 

politically benign. Certain applications of this technology 

offer distressing means of enhancing the effectiveness of 

technologies of destruction and repression. .l\nd for the 

aforesaid reasons, the question as. to who controls the cri

tical ele~ents in this technological revolution will haunt 

us for all time to come arrong as well as within the country. 

Getting The Genie Into The Bottle Again 

But for the. reason that there is no way known to 

humanity of getting this technological genie back in the 

bottle, wholly or selectively, the best strategy to minimize 

the possibilities for exploitation and control is to diffuse 

it throughas many channels and as far widely as possible. 

In fact, there are far too strong reasons for the Third ~vorld 

countries to get in on the new technologies. .b.nd rrore impor

tant is that failure to do so will cast them in a more depen

dent relationship on the first and second worlds.. And to 

their supreme pleasure, the industrialized countries will 

find it all the rrore tempting to use the advantages of 

microelectronic technology in speed, flexibility, cost, 

reliability and control to rr.aintain their presently dominant 

position in the international economic and political system. 

And they would sell the products m~de possible and practicable 

by the new information technologies and their services at 
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inflated prices unless Third ~orld countries in their best 

interest become effective ba.o;uunerti b~l developing their basic 

competence in using and understanding this rapidly developing 

area of economic activism. 

Information technology is of great help in implementing 

the desire for better .. "administration the desire for homo

geneous conditions of life, for a just ang equal society. It 

helps in making dreams of a more perfect 'WOrld come true to an 

extent that the negative sides of such a perfect \\Orld become 

really visible for the firs~ time. 

Information technology also seems to have enlarged the 

weaponry of the conflicting social forces. The struggles and 

investrr.ents of the past provides the set on which new tech

nologies nppear in the society. lmd power positions inevitably 

leads tn a point where new technologies are taken up by those 

who cnn afford them. The Hathhe .. .,. effect (For whosoever hath

to him shall be given • • • • • • • ) appears as the 
1
rrost outstanding 

implication of new information technology in helping the 

already powerful to be more powerf~l. 

The properties inherent in the information technology 

explain more of its success stories and societal implications 

better b~an conceiving it an instrument available to social 

forces. The society which avails of this kind of technology 
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does not gr~t the autnnomy to its doMinant for.~alised struc

tures as to remain unchanged. ;·a th the growing significance 

of formal elements in the social fabric the process of" infor

mation " of society sets in. Information technology is 

simultaneously the immediate cause and vehicle of their intro

duction. The uniqueness of this technology pertain's to the 

fact that it can be used for cooo.3ting social vulnerability 

caused by other technologies while it remains a factor contri

buting to increased social vulne::-abili ty. 

The only danger that is inherent in it ~s that it 

pro~1ides less and less opportunity for c;~oun..t..e~i'lJ~ forces 

to articulate themselves as with better information aids the 

.bureaucratic administration can expand into virtually al~ -_aspects 

of social life rronitorlng, predicting and shaping human beha

viour in sectors hitherto considered as private and hence 

exempt from public intervention, with which the resultant 

factor \\Ould be a perfect adTTiinistration completely prestruc

turing and rroni to ring human behaviour, thus proving to be 

responsive and responsible administration. 

And with this oncoming process 1 t seems rro re pressing 

the question of whether, as a result of the r.aticnal bureau

cratic management of all important human affairs, we might 

become powerless inmates of a"~age_ of serfdom" now than it 
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was some forty years or so ago when he feared that socialism 

would lead t0 bureaucratic structures styling innovation and 

social evolution. 

At conclusion it can be said while social forces 

determine the use as to which information technology is to 

be put to,information technology although strictly does not 

determine the coming of a society dominated by bureaucracies 

and functioning like a "mega machine" (Lewis r--:umford) since 

no hard technological determinism is at work as of now, it 

no· doubt, makes it roore difficult to beopposed •. 
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Chapter Two 

INDIA'S COMI1UNICATION NE'IWORKS'--AND DATA 
STRUCTURING CAPACITY: EMERGING TRENDS 

We have be_en so busy looking to the west - at all 

' the a\-reSOme technological strides the .select group of nations wer. 

able to achieve in so short span of time - that we fail 

to register the small print on the hi-tech map. .l\nd this 

small print - the contribution of a league of economically 

struggling "developing countries" doggedly following in the 

footsteps of the snowman Yetis, has a relevance far beyond 

the superficial. For if an advanced nation a leader in the 

technical arena talks of computerisation so much so that it 

seems to be a part of the overall scheme of things - comm::m 

place even. 

And when a naive follower de!:ides to go the develop-

ment way like India which decided to go hi tech, there was. 

really no stopping the 1 planning• wheels from tuming. Even 

before- one knew it, massive CO!llllunication structures were 

already installed in the mind:' s eye with reality zeroing in 

on· at breakneck speed - it is an achievement deserves to be 

i-auded 4 Today as we stand poi sed to take the big leap .it 

has been brought home to us just how state-of-the-art 

'technology can be mirrored in the developing w:>rld as an 

aid to economic progress with an optimisation of resources 

and benefits that entail. . And 0. the shadng with the 

This chapter is based on the official reports and ::... . 
~ information made available to me by the Department of 
Electronics, Government of India. 
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'betterhalf"of the technological world - the tech elite, 

the latter's experiences, has helped usher in, through 

the various communication networks in India, a new culture 

in the country. 

As a matter of fact, it has been quite of a push 

forward fro ill the depths of obaauri ty~-~ tl)~; l~ligp:t. a 

technological coming into its own as it were • The:.unveil-

ing of at least six giant communication networks, two of 

which are already operating in the desired direction, all 

a yield of technological muscle, the importance of it being 

an indigenous one, fii1Illy helped to propagate the truth of 

the home team as a "dark horse", quite capable of pulling 

off a coup anytime in the day quite unexpectedly .. 

. 1 ... 
As it is the realization that has dawnedttne .. 

governments of the Third World including media today are . 

convinced that as opposed to popular myth, hi-tech is an 

essential component of the development process in their 

countries. Absence of timely and accurate information is 

belieyed, quite truly so, to be much of a bottleneck in the 

planning process in these nations with the advent of compu

ters and data comnunication, the problems it is honestly 

claimed can be largely overcome, enabling decision makers 

to create realistic plans and ensure their implementation 
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through systematic and thorough rroni to ring. That the awakening 

developing world is rroving somewhat in this direction' is rrore 

than a mere conrolation of bringing fruits of peace and pro

gress within the easy reach of the sea of human! ty. 

Even though it is understood that the Third '•Jorld has 

a long way to go, computer applications based on data commu

nication and networks are being implemented in many a model 

in significant numbers by developing countries, varied are 

the solutions to their problems. The {luestion that Q..ften. 

is encountered on our path so intermittently is that cb 

information technology and computer communication have any 

reievance in the context of the developing world where 50 

per cent of the population survives on a per capita income 

of us $250 per annum and below? The role of computers where 

in countries people do not possess the basic necessities of 

life is obviously not free of questioning means. 

No one's future can be a xerox copy of someone' s past, 

as it is. Hhile we: have the same science and technology, as 

developing nations we will have to use them in different ways, 

appropriate to our needs and resources. Development is not 

along any straight line and the same sequence of development 

will not suit everyone. 

And for India, in this scheme of things and as ·far as 

the path that it has chosen to follow in its course of going 



hi-tech, the information revolution has been packed into a 

time frame of three to four years. It has been a sudden jump 

or a quantum one so to say, from no technology in virtm so, 
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to a state where the government, the public and private sector 

and the small user are in a hurry tx:> catch the technologybus. • 

As soon as the IBM PC compatible made its appearance in 

year of 1984 on Indian soil, the obtaining ~nerio . underwent 

a metarrorphic change. From large mini-computer based installa

tions, we were suddenly talking of sleek desktx:>p,. and distributed 

data processing environments. Ostensibly : so,· the profile of 

the user also changed, computers slowly started its march into 

the private and corporate segments ultimately petering down 

to the small users. 

The rrovement to networking and resource sharing. Has the 

next logical step in the development of the concept of data 

o:>rrmunication. The story that began in a small way with the , .. 

local area networks - essentially intra-departmental hook-ups 

in corporate and government organization$. 'IJhat followed in 

the aftermath was a slow veering towards the concept of larger 

. net\o.Orks, that transcended wider distances and took on the 

organizational and inter-organizational set ups. Now India 

stands on the threshold of a data corrrnunication revolution, 

with local area networking being patronized by all the major 

computer vendors of the country and wide area or national 



netv.orks being given immense priority by the government 

and the public sector undertakings alike. 

Cor:1menting on the present status of corrrnunication 

technology and its future in the country, K. P. P. Nambiar, 

Secretary, Department of Electronics, (DOE) says, "We . 
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in India have launched communications as a national mission. 

Our ultimate goal is to achieve I.ntegrated Services Digital 

Net....ork (I Sr:M) for our nation in a well ptanned and phased 

manner largely based on our 0\<181 R&D efforts, systems engin

eering capability and support services". 

11 'de have begun with the process of m::>dernisation of 

telecommunications first and this includes terminal equip

ment, transmission as wll as switching technology. A major 

national mission has been launched in the form of the centre 

for the Developnent of Telematics (C-OOT) • 

At the same tine, an existing telephone exchange 

rrodemisation programme has been launched in the form of 

computer-assisted automation for automatic call rooking, 

metering, billing etc. Multiplexing and message switching 

systems a·re being developed for modernisation of telegraph 

networks. Also several dedicated networks are in the process 

of planning and implementation such as NICNET, INOONET, 

ERNET,. OILCOr1NET • BANl<NET' so on and so forth. Hany major 

corporations have also planned their corporate netY.Orks: 
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such as Oil.COMNETfor the oilsector and s.rU:LNET for the steel 

industry11
, Narrbiar adds. 

In the opinion of D.K. Sangal, Secretary Department of 

Telecommunication, inspite of the developing world suffering 

'from acute lin.i tations of investible resources, the countries 

can ill afford not to use the potential for storing, processing 

and communicating the infonnation that modern computers and 

telecommunications place at their disposal. COnscious of this 

fact rrost of these nations, including India, are rroving towards 

developing suitable strRtegies for making available integrated 

systems to provide such services. 

Installing computers in India, was the first response 

to the need. In parallel with the growth of computers, it was 

inevitable that this should lead for the demand of computer 

communication facilities for access to the computers as well 

as for interconnection of computers. The OOT, according to 

Sangal, i~ evolving a three-pronged stragegy to handle the 

comnunication needs of the country. PSTN networks for limited 

information requirements and Packet Switched Data Networks and 

satellite-based remote area lowspeed data networks for larger 

computer communication needs are part of the plan. 

~~~-c~pt_ions 
And as far the _ _ ·--. . of Dr. P. P. Gupta, Managing 

Director, Cl-1C Limited go ~, computer technology and improved 

conununications can - if properly so used - result in a 
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significant improvement in productivity, efficiency and better 

utilisation of scarce resources in India and other developing 

nations. 

At the national level the communication networks it 

is claimed, will not only result in enhanced efficiency within 

the organizations involved, but will help in bringing the 

enduser w1 thin the ambit of advanced technology and its benefits. 

BNll<NET 

A link-up of all the nationalised banks in the country. 

The day all the nationalised banks in the country are united 

in a large network and have access to the world-wide Interna

tional Financial Telecommunication S\-ITFT system, the end-

user will be able to avail the facility of domestic and inter

national fund transfer at the press of a computer key. A 

number of developing countries are already subscribing to 

SWIFT, \vhich links rrore than 1500 banks in 39 countries and 

allows them to trnnsmit transactions at a fifth of the cost 

of telexes. Hook-ups like this will result in the saving of 

time besides improving the service aspect of the i>ankingsector. 

The eno~~us data communication link-ups are intended 

primarily as .decision support apparatuses for the government 

and other organizations. It is also clained ,advantages of 

computerisation, \<'lill peter dovm ul tir.tately to tha comrron man 

and the end-user as the overall efficiency of the organisation 

increases. 
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NICNET for instance is intended to be such an appar~tus and 
\ 

information system as would help the Indian Government handl-

ing central and State Government information upto the district 

level. At present one of the rrost ambitious projects in the 

, country NICNET will put to use the new> technology of computer 

netvPrking to enable efficient exchange of inforwation betw-een 

the centre and the states, between the states and their dist-

ricts and among the ministries/Deparbnents .as well as between 

the latter and the public. 

In general, the net\...ork ·will help the government moni-

tor all the vi tal socio-econor.~ic projects in the country 

besides enabling the on-line retrieval of information from 

data bases and its ~p~ation •. 

Ready information will be availabl~ on areas like 

agriculture, commerce, co~nunication, finance, financial 

resources,industry,water resources, human resources, energy, 

urban developr:1ent, personnel, and public grievances, steel and 

mines, lai-l, social welfare, etc. at the central, state and 

district level. 

There will also be someother very crucial areas where 

computer and comnunication technology will be required in the 
. 

country. The case for sophisticated technology for India as 

also for other developing nations· is advanced in particular 

by their very 11 disaster prone11 status. The building blocks 
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of developing societies often turrble due to repeated or episodic 

dis.:tsters. 

In a comprehensive p~per at presentation of .41CCOC~ 87 

conference,-. >lartin Elliot Silverstein and ·cre.ssle Hackes of the 
/ ' 

us underlined the need for utilising computer communications in 

creating such disaster preparedness systems which could be 

of immense relevance to the Indian environment. 

The information revolution and the availability, accord-

ing to Silverstein and Hackes, of communications brought about 

by geostationary satellites, microwave systems and particularly 

the facility with which digitised data may be transmitted and 

manipulated all contribute towards success stories against natu-

ral disasters. 

The ~dea is .to develop so a strategic counter disaster 

information systems essentially communication networks desig-

ned to carry data from multiple input devices and data storage 

banks to manipulative computers and, finally to the human 

disaster planners and managers. 

For developing countries, computers and comnunications 

open the possibilities of leapfrogging stages of development, 

slashing paper bureaucracies, streamlining produc.tion besides 

so many other things. 
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As it is the networks in the pipeline are good scien

tific dreams which often lack a touch of reality. It is-

felt that the scale on which these projects have been planned 

demand a long gestation period and a fairly patient wait for 

the user before the promised benefits finally start flowing in. 

"Our net....ork wi 11 probably be executed by the year 

1990 and results will become apparent only by 1991," the 

government spokesman adds. The magnitude of the problems_ 

associated with the implementation of the net\>.Orks might have 

been considerably reduced had the net\ooOrks been more "manageable" 

in terms of their physical dimensions and operations to be 

computerised. 

OI.ICOMNET. -

A managej:9le net\o.Ork for the oil industry will be 

conmissioned only in the Delhi-Bombay d~g later subject to 

the satisfactory \o.Orking of the network and its being found 

useful it is proposed to extend it to cover remote stations 

in the northern and western regions as well as include location 

at and around Calcutta, Madras and Guwahati. 

Operations 

To begin with operations will cornmence on the Delhi

Bombay leg of the network. Information, relating to areas 

like production, supplies, distribution, sales, marketing, 



refining, inventory, transportation, lOgistics,, finance, 

planning or projects in real time in the oil industry, will 

be corrputerised. ' 

Benefits: 

The network will enable the oil companies, the oil 

coordination COrrmi ttee (OCC) and the Ministry of Petroleum and 

Natural Gas to conrnunicate with each other leading to overall 

efficiency. Three-in-one facilities will be available to the 

users whereby they can - receive from and send textual, data 

or other messages to anyother user of the networks, post and 

:retrieve data and industry information; and avail of a number 

of office automation and personal computing packages. Ready 

availability of industry information will aid the decision 

support functions in the organizations. 

Target Data 
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First phas~ involving the Bombay - Delhi, leg already 

under implementation. The second phase covering Calcutta, 

Madras, Guwahati and peripheral cities stated for the later part 

of 1988. 

Hardware: 

At present, two 32-bi t PCS 4000 processors located at 

Bombay and Delhi Processors in tum connected to on-line 

tenninals (mainly IBM PC AT compatibles) ·located in the offices 

of the oil companies in Delhi and Bombay. 



Software: 

Message switching software, comprising the compre

' hensive electronic office (CEO) package from Data General 

of the US, computing software, communications software, 

customised software from vendor and indigenously developed 

application software. 

Plan Outlay: 
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Nearly one crore rupees have already been spent on the 

network in the first phase. The am:>unt includes the cost of 

hardware, software and the comnunication media. 

NICNET 

Operations: Information systems will be developed in 

the following disciplines, at the national, · state, district and 

grass root block development agencies level; industry, agri-

culture, health, commerce, finance, financial resources, water 

resourc_es, natural resources, energy, personnel and public 

grievances, steel and mines, law and social welfare, etc. 

Operations include the conversion of microlevel data to macro 

level and statistical data. to be used at the respective higher 

levels of the government, for rroni to ring and planning purposes. 

Benefits: 

The network will facilitate the monitoring of vital 

socio-economic projects, enable on.;..line :.retrieval of data from 
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iat~ bases and its updation, facilitate optimum utilisation 

of expensive computer resources, emergency comnunic_ation 

systems, sharing latest sofbware tools, dissemination of 

information and an exchange of messages and information bet

ween central government and state governments and district 

administrative units. 

Target Data: 

The first phase of the net~rk is expected to become· 

fully operational in 1988. The district level phase is 

expected to commence in 1989 and block level computerisation 

is expected to be taken up by NIC in its third phase beginning 

with the first year of the Eighth Five Year Plan. 

Hardware: 

NIC has already installed four very large computer 

systems (S-1000) from NEC Japan at Delhi, Pune, Bhubaneswar 

and Hyderabad - as the four main nodes of NICNET. Besides 

the NEC systems, there wi 11 also be the ND-550 system and· 

CDC cyber 730 machine. The Delhi system will be the main 

host. M~icomputers or a LAN cluster of minis/super ATs are 

being installed at each of the Union Territories. Supermini 

Computers (PCAT· :'configurations) wi 11 be installed at the 439 

districts and PC$ will be installed in nearly 5000 blocks, 

the smallest development monitoring unit. 
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SOftware: 

Uil1S (or Union data management System) is being 

developed as a coordinating data base management to provide 

a unified DBMS environment for the network users. UI:MS will 

act as a coordinating system for the DBMS packages available 

at the different rrodes of the network •. 

INOONET: 

Operations: Commissioned by 01C Lirni ted, INOONET is India • s 

first comnercial computer Network with computers located in 

Bol'lbay, Delhi, Calcutta, Madras and Hyderabad and additional 

access points at Bangalore, Pune and Ahmedabad. Operations 

include the offering of such facilities as distributed data 

processing, access to current and complete information, data 

banks on a number of subjects. 

Benefits: 

For commercial users INOONZT provides the opportunity 

for accessing the network's facilities without the cost and 

bother of owning computer systems themselves. Users have the 

total computing power of five large computers and a number of 

specialized software packages at the latest IBM (and non IBM) 

operating systems at their disposal. Users have the opportu

nity to utilise rrodern IBN, DEC, PDP and Robotron computers. 

Besides as phase t'\f./0 of the project is implemented, users will 
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have access tD computers, and databases around the .....orld 

through an International Gateway. Moreover, nearly 35 major 

eities in India will be connected via high speed satellite and 

VHr"" radio lines. 

Target Date: 

The first phase of the netv.ork is already operational 

and the seoond phase is underway. The sate-llite communica

tion medium is expected to be available by mid-1988 and the 

seo:md ph::tse of the network is thus expected tD become opera

tional by end-1988. 

Hardware: 

Three IBM 4361 computers located at Bombay, calcutta 

and Hadras constitute the heart of the first phase of INOONET. 

An Integra 1001 and a DEC PDP 11/44 provide additional compu

ting po\-rer. 

Software: 

The utilities and application software packages avail

able to the users under I~~OONET include: CICS - a transaction 

processing system Hhich runs under OOS/VSE: DL/1-a hierarchi

cal data base management package; SPREADS/SOI-reil.ational data 

ba!>e management packages: PROJl\CS-project analysis and control 

system for planning new projects, resource allocation, PERT/ 



CPH; MPSX - mathematical programming syste:"TI for production 

and capital investment planning, product mix decisions etc. 

In addition, 01C developed packages such as Electronic i'·iail, 

INOO-GKS are available in INOONET. Also being offered are 

numerous pack-3.ges developed by 01C for banking, industrial 

and financial organizations. 

Plan Outlay - A tot-3.1 Plan outlay of eight crore rupees has 

been allocated for I mX)l,"ET. 

BA.~KNET: 

Operations: 

At the first level, there \vill be the cheque clearing 

operation. At the next level oper~tions like on-line infor-

mation on customers' accounts, ledger etc., will be done. 

Financial accounting, payroll, etc., for each bank is also 

on the cards. 

Benefits: 

A link-up between the banks and their brar1ches and 
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ultimately between the different nationalised banks themselves 

will help expedite the transfer of funds domestically. The 

hook-up with S'rl!FT will also help fund transfer at an inter-

national level. .\lso an overall improvement in the front-office 

-
operations and enhancement of customer service efficiency. 
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Target Date:-

MainfriiDles for head offices of nationalised banks by 

1988. Installation of minicomputers also be completed by 1988. 

Link-up with SitiFT of the overseas branches of banks through 

.,their head offices in 1989. Link-ups betv~een head offices of 

natioQalised banks and domestic fund transfer by 1990. 

Hardware: 

Eight or ten mainfra.1nes for head offices of the nation

alized banks. r:early 300 Hotorola 68010- 68020- based minis 

for Zonal offices of banks, four IfM systems with high speed 

assorteli's (already operational) SHIFT regional processor and 

close to 10,000 PC for the bronches of the banks. 

Plan Outlay - NOT AVAILABLE. 

BISNET: 

Operation: 

Commissioned by the Department of Telecommunications, 

the Remote Area Business Neb.ork ( BI SNET) will offer users 

services like telex, facsimile, electronic mail, message comm

unication and interactive data-communication at speeds up to 

1. 2 kleps. Prospective users \..Ould be the AGROMET, BASC, 

ONGC, National Dairy Development SOard etc. some of the other 

potential users are expected to be the banks, stock exchanges, 

civil aviation, Airlines and the hotel industry. 
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Benefits: 

The network will involve use of lowoost terminals and 

will eliminate the need for telephone lines. Other advantages 

are easy installation, nor.nal power supply arrangements with 

voltage regulntors, rerrote control feasibility, high reliabi

lity, .and lovr maintenance costs, the ability to function in 

ruggedised environments, errorfree performance and high net

work availability. 

Target Date: 

Nearly a 100 terminals are expected to be installed by 

early 1989 and another 900 during the next 12 months after that. 

Hardware: 

Haster earth station at New Delhi, and microearth stations 

at user locations, lowcost PC, PCXT - and PC AT - compatibles. 

Plan Outlay: 

Service is likely to gro\.Y at an annual rate of 1000 

micro terminals, each costing Rs. 2. 5 lakhs. ,\ccess charges to 

the netw::>rk payable to OOT is Rs. 5, 000 per annum. 

ERNET: 

Qperationt: 

ERNET involves setting up experimental
1
initially inter

connecting computing resources at eight leading academic 
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institutions in the country. The network aims to prepare the 

ground, through capability building, for undertaking design, 

development, research and training activities covering compu• 

ter netltLOrking concepts. ERNET through establishment of experi

mental networks of various types, would address. data communica

tion at local area, vii de area metropolitan area and rural area 

network levels with the capabilities and investrnen t of these 

selected academic and research institutes. Applications such 

as electronic mail, file transfer, remote log-on, voice/ 

computer/video conferencing activities would be addressed in 

the next phase. 

Benefits: 

ERNET will help establish a strong foundation for under

taking development activities in different sub areas of compu

ter networking. These networks would enhance the productivity 

of the academic and research workers and also provide valuable 

experience in the design and operation of complex networks of 

tomorrow. ERNI::T to.Ould be able to support a variety of commu

nication terminals for specialised services to demonstrate 

emerging concepts in telematics. Capabilities would also get 

established at the eight institutes for adoption of comnercially 

available computer networking equipment including software and 

for development of interfaces, gateways, bridges and the needed 

protocols that are not easily or economically available. The 
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efforts will progressiVely result in .churning o.utappropriate 

technology packages, complete in all respects covering tele

matics applications. 

Target Datei 

The project became operational officially in 1986. The 

plan for full implementation .is four years. 

Hardware: 

PC:il~ connected in ·LANS at the premises of the eight 

participating agencies (host may be PC.s other CO!ll>Uters or 

tenninals with RS - 232C interface), dedicated satellite-based 

wide Area Netvrork interconnecting the eight participating 

sights, Metropolitan/RUral Area Networ~ (MAN/RAN) Utilising 

packet radio concepts, gateways for access to national PSTN, 

PDN and international PDN, integrated Voice/Data PABX network 

at project site. 

SOftware: 

For electronic messaging, file, transfers, remote prog-

rarrune execution,rerrote printing, read remote directories, 

automatic file back up during file transfers, log-in/lOg-out 

each PC and other applications software for PCs. 

Plan Outlay: 

A funding of six million dollars from UNr;>P and funding 

of three to five crore rupees from the Government of India. 
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. A systematic and gradual approach to computerising operat

ations would help us as it is claimed that slow and steady 

graduation reduces the technical and management complexities, ' 

provide ro}?ust applications in time and allow a plausible 

training plan. And this step by step rrovement also allow 
.-

organisations to slowly gear up their resources and personnel 

to accept state-of-the-art technology. The building up a proper 

infrastructure for -sophisticated technology appears to be free 

of further difficulties and proves to be more cost effective in 

stages compared witl1 the scene where the operation is taken on 

all at once. 

!.- fusides where in our country the availability of trained 

manpower, is far less than satisfactory, this phased approach 

to computer communication would allow our organisations to ready 

its skilled forces as it rroves up the automation ladder. 

For India, this increased reliance on computer comnuni

cation technologies seems to be very much a case of tight rope 

walking as by having to look before leaping, it will have to 

strike a delicate balance between the utopian·dream and 

reality as it exists today by finding the best indigenous 
' 

computer communication solution for our myriad:~ problems instead 

of creating and trying to implement an alien white elephant. 

h'e v.ri 11 have to see then by that every little investment we 

make we are ·&ssuield_: of rich dividends since technology that is 

obtained through such massive investment would not be in our 

interest to be obsoleted and systems junked at the drop a chip, 

less than likely the case presently in the develo:[bed world. 



Ch ap-cer Three 

INDl.".' S INFORHATION CAPACITY 
AND .B.l\RGAINII~G PO~·JER 
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. . 1t has been made easy for us by way of 

technological improverrents to identify popu:lar aspirations, 

desire5 and dreams. A.nd it is not m:mey or the quest-for 

material resources that is at issue. The critical p91nts 

seem to be the protection of nature, the preservation of , 
neighix>urhood networks, the improvement of the quality of 

work, a human rrodification of technological progress, self-

determination and a measure of self-realization. 

No country can afford not to join the information 

re"VOlution nor can any country resist its all pervasfve 

.impact. The question before any developing country includ-

ing I ndi-3. is whether to opt for a passive attitude and allow 

the invasion of these ted1nologies and their products or 

to opt for an active stand which is \vhat should be and for 

the elaboration of strategies and policies to take into 

account the model-s. of development desired and well to 

ensure social relevance as well as cultural coherence. 

Culture, wr~ all are aware of, is by nature dynamic 

and such '3.S is .1ffected by change and if not dealt consciou-

sly and actively would lead to its disapDearance. And the 

best way, what seems us is to protc;ct cultural identity 
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which is the r.ost wlnerable part of the edifice of roost 

Third Horld countries is by making culture one of the rooters of 

the development process and by encouraging an endogenous and 

creative use of the nev1 information technologies. 

The blatant i~)ort of development models from the west 

and the thoughtless impl.:mting of the sarre, what one is shocked 

to know even .:tfter so many yeA.rs of freedom are still at \..Crk 

in most developing countrie8>; B1t- .;uccumb'ing to this· temptation th 

Third World .. helps: the information industry of the industrial-

ized ~rld in maintaing and increasing its control of this . sector. 

Tht.:: result is a perverse·.J1ow _pf _ information . and in no other 

.has 
field~· the concept of self-reliance has been meted out ·such a 

reyressiye ceg~lation since decolonisation. 

The dependence with respect to information is quite 

blatant, so tosaY.-..as·'not bnly'is there a._ great need for exter-

n Jl· information but even the information that we , produce 

locally is so badly managed that it is very often "imported" 

from foreign sources often at great cost. 

Information helps us with the knowledge as to hO\v with 

the passage of time human resources become more vital th~1 

ever before, it amplifies their potential and·demultiplies 

their productivit~. 

As it is, one cannot attain a high stage of socio-

economic development by having jumped into the express 
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"information train" since there are no short cuts it seems. 

One thing is sure that information is of great help if not 

to say indispensable for development as its productivity is 

dir~ct.ly proportional to the level of development attained. 

The information revolution has been quite successful 

in one respect that is in driving home to us one lesson 

which development rrodels in the Third ~-lorld do not always 

tackle with the seriousness that of the need for very subs-

stantive investments in human resources and R&D (whereas the 

industrialized countries spend on the average about 3% of 

the GNP on R&D the Third i'lorld does not reach the figure of 

o. 3%). As always one can buy hardware and gadgets and pay 

the services of foreign firms but one does not "buy" tech-

nology. ':'o be owned teclmology must first be mastered, loca-

lly produced and as it is should be totally integrated to 

-
the socio-cultural environment. 

l·!ow has come an era signifying a new beginning on which 

the survival of mankind has come to depend heavily on the 

solution of the crisis that is as infor.nation has had to 

struggle with false co~at in the natural course of civili-

zation,tbrough the invention of new institutional mechanisms 

of governance. The challenging problems of Twenty First 

Century cannot be tackled with institutions of the Eighteenth 

century, men tal structures and conceptual tools of the 

Nineteenth C~ntury. 
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Information technologies n/ facilitated netv.orking, 

deconcentration and independent uses at the levels of commu-

nities and of individuals. 

And information is 110 longer a sector of development, 

it has become the key strategy for development. Its innovation 

and implementation of goals Rs such requires a great deal of 

pRrticipation. To be precise, informatics is not a luxury, 

nor is its fashionable gadgetry, as such it has become an 

essential instrument for development. 

The 80's have been a case of tumultion in the increas-

ing international trade. He are· haunted with \..Ords like priva-

tization, deregulation and the global economy which have come 

to encompass a new era in the way countries normally interact 

with each other so to say in economic te1:1ns. And very trolly 

so, the lifeblood to these developments has been the evolution 

of larger, -faster and rrore efficient netvJOrks of information 

exchange systems.. In other \..Ords hi-tech is here to say. It· 

is the sheet anchor on ·which the global socio-economic fabric 

is being wrought at an increasing pace. 

\\that one is pleased to find out is that in India there 

is a healthy recognition of the importance of technological 

innovation and induction for industr'i :;.1 development, and that 
/ 

advance in technology are proving to be more vi tal to economic 

gro\.,rth than simple capital formation of the old times. 

77 
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It h·as been long conceded that WlL need to establish =m 

effective indigenous scl.enti fie and technological capability. 

As without an independent technology base no state has been 

able to implement its policies which are obviously geared to 

the resolution of the development dilemmas so unique to it, 

which takes on a serious hue of vitality when information 

technology is the case in point. 

Information is being increasingly valued as a natural 

resource with economic value and consequent political power 

th~reof. 

l\s George Demand Shaw s2id, "we are made wise __ nQt 9Y 

the recollection of our past but by the responsibility for 

our future" ;:md as further information flow is the life line 

of today' s rroden1 derrocracies, the development of the ability 

and capacity utilisation vi a information net\-10 rks, to store 

and process certain types of d=:ita. may well give one country 

political advantages over others. 

And since teclmological process is t.'1e rage now as 

the new symbol of power and national identity, its_attainroent is the 
> 

goal. At the point where India steps in as a recepient of 

this new technology and an active participant as well, in 

the evolu-tion of its goals ,::md steady implementation thereof, 

it has been constrained to have choices foolproof and the 

investments in. controvertible. As such choice of technology 



in this sector h"'ls to be linked with the designs and tech-

nologies oper::Jting on other sectors of the national economy, 

especially \vhen nudels of cost benefits estimates are to be 

developed on the w'ly to progress. .\nd all these point us 

to the need for str-:1tegic pLmnir.g at the macro level, with 

special ref~ renee tc the evo ltVing information network. 
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;o~,s a response, a fitting one, to the development being 

wrought by information technology, national Indian industri2l 

·development strategies are inevitably linked to these changes, 

so that there is no little stimulus for locally developed 

techno logy to do away with the phenomenon where local R&D 

will also. appear neither necessary nor profitable. 

In order to prevent the effectiveness of the tech-. 

nology to waterdown which v~uld be a virtual loss to us, the 

absorptive capacity of the nation to,..,rard the newer innovations 

is being increased through the various efforts of our present 

government as it is determined to see that the domestic eco-

non~ does not become irresponsible enough to supply local 
/ 

elites with goods available in developed countries, as has 

so far happened in the telecom industrj. Pandi t Nehru once 

said: "Previous generations wa!:; hunger, starvation as the 

unfortunate but inescapable lot for a certain sectors of 

hunanity. Now we are talking about the possibility of moving 

out from under that deep shadoH. It is a marvelous thing to 

be the generation that has a custody of that great capabili ty11 • 
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And this scientific approach so closely espoused by 

him has ultimately saved India and the world from unwanted 

,.,rought. 11hich proves the belief, : "!·1an' s will sustained by 

an ii1dorni table conviction is rrore :powerful than material 

forces that seern in~untabi~" a fact. In this direction 

our approach has been a gradual trc:msformation from experi.-

menting \vith such systems and the building of capabilities 

to the utilization of these systeras. 

A v.orth~{ technological directive for the country that 

\>PUld also appear to be indicated in the pronouncement of the 

present leadership is the attainment of technological capa

bility at internationally competitive level in selected sectors 

of cri tic.,l importance, like co:rmunication to the country • s 

economy and de_fence. 

In such sectors er~hasis is being placed on high 

priority basis to build up first rate capabilities over the 

entire spectrum covering basic and applied RND, basic engi-

neering design, equipment fabrication and production techno-

logy. 
1 

.\nd that is all about achieving technological self

reliance which goes down well with our natural goal, "if we 
' 

want to achieve economic miracle, we must switch to high 

technology industries", where technology should be applied 

for the fabrication of hardware ap9ropriate for realising 

the communication objectives of a country. 



Econor.1ic Liberalisation Policv: 
The t:ew :~lectronics Policy 

India 1 : renewed efforts to liberalise domestic 

indl;strial policy and import licensing and simultaneously 

to acquire a base of high technolog·y from the west mctrked 

a significant shift in econo1.1ic policy.
1 

The government of 

the day no'"' seems to be evincing n lot of interest in 
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modernization in the areas of electronics and communications. 

And as the present Prime 1·1ini ster Raj i v Gandhi sees 

"high technology as a tool for the removal of poverty by 

means of improved production and better quality. 2 It is 

widely agr<:!ed here· that India could greatly benefit from a 

national policy shift towards fewer controls and a more 

open and competitive economy. 

The nature of the Indian society is such that even 

if India rnakes a radical shift f ror:• an import substituting 

strategy to an export producing strategy difficult to achieve 

because of the attachment of the elites to the established 

pattern of development, seen as a "socialist pattern of 

3 
development". 

1. Robert L. i-- H~dgrava ~~-::md .Stanley .\. Kochaa;ek, India: 
Goyernment & Politics in a Developing Nation, -Fourth::~-· 

(ed.) (New York: Harcount Br;1ce Tova, 1986 , 
pp • 31 7- 3 3 3 • 

2. The Statesrnan Heckly 23'.17overrber, 1985. 

3. Jagdish N. Bhagwati 1 Rethinking Trade s_t_f'_<'lj:~ 11 in John 
P. Lewis -1nd Valerina Kallab (eds.), Devel.op!ften:tt 
Strategy ~econsidered,(New Brunswick, N.J.: Transaction 
Books. 1986,p.92. 
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From the past consistent with the national consensus 

of self-reliance ?.nd public sector participation, efforts have 

been made to implement an electronics policy in an essentially 

capitalist economy, excessive regulation, though has eaten in to 

the process of modernization and thus the inhibition and 

prevented Indian entrepreneurs in the private sector from 

availing ,themselves·: of new opportunities in the internAtional 
4 

hightech electronics industry. 

And it is pointed out in strong v.ords by the advocates 

of import liberalization and greater reliance upon the private sec-

tor: who argue that technology transfer is necessary if India 

is to modernize and create ne\v wealth on a gre~ter scale as 

the policy of import substitution and excessive protection

ism, alongwi th a cufil.bersorne bureaucracy, has failed to bring 

about rapid progress in the area of Hi-tech electronics and 

telecommunications industries • 

. _ Prime i lini ster Raj i v Gandhi feels that 

poverty can be 11 remved only through adoption of better tech-

no logy and a giant leap to catch up with the rest of the world 

4.India' s experience with Im1 illustrates this dilemma. In 
the 1970s, politics played a key role in India's hard line 
position on equity participation with IBM •. Policy makers 
Hho feared they 'WOuld be seen to favour the interests of 
.I'!.NG, refused to compromise with IBH, resulting in the comp
any's termination of operations in India.o. \"lhile this may 
have delayed rrodemization of the ~omputer industry, it was 
highly successful politically and ensured that India would 
control its computer policy. See Joseph t-l.Grieco, "Between 
::lependency and 1\u tonomy: India's Experience with the Inter
national Computer Industry",(Derkelay, University of 
California Press, 1984). 
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5 
Self-reliance he stresses does not mean obsolete technology. 

Critics of the l·:ew Electronics l?olicy argue that even 

if the import of foreign technology is necessary it is not 

sufficient to insure rrodernization and propel India to the 

6 
forefront of rrodern technology. l' ... s it is the structure of 

the international hi-tech industDJ is not suited to India's 

needs and capabilities. :··:oreso, it is also pointed out to 

us that India kicks an "industrial culture" and so would not 

stand tD any advantage to adapt the imported technology to 

its research and development (R&D). It is again feared that 

such dependence upon high technology would widen the gap 

between the urban r.~iddle class and the great majority who still 

live in dire poverty. 

As the noted political comr.1entatDr Rajni Kothari sees 

it: The new generation of rulers represents a "reversal of 

long standing policies towards the lower classes and ethnic 

minorities" and an "impulse that must of necessity 'divide the 

country into two Indias. One very modern having access to 
I 

resources, information and technologies and the· other very 

much left behind in this race, made to bear the brunt of the 

whole structure of exploitation and oppression that is 

inherent in such a process of growth". He has further charac-

terised the views of the policy makers as a "psychic flight 

5. The Times of India, 10 Noverrber, 1985, p.l, 30 December, 
f985 p.l. 

6. Economic and Political ~veekl y 5 January, 1986, pp.l0-11. 
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into the 21st century 11 "marked by "four major characteristics 11
; 

it is unambiguously futuristic 11
; it is c.political based on 

the idea that politics keeps us backward; it is technocratic, 

viewing technology as a substitute for politics,.;"it is 

"managerial, in \-lhich technology expertise takes the place of 

political competition between diverse social forces 11
• 

Hore than 500 collaboration agreerrents in electronics 

have not yet resulted in a high level of technology in India. 

To help insure technology transfer-, India should insure that. 

the imported technology is both the best and most appropriate, 

given foreign exchange constraints, and agreements should 

j:>ro-vide access to improvements being made abroad to the impor-
-

ted technology. R&D funding and infrastructure should be 

sufficient to insure absorption and development of the tech-

nology for the local needs, and there is a need for close 

collaboration in all sectors. In other v.ords what is needed 

is an appropriate mix of technologies - high, interrnediate 

and lo\v-to meet different needs most effectively. 

Indian TeleCLIIrmunications: 
Groping In the pax%-

Until a few years ago the country had landed up in the 

vortex of i;,,ports as \'Fl.S re])ying on ii.!pOrted technologies 

event..'1ough these were not suited to Indian environment. Since 

multinationals are in teres ted in merely transplanting techno-

logies rather than transferring them, the sector nas been caught 

in the vicious circle of repetitive imports of technology. 



* .~ very small portion of the world's tele

phone are in India; 

* Eost of the phones are in the urban ar~as. 

25 per cent Urban areas have 90 per cent 

phones 75 per cent Rural areas have 10 per 

cent phones; 

k The extension of telecommunication services 

to rural arr~as also leaves m~1ch to be desired. 

Of the 5,76,000 inhabited villages in the 

country, only about 8000 have telephone exch

anges, about 24,000 have public call off:ices. 

* The telecorrununication services have become an 

i~portant infrastructure and contribute signi

fic<mtly to the effective and efficient manage

ment of various socio-economic activities in 
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the country. It is therefore desirable to plan 

for provision of telephone connections practi~ --'-'·_; 

cally on demand and to extend telephone servi-

ces to every village in a timebound programme. 

It is very strongly felt that such a timebound programme 

must have the follo\..Jing objectives besides other things. 

( i) Telephone connections on demand is total 

requirement about 1.9 crore by year 20001 

( ii) Public Telephone in every villages: ; total 

requirernent six lakh; 

(iii) Adequate number of public telephones in urban areas 

(total required about 10 lakh by year 2000). 



Technology Missions: Upgradation of 
Telecom System 

It is a fact now that all our efforts no matter how 
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persistently they were pursued, to help the Indian Economy 

reach its take off position have failed as socialist solutions 

and laissezfaire nostrums alike failed us to fuel a launch in 

part because they left ITn.lCh of Indian countryside, unaffected 

~nd rrost of the Indian people uninvolved. It is in the fitness 

of the things having gone wrong that now, well into the fourth 

decade of the country' s independence and Seventh Pi ve Year 

Plan, the union Government has mooted a "mission areas" 

progranmes to solve the basic problems that proved intractable 

in the earlier assaults. These mission areas are being planned 

and effected so completely that the nation is helped to go into 

the frontiers of economic development. And Mr. Sam Pi troda, 

Prime Minister's Adviser on technology missions has been 

entrusted with the responsibility, no doubt a tremendous one. 

And to live upto this responsibility, Pitroda wants to bring 

the management focus to bear on the programme, in his own 

words, what simply means that the mission aims are clearly defi

ned in measurable and tangible terms. Time targets and mission 

milestones have been set, specific funds allotted the necessary 



resourced mobilized and responsibilities identified to see 

the materialization of the plan targets. 
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The 36 months - Rs. 36 crore project carried out by 

C-OOT founded by .Pitroda indigenously to design manufacture and 

instal a RAX-a-day is· the prototype of a successful mission 

areas-type ventu:r:e. 

Hhat is important here, is that Pit~da' s mission, is 

a clearly determined, detailed and a directed approach which 

is far away and unique in its own respect as is distinct from 

a scattered shot approach planned economy that takes aim at 

too many targets at the same time and ends up missing them all. 

In the telecom mission, the telephone network connecting 

the four metros, major. towns and 15 per cent of the district 

headquarters is to be digitized. Rural areas are to be brought 

into the telecom net via the installation of rural automatic 

exchanges ( RAX) • The quality of service is sought to be irnpro-' 

ved through" incremental investment" in technology upgradation, 

like establishing digital radio and microwave links, inducting 

optical fibre systems etc. And to make more of telex services 

accessible to people, the waiting time for the telex is to 

be reduced from eight months at present to zero and to make 

the national telephone services more reliable, the availability 

of public telephones is to 1.. 'Pe· ~-:· increased, for local calls 

from 44,000 to 61, 000, for trunk calls from 1500 to 3500, and 

for STD calls from 700 to 7000. And to help people even in 

rural areas to receive the message by telegram, the target 

is 99 per cent delivery within 24 hours. 
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To attain the objective of the above perspective the 

govemment has envisaged the following investments. 

1985-90 Rs. 6000 crores 

1990-95 Rs.15000 crores 

1995-2000 Rs. 29000 crores 

Total Rs. 50000 crores 

It has been found out on a survey that the teleconunu-

nication users are generally willing to pay adequately for a 

reliable service sufficient not only to cover the cost but also 

pay for reasonable internal generation of resources. ·As in 

the not so distant past, 75 per cent of the investment funds 

have been met by intemal resources with a rate of growth of 

provision of services of seven to eight per cent against a 

demand of growth of 10 per cent. 

latellite Communications: 

It is the only area of space technology which has been 

corrunercialised to such an extent that. the pay offs, even in 

hard economic terms, have been i'riuch roore than the rroney inve$ted . . : ~ 

in research and development. And in the case of developd.ng 

countries like India, the social benefits that come out of 

use of space for development certainly far outweigh the 

commercial return. 
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The ext~nsi ve use of satellites for global corrrnunica-

tions started with the coming up of INT"SLSAT in April 1965, the 

basic objective of which is that of prcJviding intern;'ltional 

corrununications to the meniber st;=ttes on a corrmercial basis. 

India has veered to the path of pLmned self-reliance 

in the field of satellite co1rrnunications applications and 

technology. .2\nd the first training centre Has established 

with the assistance of United Nations Development Prograrrme. 

The Satellite Instructional Television Experiment \SITE) was 
I 

conducted 'With the active collaboration of US-\. This experi

ment was done with the ATS-6 satellite h::1ving the designed 

life of tw::> years made available tD India. SITE Wi"iS conduc-

ted in 2,330 village dispersed over 20 districts in tne six 

economically backward States for a period of. one year, begin-

ning 1 August 1975. And undoubtedly, it can be said that SITE 

was a leap forward in the use of satellite technology of direct 

broaacasting for educational an~ developmental purposes and 
I 

·it was a success becaus:3 of the methodology adopted one was an 

end to en.g. -?pproach. ·.-mat characterised its success is due to 

the fact that (SITE) it was preceded by study ot: national 

developmental needs, the possible approc=tches and the techni-

cal and economic aspects and was besides followed by experi-

ments in telecommunications (telephony)_, data co;rmunications 

etc. using tl1e Franco-German satellite .SY.i·:PHONIE and .;I?PLE:. 

The very best of experience in hardware, software and 

management of satellite ba .,:!d systems has come to the. country 
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only with a series of experiments aimed at that. An impor

tant milestone is the development and launch of APPLE, India's 

first indigenous experimental geosynchronous communications 

satellite in June 1981 by the European Space Ageacy' s ARIANE 

launch vehicle. This APPLE had earned t'WO corranunications 

1transponder, helped generated the requisite technology for 

building sophisticated geostationary corr~ications satellites 

and proved quite valuable in gaining experience in orbit .. 

raising manoeuvres , maintenance and control of such satelli

tes in the orbit. 

Satellites have started playing very important role in 

data comnunications and remote rural area communications. And 

for this only a small per centage of satellite capacity 

is required for these services. For such applications like 

remote TV and Radio programme orientation, coverage of sports 

events, news gathering etc. the effective use of satellite 

system even for emergency corrmunications depend on transpor

table terminals which could be carried from place to place, 

assembled at site in a short time and provide a link to a 

distant point or points through the satellite INSAT system 

provides .for such . transportable terminals. 

It is intended that IN SAT system will introduce three 

special services on a semi-operational basis. These are 

Disaster warning system, ~ews Dissemination Services and Time 

Dissemination Service. The Disaster warning System will have 
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an added feature in that the cyclone warning centre could 

selectively address, through the satellite a group of receivers 

located in the cyclone prone zones. The News Dissemination 

Service will offer a combination of facsimile transmission 
r 

and several channel of teleprinter messages. All ~the~ Stations 

- of All India Radio (about 121 ) \·.:: ~ Jhadve to be networ}~ed for 

National Programnes and news through programne exchange 

channels. India at present, has a total of 200 televisions 

121 radio stations over, INSAT-IB network. 

INSAT which carries a Date Relay Transponder \!Puld 

be able collect ;neteotoloqi~al~..:. data from about 100 reroote 

and unattended data collection platforms. And the VHRR image-

ries transmitted by INSAT are being disseminated and distri

buted to twenty meteorological offices through a combination 

of satellite and terrestrial media. 

Much reliance has been placed on this INSAT system so 

far as the TV broadcasting is concerned. All but nine stations 

of Doordarshan who are connected through a terrestrial micro;.;. 

wave links have been networked through the satellite using 

TV Receive only Terminals (TVRO). The massive expansion of 

TV coverage in the country in a short period of 18 months by 

deployment of about 150 Low Power Transmitters (LPT) in 

conjW'lction with TVROs is a major step in meeting a longfelt 

need. INSAT system is the first satellite with S-Band 

comnW'lity TV broadcast capability which marks it out in 
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comparison to others. And INSAT-1 has two high power 

transponders for TV broadcasting and Direct COmmunity TV 

Receivers with 3.6 meter mesh antenna are being batch produced 

in the country. 

As we know, at the present, the University Grants 

Comnission has planned to use one hour INSAT TV time for 

telecasting TV programmes meant for undergraduate students. 

It has been also approved by the UGC for setting up of six 

educational media research centres. NCERT has also made 

efforts to set up some facilities for the production of 

educational prograrrmes for school children, at the Central 

Institute of Educational Technology, Delhi and at Six State 

Institutes of Educational Technology. 

Future Plan: 

Efforts are very much underway to develop and fabri

cate the INSAT-II series of satellites which would be requi

red very much in meeting the needs of India in 1990s. Plans 

are afoot to launch the INSAT-II test satellite in 1989 

and w:>uld be followed by the operational second generation 

satellite. Provisions are being made to see that the second 

generation of INSAT carries increased number of transponders 

for telephonr?f, traffic better interconnectivi:ty,batwe.encloc.a

tions and capacity for new services. 
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India's own domestic satellite INSAT-IA was launched 

in April 1982, but stopped functioning in less than six months 

because of fuel loss. 

INSAT-IB was launched in August 1983 and has since 

become fully operational. It is a multifunction satellite 

will provide telecom services to remote areas besides radio 

networking and national level TV coverage as well as area-

specific TV programmes through direct reception tests. 

. ·. Prof. Yash Pal :. is vecy optimistic about the 

goods to be delivered by the Satellite technology and hopes 

that it ~uld be a great eqaliser of opportunity by bringing 

information to those not living near urban centres of afflue

nce because like sunlight and starlight~ signals from satellite 

.are sent democratically to all. However the equalisation 

would take place only if all have access to reception sets. 

This technology .needs to be utilized wisely in order to achieve 

both global integration and location specificity. 

Centre for Development of Telematics(COOT): 
A Breakthrough in Sel-Reliance 

Telecomnunications is beginning to be the thread that 

enables us to pull everything togeth·er and to 
1
reach 9~t for 

I 

new markets. It has made rrore economically fe-asible~ to do 

things we could never do before. And throughout ages, man 

has sought to improve product! vi ty by increased efficiency 
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and the most marked success has been found in the combination 

of man and machine. As a case in point since technology has 

escaped Panoora' s box - if we don 1 t use it others will, and 

since undue delay in technology development has resulted in 

placing the developing countries decades behind the developed 

world. All along we are told that p·roper management of tech

nology appropriate tD environment is inevitable. Further the 

justification of information technology as lie:5 in the tangible 

benefits derivedand the beneficial effect it has on the economy 

as a whole, shoulder all these aims and objectives and enable 

the country to leap.. frog into the future the centre for Develop

ment of Telematics was made to come into being on 25th A\lguat 

1984 as a registered scientific society vested with total 

authority and flexibility to ensure dynamic functions to take 

up the challenges boldly. 

(:.:;1X)T_ flowel:OOinto reality with the objective of develop

ing telematics technology what enable people to "convey infor

mation over a distance", in the for:m of voice, text, data ... ·· 

pr. imag~ indigenously, aimed at augJnenting and improvement 

of the Indian Telephone Network. 

A nation 1 s telecomnunications infrastructure is becoming 

essential in maintaing a good business climate. Without rrodern, 

flexible and competitively priced communications facilities, a 

country runs as it is, the risk of slowing overall -economic 

development, if not topping altogether. "Telecomnunications 
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are as essential to business infrastructure as good highways11
, 

says Donald Smith, Executive Vice President for Eusiness 

Development at can ada I s Mli tel Corp. 

To keep up the tempo of overall human, social and 

economic development of country like ours that is India, a 

vast country with diverse. regional languages, traditions, 

cultures, conmunication is so very essential to achieve 

national unity and integrity. As work towards this end and 

further to bring to people the benefits of telematics agricu

lture, industry and commerce with its strong industrial base 

and scientific manpower, c-DOT is highly dedicated to the 

end of seeing the tran~formation in people's lines and to 

plan and nurture this telecorrmunication a national resource 

for torrorrow on which the growing India so very badly depends. 

It is further engaged in the task of tailoring the new 

technology uniquely to the needs of a developing India, like 

High ·traffic density resulting from low telephone density, 

tropical conditions, power supply problems and lin skilled 

manpower. 

Since conventional analog has yielded to digital 

signals breeding a new line of technology for transmissions, 

C-DOT is busy in the task of designing a family of digital 

switching systems to meet not only the needs of torrorrow 

but also telematics services of torrorrow. 
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Here i,t is felt that India has an. opportunity to lead 

the information revolution although it is catching up the 

industrial revolution, with its strong scientific manpower, 

impressive in quality, numbers and skills for development of 

information technology and since 80Yo of development in infor

mation technology is highly human resources oriented which .. · 

India cannot be said to be considerably lacking,C-DOT is deve

loping an indigenous state-of-the-art technology to manufacture 

products for telephone network of the present and complex 

information network of the future. .'\nd it is very fondly 

accepted and expected that· it will. be able to deliver the bene

fits of telematics through its hard work, team spirit and dedi

cated service aimed at the amelioration of human conditions to 

enhance the quality of life and by its ability to rrobilize 

skilled human resource through new working environment and 

new management methods. 

To put it 5 u.ccinctly objectives of C-OOT interalia 

envisases the following 

I To develop sophisticated telematic techno

, logy and products indigenously; 

I To digitize India's telephone network to 

improve overall service; 

I To be prepared for the integrated service 

Digi t"il NetvPrk for the future; 
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And \ve are made to believe and accept that ISDN is going 

to be successful enough as to revolutionize the \<IK>rld of tele

corrrnunications in the coming decade. ~s an Indian contribution 

in point, is the c-OOT's DSS (Digit~l Switching System, a 

flexible and diverse one iklich can handle a wide range of appli

cations and capacities, cost effectively since it has been 

designed with the needs of developing countries in helping them 

to help themselves to become self-reliant without any string 

attached, whatsoever with applications for rural, urban and 

metropolitan areas and flexibility for incorporating lsDN ~aci

li ties like data, teletext, video text and facsimile, which 

provides for 

I Extending digital connectivity to the user: 

I Two voice data channels and a message channel: 

I Multiple terminals, user sharing the two voice/ 

data channels: Single director number: 

I Single network for all services: single bill 

to the user 

I Dispiay of calling party, redirecting party, 

called/redirected party, charging information etc. 

I Use of message channel for signalling and 

slow speed data packets; 

I User to user signalling or message display: 

I Fibre optics for future wide band services; 



And to think of the goals once again, our mind gets 

back to the facts that are enumerated as 

- To increase telephone accessibility; 

- To improve overall reliability; 

- To develop rural communications. 
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On their way to fulfilling these goals the C-OOT team 

is well remembered for considering the needs and aspirations of 

the people while planning the strategy for its success which 

include that provided maximum benefits to our illnourshied 

counteryrnen, self-reliance should be the key word in whatever 

we do or plan to do. Further the technological products and 

technology being developed have to be labour intensive in a 

lal:x>ur surplus country like ours and to achieve greater success 

at lower costs since we are a resource poor country hence the 

strategy has to be one of capital sensitive for survival and 

betterment of our indigenous technology aimed at protection, 

preservation and prorootion of cultural heritage vis-a-vis the 

economic development on a humane plane. 

And as far as methodology to increase the success rate 

in our quest for technological self-reliance, C-OOT provides 

necessary' focus and base for telematics technologies by: 

- Pooling talented human resources nationwide; 

- Having integrated approach to technology develoP-

ment by indigenous design# acquisition, absorp

tion, utilisation, diffusion, transfer, purchase, 

licence etc. 
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Providing training and laboratory facilities for 

development of 0ddi tional human resources; 

-Piloting production facilities"to translate design 

into production through diffusion and diversifica

tion of technologies to ancillary industries, 

national institutions, universities and business 

houses; 

- Accomplishing Science and Technology Hissions 

based on National priorities; 

On the top of all these while helping India in the 

national task of building up and improving telecom services 

on m:>dern lines, C-OOT also recognises and believes on the 

transfer of know-why and not mere know-how to help developing 

countries rid of the ills which comes alongwith the imported 

technologies and their know-how which pay were never in a 

position to support because of the facts which comprises of 

the things: 

- In case of any software problems, know-how 

being limited to operation and maintenance, 

immediate support was not possible. 

- The technology enhancements were not passed on 

resulting in outdated products, resulting on 

the crippling of services and industries. 

C-OOT has thus shown a novel way of developing indi

genous technology with the local talent available but with a 
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new organizational approach for mission oriented technology 

developments and its productionizatiOn. that 1.t is. yery.:JtUCh 

within the realm of possibility to. change the course of 

history leading to better progress and pro5perity and in 

building up of capability development inside the country to 

counteract and countervail the p-ressures and its effects ,thereof 

on the economic system of the country. 

And with the more development of indigenous technology 

with a deeper understanding of the needs of India and other 

developing countries C-OOT can well usher us into a new era 

in telecommunications - information cormection. 

And of the success stories of C-OOT one that stands 

out so prominently is the big revelation about India is that 

it was the capability to stand on its own feet in the field 

of telecornnunications. Despite the problem of funding, it 

has been able to develop and supply items at a very compe

titive rate, taking advantage of low production costs and 

inexpensive labour removing the needs of automated testing. 

And about C-00T 1 s advancements to keep pace with world 

wide advancements in a period of worldwide. nationalization, Mr. 

Pitroda has made it clear that "it is not a matter of competing. 

Developing our own digital exchange is a part of the process 

of nation-building. 

In this case of building up of self-reliant India, the 

level of technology has been adapted to the competence level 
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of the local community without the competency of the }lighest 

technological level being allo.wed to dominate. This controlling 

of technology in a self-reliance strategy has enabled us to 

reduce vulnerability and in avoiding dependency on outside 

experts, so vital for our economic freedom of action. 

DIGITAL DEALS: TELECOM OOOM: THE CAS~ 
OF INDIAN TELECOM AND THE HNCso 

' 
One can sa~ beyond any iota of doubt that Indian telecom 

is IOOIV'ing surely but slowly towards a digital networ~. lmd 

the question of computerization is not "whether'• PUt "when" 

and "ho\J'. India Is indomitable technical brilliance and its lure 

as a market has made the international players, MNCs move .i.n 

to the telecom sector and also since the prize is big - a 

foothold in a projected Rs. 50,000 crore ($40 billion) market. 

And further with the realization on the part· of the western 

policy makers that infonnation links within developing countries 

also results in the stimulating a favourable flow of trade in 

other goods and services,· has also motivated the international 

teleoom companies to intensify their efforts to break new 

ground in the telecom market of the developing world, heretofore 

treated with negligence and indignancy. 

India, obvious to all, is a natural target with the vast 

potential .· in the development of telecommunications. With 

the new govern~n t 1 s commitment to modernize and expand the . 
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technologically outmoded Public Switched Telephone Network 

{PSTN) equipment has been enough of an incentive to draw the 

multinational giants to its shores. Even accot:ding to any 

world standard, very much lucrative it seems, the massive size 

of the market coupled with planned investments to the tune of 

Rs. 50, 000 crore till the end of the century. 

What is seen as a major catalyst of change has been the 

radical transfonnation in telecom technology which is what 

has occured over the last decade. The major contributing factor 

has been the advent of digital technology, whose application 

in telecom has proved to be UJ\leh of a success. What with 

greater technological reliability, flexibility in the develop-

ment of newe~ system architectures and, finally its cost econo-

mic viability, digital technology has made fantastic headway 

in the performance and increasing efficiency of the public 

telephone networks. 

In order to Avert some kind of a potential financial 

down-tum corning from decreased revenues and increased expendi-

tures in their own advanced world, these telecom vendors were 

out to India in their search for a larger market where they 
~ 

would be able to act in such a manner as to ensure adequate 

returns of their investments. This has led them to launch an 

aggressive programne of extending operations in the qeveloping, 

countries like India and others. 
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Tecl'ulslloqias_Md Troubles: The Domestic Scene: 

For a considerable part, technology, has as always 

flowed from North to South And here the multinationals have 

come to assert a kind of subtle pattern of dominance in the 

neocolonialist stance over the recepients on the extent of 

the transfer of technology- be it in the form of limited 

quantities, or as a total solutions package. 

At the receiving end of a superior technology, a country 

like India is expected to tread cautiously to avoid pseudo

technology transfers. And the shape of collaborative agreement 

is as always, determined by the bargaining and negotiating 

skills of the two parties here 'between the national government 

and the multinational actors. As far as the country like 

India is in question, it has so far opted for unpackaged tech

nology with a limited range of technical elements in the hope 

that our R&D can develop on acquired technology with a vast 

pool of trained manpower and high skill endowment, which repre

sents. some kind of a treqding of the fire line between know

how and know-why. 

However, the key to the final choice of technology is 

not in technological competition but in the power exerted by 

~~Cs supported by their governments and lobbyists. 

In India, transfer of technology, has taken place in 

the areas of switching, transmission and user-terminal equipment, 
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while at the same time direct imports of equipment has also 

been resorted to by the tOT. Competition seems to be at its 

height as so far no multinational has been able to establish 

some sort of monopoly over equipment supply to enstire a 

market presence. 

\·/hile India's strong pull to the multinationaisi .is 

purely the enornous size of its market, the government's 

decision to digitalize the country's telecom network seemed 

to draw them in }iordes. And the spectre of multinational 

lobbying for their products and technology started with the 

sarin Corrrni ttee to look into the problems plaguing Indian 

Telecom which came up with a recommendation to digitalize 

the aging analog system on which the network was based. With 

the knowledge that digital teleoom technology was only avail

able with HNCs, this decision became handy which in fact 

meant importing the technology. 

With the government policy strongly urging for Trans

fer of Technology agreements with multinationals vis-a-vis 

direct invert, we have seen Indian telecom as hnving entered 

into several technology tie-ups for digital main automatic 

exchanges (NAXs), digitc.l main automated exchanges (TAXs) 

digital coaxial line equipment, optical fibres and digital 

microwave systems. ~or the satellite based network, a 'IOT 

has been signed for the transfer of digital microwave techno-c' 

logy. This is to be acquired using funds from a sizeable 

world Bank loan for Rs. 350 crore •. 
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The government's effort to set up an indigenous optic 

fibre manufacturing facility had attracted a lot of hectic 

lobbying for the 'roT agreement. Though two 4e~-shave been 

entered into, controversy still rages over them. Whatever 

be the outcome, Indian technology should not be at 'the 

receiving end of an uneconomic, unviable or outdated technology. 

As Mr. K'. P. P. Nambiar, Secretary Departrnen t of Electronics 

feels, "we should buy from advanced countries but nevertheless 

we should buy discerningly in order to adapt technology, 

upgrade it and innovate new technology". 

Indian Telecom: 

The two rocks on which the telecome:Ufice stands are 

transm.i ssion and s-,ri tching equipment. Yet the third but not 

least important sector which upholds 'the structure that of the 

ancillary industry consisting of small components and testing 

and measuring instruments. 

The India net\t10rk is yet to see many companies coming· 

to the fore for manufacture of indigenous telecom testing and 

measuring equipment.. Most of the equipment continue to be 

imported. 

In recent times, in the manufacture of user terminal 

equipment (UTE) one has seen dynamic changes in the field of 

telecom. \'lith the policy announcement in March, 1984, the 

government allowed for full participation by private 



manufacturers in UTE production. It was also allowed by the 

goverrunent for a choice betYIE!en indigenous and imported . 

technology. 

After a long time, the OOT was able to short list six 

foreign companies, three each for telephones and EPABXs. The 

collaborations were allowed to sign up with more than one ~ 

Indian Company for transfer of technical know-how. In the 

telephone sector, the three companies which come in, were 

Ericsson, Sweden, Siemens AG, West Geonany and ITT-FACE, of 

Italy. 

In EPJ\BXs, despite C-OOT's formdable presence and the 

rather visible advantages of adopting indigenous technology, 

seven Indian companies have struck up deals with foreign 

manufacturers. TeUJ'OOnt-Schneider, France, GTE, Belgium, and 

Oki of Japan are the Big Three who have been signed on by the. 

govemrnent for EPABX 'IOT to Indian collaborators. 

Information as we· know of today is very much of a lead-:

ing currency. The developed V\Orld has proved before us how 
I 

this intangible commodity represents a necessary economic 

resource and how this infonnation resources can be 

and successfully channelized into promoting efficiency and 

productivity of capital and labour. The technological route 

for the free flow of information predominantly lies in the form 

of telecomnunication lines that ensures timely availability 

and quick access of information. 



In the role of an II information carrier"' telecom tech-

nology now finds itself as a major commodity of trade between 

the developed and the d~veloping worlds. India now finds 

itself as a major buy,e r of_, such technology as it needs it as 
--

.a critical input in to the furthering.~of .Linfonnation links 

for production and distribution networks. We should be able 

to reverse engineer the technology as soon as possible with a 

·Transfer of Technology (TOT) agreement has been signed. The 

:pbjective is to maximise value addition within the country 

· in the shortest time-span, which would leade to a minimized 
' 

dependence on know-how for ~ture in~grated technology 

acquisitions 'Nhich W::>uld enable us to be in the strongest 

possible bargaining position which in turn would depend 

on capability in evaluating new technologies and the negotia-
·-- I 

ting strengths and skills of the decision makers. 

If. infonnation is today• s currency, and like any other 

'i currency if it has a premium •. there is the task for us to 

see and enforce the need for constant re-evaluation of our 

measures whereby what is the right premium that India must pay • . · ... _. 
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A review of India's information capacity and bargaining 

power reveals that the country's strategy is explicitly based 

upon the theory of "leap fragging". In its current conceptual-

isation the Information Technology problem is presented in a 

contingency framework with certain working propositions: 
·.-:... 

a. India is progran:mir.g the development of telecorrmuni

cations with its design and operations linked to a definite value 

commitment of national human resource utilisation. 

b. The new lines of technology, for example those of 

trRnsmitting and switching, are to overcome the leeway that 

exists by a kind of cybernetic analysis of the interaction 

between radical technologies and India's unique needs. The 

substantive issues of India • s real-world constraints as a 

developing country are now com~?~ding priority attention in 

developing the innovative scheme. 

c. The overall direction of shift for building the 

telematic services of tomorrow is linked to methodological 

issues for formulating India's hard and software problems in 

terms meaningful for India • s values and interests in communi-

cation devices and links. 

There are conflicting and po't'.rerful interests both within 

the Indian government and those operating upon Indian society 

from within and outside the country. Many proposals ostensibly 

in the name of "leap frogging 11 are actually crafted to confer 

fc.tv~rs on vested interests. Nevertheless issues which were 
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treated with benign neglect earlier are now receiving atten-

tion inspite of repeated failure and frustrntion. The greater 

participation in the process of decision making by Indians 

who have direct experience of world markets has resulted in 

sharpening Indian thinking about the innovative strength of 

·. the economy in developing infonnation technology systems and 

products. The values, attitudes and beliefs of those responsi-

ble for the further development of India's technological 

culture are as crucial as systems intelligence and software 

" capabilities for coping with the problems in a world of new 

challenges. 

Concept of Development based 
on Information: 

The history of Indian economic development provides 

many examples of the neglect of the concept of development based 

on infonnation. The result is that norms and institutions 

discourage forms interaction based on information. Symbolic 

and material values have been distorted resulting in economic 

activity being tailored to recurrent patterns of choices and 

behaviour even when these were counterproductive. The initial 

impact of information begins with the impact at the agenda 

formation stage so that interests and orientations are selected 

in the broadest manner. Lack of information can polarise 

conflicts in a pathalogical manner creating strong internal 

tensions. Increasing information and moral legitimacy are the 

essential foundations on which the decision-~akers can serve a 
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vision of the common good from a holisi tic perspective. In 

moments of national crises it is only through infor:mation that 
I 

a democracy can shape momentous events and keep conflicts, 

cleavages and imbalances within safe limi.ts. In the past India 

has passed up many pooortuni ties since the country could not 

muster enough for the development of information technology. 

To put teeth in their pronouncements, Indian policy makers have 

established images of mission oriented technological development. 

Infonnation still remains a real block to development, but it 

is important to note that there is now and uncorrpromising 

determination to resolve problems arising out of paucity of 

information and to allocate scarce resources for the development 

and use of information technology. This has a·1far reaching 

result of undermining traditional assumptions although there 

remain a host of problems stemming from ou t.-of-date procedures. 

The logic of development based on information extends not only 

to information ·technology but to ideology and politics as 

multidimensional processes. 



INOIA1 S CHALLENGE IN THE AAE~S OF HIGH TECH 

11.1 

The sine qua non of India • s challenge in the areas of 

high tech is the desire of the country to adjust to evolving 

conditions to rreet real needs of nation building.India has 

succedded in training scientists and technical man power on a 

massive scale, but the main burden of the criticism against 

the I n<iian experience in science research and higher education 

is that the internal efficiency and operations of the scienti

fic- technical establishment have been lacking in responsiveness 

to demand~. The information revolution has brought India to 

an opportunity where the country can tackle the attendant challen-

ges of growth through m::>re specialised orientations. The creation 

of new fields of information technology activity has already reachec 

a point where the formulation of alternative concepts for the 

swift and successful assmiliation of information technology is a 

prereq_'Uisite for constructive debate over the use of information 

in the South. The product matrix and the web of information 

technological relationships in India's domestic and external 

experience call for realistic problem solving. There can no longer 

be any doubt that India is set to play a responsible role in 

deciding values, strategies and outcomes in High Tech with a self-

sustaining' and integrated growth in the future. 

Range of Communication and 
Infoomation Products 

Inspite of the uneven nature of Indian economic develop-

ment, Indian efforts in information technology have taken shape 

and consolidated over a period of time. These transitions have 
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been accompanied by changes in engineering, manufacturing standards 

and evaluation procedures. The quantitative and qualitative 

trends are relRted to the overall pattern of technological and 

social change in India. Hhile on the one hand the mechani .sms 

and structures of dependence in information technology have taken 

shape and may represent a nuisance for a long time to come, on 

the other hand the application of progressive methods have 

challenged hiernrchica1 depen¢lence structures. According to 

C-Dot terminology; the organisation" therefore, recognises and 

believes in the ·transfer of know-why and not merely know-how". 

Its effort is to create pressures against the import of tech

nologies which developing countries cannot support because: 

a. the obsolescence rate of components is very high and 

nonnally spare part inventory is not available for the 

entire life time of the product; 

b.In case of software problems, know-how being limited 

to operation and maintenance, immediate support is not 

possible; 

c. The technology enhancements are not passed on, resulting 

in outdated products. 

Threshold of Identity 

Identity is an important source of stability in the 

Information age. If the information system is a viable institu

tion it can serve the specific purpose of fulfilling vital needs 

for development. It seems eminently reasonable for decision makers 



in India to seek ways of maintaining and strengthening India's 

threshold of identity in the world of telecommunic~tions. A 

Little reflection reveals the inadequacy of approaches which 

suggest institutionalisation of information power and strategy 

which would foreclose opportunities for developing countries 

in the wake of the arrival of the information age. Concepts 

such as global cooperation and development in information tech

nology actually demand a reversal of priorities from developing 

societies by failure to examine the destablising system of 

dominance in information technology. Having reached the thresh

old of identity Indian technology cannot be developed further by 

blindly accepting the status quo. The political and economic 

trends in India are against dependency structures as the dominant 

pattern although tactics and even strategy may show wide 

variations. 

Countervailing strntegy 

Inspite of conjectures th~t India is at the mercy of 

multinationals which profit from the inherent contradictions and 

inconsistencies in Indian information technology policy, public 

opinion and interests and ideas among the decision-makers point 

to a long range trend for the evolution of a countervailing 

strategy. It is interesting to examine the relationship between 

the economy, technology and politics to understand the framework 

of goal determination. The debate over "liberalisation" show 

clearly that there is an effort to find a modus vivendi between 

manoeuvring ability of the Hultinationals Cl'ld the high degree of 



self sufficiency characteristic of Indian industrialisation 

and market expansion. India's memories of colonial expansion 

has strengthened the tendency of her economic nationalism. 

The countervailing strategy will of course require new roles 

which infonnation technology organisations will have to play 

in order to reach more &~itious g9als. The modus vivendi 

cannot be in the con text of fragmentation and underdevelopmen·t 

of information technology; it has to represent functional 

necessity for technology enhancement by discovering new and 

empirically relevane information·connections and socio-economic 

formations. 
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The principal information technologies - microelectro-

nics, photonics and software - are so rich that they hold the 

potential for a great variety of new services. The services 

that these new technologies and network systems have made it 

available in a number of importa."lt sectors - let us say for 

example in areas like agriculture industry, governnent, edu-

cation, and health- hold the advantage of having a signifi

cant impact on a country's socio-economic development. While 

some of these services or benefits are achieved through the 

use of systems like isolated ones or local area networks roost 

of tlieir fullest success is conditioned upon the planning and 

building of a sound telecorrununications and information servi-

ces infrastructure. 

While there can be no second opinion on having a relia-

ble basic telecomnunications network to which new services can 

be added as found necessary at different times at an afford-

able cost in the age of microelectronics and electronic trans

formation rapidly marching forward, India has been one of the 

developing countries to have recognized the importance of 

various information technologies for socio-economic growth 

that in recognition of its added importance of the use of 

computers essentially so, in its various developing areas of 

economy, it established in 1971, an electronics Comnission and 
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a department of electronics to promote computer usage and 

to create an environment conducive for the fast growth in 

computer industry. One look at the computer policy as 

framed by the Government of India, its various object! ves 

to be p~rsue.d · 1..s at once clear to us, which include among 

other things the followings· with added importance that 

a) Computers can play a very significant role 

in many aspects of national security and 

national developrnent1 

b) Computer technology development should be 

strongly biased tOwards building of self-

reliance in design, developrrent and fabri-

cation of components, assemblies and sub-

assemblies: 

c)' In the context of large scale un~Ibp~oyment 

the applications should be carefully chosen 

so as not to diminish employment opportunities. 

Political Climate in India for Information Technology: 

The political climate in India for the usefulness 

of information teChnology has been very support! ve of its 

role for leading the country out of the vicious circle of 

gross exploitation by the neocolonialist forces of the 

first order to one of self-reliance and taking the country 
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along the path of progress often unforeseen and beyond 

expectation of other countries. '!he proof of it can be 

found in the rapid transformation of electronics industry 

which it underwent in QUr· country to become the basis for 

detennining the degree of sophistication and comfort of our 

present day life styles. From radio and television, to 

computers, teleconmunications and process control systems, 

electronics has infiltrated into virtually all areas of ~ 

social and economic importance. With Mr. Rajiv Gandhi hi$:~. 

modern outlook towards the developmantal goals of the nation 

and in his hurry to see his. fellow countrynen rid of g~

lling poverty and ensuring their active participation in 

the task of nation building, the Indian information indus-. 

try in po.isecffi for rapid growth to take the nation many steps 

forward and removing the fear of lagging backwardness and 

technological obsolescent growth in the country. 

The Dominant Domestic Concerns: 

With the espous~l of various policies, technology 

missions, bluesky projects, one of the most important guid

ing spirl t all along has been to make the country self

reliant, to upgrade its technoeconomic base, pulling the 

country out of the poverty and other crippling factors of 

growth, removing the handicaps tt:> its pursued national 

socio-economic objectives of importance, putting the country 

·back on the rails of development, promdting technological 
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awareness of the people for a skilled manpower resources for 

greater use and to become greater source of national develop

ment and reducing job polarization - the division of society 

into those who are skilled and well paid ;:Jnd those who are 

,unfortunately not so skilled and low paid. 

With its goal of having such development leading to 

equitable share of social benefits, the government has tried 

to ensure by trying to implement policies of identification 

and monitoring of risks and opportunities, that the emerging 

information technologies contribute to such socio-economic 

cohesion by rreeting economic and social challenges often 

trying to get the better hand of the situation in the country. 

The policies have often tried to remove the drama of specu

latiQn on the interaction between economics and society and 

technological innovation with that of careful and well enunciated 

policies backed up by vigorous efforts to see these impor-

tant bottlenecks off existing in the relationship between 

economics, society and technology w1 thin the society to make 

it m::>re participatory. 

With the convergence of computing and communications 

around microelectronics, the boundaries of telecommunications 

has gone far beyond the basic telephone services, heretofore 

existing before. New communications networks, services and 



products have started appearing for our sake, with effects 

as leading to the crystallization of a digital "WOrld, thereby 

successfully erasing the distinctions among the existing 

types of .conrnunication traffic. Hodern high capacity optical 

fibres and sophisticated digital computers help transni t, 

switch and process voice, data, text graphics and image by 

converting them into streams of binary-code impulses. The ~ruth 

is rtore'is being demanded of communication systems because· 

more is being digitalized. 

Education .. 

The complex social problems that we are often called 

to intervene has of late come to be offered with solution in 

rlght education. Given the status of educational environment 

in India, educational institutions and curricula - we are 

shameful - change slowly and few people can corrrnand informatics 

well enough to teaoh it or guide its use in the classrooms • 

. \s large as 76.7% of the total population still lives in rural 

areas, in which formal education that is available is of very 

low quali.ty. And low educational levels are a chronic barrier 

to the wide&i>read use of information technologias. With the 

formulation and efforts aimed at successfully ,implementing 

every bit of the M.'ew »ducation :P.olicy (NEP) of the new 

government, with its grit and political will to see it through 

one can .Jrest. con tent with the fact that improvements that are 

long fOreseen and fore~~ought are soon going to be ours 

in no; less time. 
( 
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Employment - The uprooting of Evils of Unemployment 

It is a proven fact that new information technologies 

affect employment, in so many various ways: a) the industry 

it creates has the added advantage of providing new jobs: 

b) 1 t changes the pattern and level of employment in other 

industries that are automa~~ ones: and c) it makes soon for 

other new economic activity that will create new types of jobs. 

India's Infonnation Industry: 

Even though corrmunications can be a profi tabla economic 

sector for a developing country like ours, only industry 

growth may not be a major provider of jobs. This is more 

the so as telecommWlications in its improved form is going 

increasingly the automated way, rooting its growth and increa

sed divers! ty of services on the use of microelectronics for 

switching and terminal equipment. The electronic hardware 

industry, both computer and corrmunications could not be likely 

so as to.be a source of increased employment as it is the 

user of the automated equipment~,the technology that produced. 

Hence as it has been properly decided that since communication 

services and information hardware may not be major employers, 

our government has added a lot of errphasis on the setting up 

of data services industry which holds the potential of being 

a rapidly growing employment sector, in order to curtail and 

control the growing mass of unempl!::>yed humanity and prevent 
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the valuable human resources from going waste and putting 

them to proper use to strengthen the country's progress, lead-

ing to its further consolidation. 

National Security Issues and Information 
Technolo<n· 

To prevent the country from being balkanized both 

physically and through economic means, often holding the 

country to ransom, crippling its development goals, the 

Indian government by giving a bigger boost to its pursuance 

of technological self-reliance and to make great strides in 

space teclmology as to make the nation secure from the threat 

&rising out of the transborder flows of information, of data 

through its launching of 

rerrote sensinq ones like IRS-1 

to facilitate. the mapping of own domestic natural resources 

underground, we have successfully embarked on the policies 

to the safeguard of our national security with the help of 

such innovative information technologies. 

Poverty Issues and Information Technologies~ 

A total of 271 million people, constituting 37.4 per 

cent of the population, live below the poverty line. as per 

the official estimate of 1984, the Loksabha was told on 

11 November, 1987. .7\nd the Seventh Plan aims to bring down 



the percentage to 25.8 by 1990. Although the unofficial 

estimate of poverty informs us of its existence beyond half· 

of the population in total. 

However, to see this problem though and providing the 

people of a better standard of living, the government has 

relied on the information technologies to create the necess~ry 

conditions for a sound economy with improved human resources 

at its base. 

Providing for setting up of one hundred per cent export 

oriented units of information industries in the electronics 

sector w1 th the implementation of policies making it con tin-

gent for these to be established in Export Processing Zones, 

electronic and technological parks, thus earning the much 

needed foreign exchange for the national economy. India has 

several strengths which, if effectively utilized would bring 

about a boom in exports like low cost of direct labour, low 

cost of engineering, potentially large domestic markets, know-

ledge of western business concepts and practices of high-tech. 

The Indian government has also tried to remove the weakness of 

Indian industry in order to gear it to export at international 

prices, which among other things were cripping•_;the burgeoring 

industry, like low productivity, low investment in direct labour, 

high price of capital goods and input materials, uneconomic 

scales of production. 
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It is by now clear that in order to end poverty, one 

has to recognize the need to disseminate information crucial 

to rural development; without adequate systems to facilitate 

information movement, it is difficult and costly to maintain 

many of the transitional developrrent oriented activities. 
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India 'has all along laid emphasis on the growth and 

development of the infonnation technology industries or 

electronics in short, as it holds enormous potential for 

translating her developmental requirments in areas such as 

communication and broad-casting informatics, controls and 

instrumentation and electronic components into a reality. 

Gc;:>vernment policy on electronics recognizes the bene-

ficial effects electronics has in improving productivity and 

efficiency in different sectors of our national economy. The 

statement, in Parliarrent, by the Minister of State for Elec-

tronics on integrated policy measures for the electronic 

sector has the following important features: 

1. 1 Broad Band 1 licences wi 11 be issued for 

computer peripherals, electronic test and 

measuring instruJ'I'ents and discrete semi-· 

conductor devices. 

2. An industrial and licensing policy has been 

drawn up for the manufacture of VCR/VCP and 

microwave ovens keeping in view the approach 

of producing electronic equipment at near 

international prices; 

3. Once a licence has been issued, the licence 

holders will be assured of J,iberal upward 

growth; 



4. Indian oompanies including those with 

foreign equity of 40% or less will no 

longer be debarred from any field of 

electronics which is open to the orga

nized private sector, only because of 

this foreign equity holdings: 

5. FERA companies (i.e. those having more 

than 40% foreign equity) could be allowed 

to set up manufacturing facilities for 

electronic components, materials and 

other closely held high technologies, 

where the country has not been able to 

invest sufficiently in R & D1 

6. Import of technology ~uld be permitted 

freely to develop an appropriate elect

ronic base in the country. However, 

industries will be encouraged to estal>-

li sh in house technology base so that 

repeated import of technologies does not 

have to be resorted to. Centralized 

purchase of technologies is to be resorted 

to only if a variety of technologies rend

ers the indigenous products costly in 

comparison with international prices: 



7. Exemption from Section 21 and Section 22 

of MRTP Act already granted to certain 

electronic i terns has been extended to the 

following i terns: 

- Materials for electronics; 

- Computers; 

- Broadcasting equipment; 

- Control instrumentation; and 

- Industrial and professional electronics 

and COiliT\unication equipment. 

8. Electronic components industry has already 

been delicenzed. Entrepreneurs wishing to 

set llp industries to produce components 

could register with Secretariat for Indus

trial Approvals ( SI A) • 

9. Certain sizes of the components which today 

are reserved for the small sector are to be 

de reserved; 

10. Private Sector is being invited to partici

pate in certain product lines in the field 

of communications. An ESS factory has been 

set up using the technology that has been 

developed indigenously· by the Centre for 

Development of Telematics( COOT) • The 

12G 



investment of the Govemment in this venture 

is restricted to 26%, 25% would be offered to 

private sector and 49% would be thrown open 

to the general public. 

Public Sector Inve}3tinents in Critical Areas: 
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The public sector is to involve itself in the following 

projects: 

* Development and engineering of advanced 

PABX systems. 

* Production of LSI/VLSI semi-conductor chips 

at SCL, Chandigarh using contemporary 

techno logy. 

* Setting up a National Silicon Facility to 

undertake stockpiling production and R & D 

on all forms of silicon. 

* Development of electronics application in 

areas of Social Electronics, e.g. agri

culture, medicine and education. 

Indian Projections in the Five Year Plan 

For the Seventh Five Year Plan, the draft of the plan 

for electronics has laid emphasis on the following areas: 

1. Developing mass COI1TOunications. 

2. Creating a national infonnation base. 



3. Introducing audio-visual and oomputer 

media in education, health and family 

welfare. 

4. Increasing productivity through process 

control instrumentation, automation and 

computerization. 

5. R & D in areas like microelectronics, 

silicon technology, switching technology, 

fibreoptics production technology and 

technology for the manufacture of capital 

equipment. 

6. Integrating academic and R & D institutions 

with the plan. 
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7. Indigenously manufacturing capital equipment. 

The output of the electronics sector at the terminal 

year 1989-90 of the Seventh Plan has been projected at 

Rs. 108,000 million roughly five times as high as the esti

mated production of Rs. 2165 crores for 1984-85.(Table-1). 

It is estimated that the Seventh Plan effort in 

electronics would call for resources of an arrount exceeding 

Rs. 85,000 million of this more than Rs. 30,000 million 

would be required by way of foreign exchange. 



-'-'"' TABLE 1 

C"1 
.....-1 

ESTIMATES OF YEARWISE ELECTRONICS PRODUCTION ENVISAGED DURING 
THE SEVENTH PtAN 19~5-90 

{Rs. million) 

s.No. Sector 1985-86 1986-81 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 Total 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. 

1. Components 4800 6700 9700- 14000 21000 56200 -...._ 

2. Consumer Electronics 7300 9000 12000 15500 20000 63800 

3. Communication 6000 9000 13300 20700 31000 80000 

4. Broadcasting 8QO 1000 1400 1900 2400 7500 

5. Aerospace & -Defence 3750 4150 4800 5100 5400 23200 

6. Central Instrumentation 6000 7800 10600 14600 20100 59100 
Indl. Electronics 

7. Computers & Office 2000 2900 4300 6500 8700 24400 
Equipment 

Total 30650 40550 56100 78300 108600 - 314200 

/ 
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State-of-the-Art in Electronics 

As late as 1970, India had been using discrete devi

ces in electronics. In 1971, the public sector Bharat 

Electronics Ltd. (BEL), Bangalore fabricated, for the first 

time in India, the TTL 7420 integrated circuits (IC) with 

the 'knowhow developed by Tata Institute of Fundamental Rese-

arch( TIFR) • Later, RCA provided BEL with knowhow for ICs 

using bipolar and 0100 technologies. The IGs produced by 

BEL so far have small-scale-integrated SSI/medium-scale inte

grated (MSI) level of complexity. Semi conductor complex Ltd. 

( SCL) which has entered into collaboration with American 

Micro-systems Inc., USA will soon be manufacturing telecom 

chips, merrories, microprocessors etc. 

India also manufactures 8,16 & 32 bit computer systems. 

The 8-bit systems are based on 8080A, 8085 and 80A-main 

processors. Electronics Corporation of India Ltd. (ECIL), 

Hyderabad has recently developed and manufactured indigenou

• 
sly the •system 332"- a 32 bit computer system. The National 

Informatics Centre (NIC) has developed a star-type computer 

network (NI~ET) linking 16 minicomputers and 20 interactive 

terminals located in various Govemment offices in Delhi, 

whose central roode is the CDC Cyber 17-1730 system procured 

' with UNDP assistance. The country has also developed a wide 

. variety of computer software including <customized programmes 
I 
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for specific application s~ch as production planning and 

control personnel data basis, econometric planning stinru

lation, m:>delling and other operations research areas, 

graphics software for the layout of printed circuit boards 

and engineering design etc. 

In the field of COimlunications, the development 

includes t\t.K) way microwave troposcatters link and click 

subprocessors circuits, a multilayer hybri-d circuit for use 

in satellites and an audiovisual systems and proximi~y 

com:nunication systems. 

Foreign Collaborations: To Build Bridge-Over the GaJ2 

At the governmental level, one finds serious attempts 

attempted to bridge at least the know.-how gap through major 

foreign collaboration agreements, with seals of government 

approval. Indian companies in both the public and private 

sectors have entered into foreign collaborations with firms 

in USA, UK, Holland, Italy, Japan, Switzerland, West Germany, 

France, and Norway. Table:·-2 provides an illustrative list 

of firms in these countries with whom collaboration agree

rr~nts have been entered intO. 



FRANCE 

UK 

US.'\ 

JAPAN 

HOLLAND 

TAELE 2 

LIST OF S)HE FOREIGN FIRMS Ji!TH \'/I-Dt-1 INDIAN 
FIR1'-1S HAVE ENTERED INTO FOREIGN a)LLABORA
TION AGREEHENTS 

; Compaign Generale de Telegraphic Sousfee 
( CSF) (now Thomson-CSF) 

Pye Telecommunications Ltd. Marconi's Wire
less Telegraph Co. Ltd. 
A E I Ltd. , 
.~T & E (Bridgnorth) Ltd• 
Redifon Ltd 
Hullard Equipments Ltd. 
Plessey Co.(UK) Ltd. 
Recal Electronics Ltd. 
Park Air 

Bendix Corporation 
R C .\ 
Dynamics Corporation of Arneric;:, 
Hagnazipne Moniola Corporation 
Scientific Radio Systems 
American Nicrosysterns Inc. 

: N E C Ltd. 

N V Philips Glocilamponfabri'ken 

WEST GERt1ANY . S & HAG . 
Siemens 
Ferrnseh GmbH 
Frieseke and Holpfxes GmbH 

SWITZERLAND' Contranes AG 

ITALY . Selenia Industries Electroniche . / 

Associate SU-PJ\ 

NORWAY . Elekrish Bureau . 
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LEVELS, RE.X>URCE ro·.-1ER AND FORM1\T OF 
INFOR1'1ATION TECHNOLOGY POLICY MAKING 

As far as we can see that the effects of the techno-

logies centre on the improved performance and increased 

productivity of an emerging information sector, in our 

search for the prospects for developing countries as regards 

the key issues concerning their development arising from 

the production and diffusion of such information technolo-

gies, the issues in relation to the exploitation of the 

potential of information technologies in their specific 

contents, which are incwnbent upon us to take care of in 

o~r prqgress towards a better tonorrow include inter alia' 

a) Protection of the sovereignty of national 

information resources and the special 

interests, private and strategic, reflec-

ted which are, in these resources. Here 

the question of transborder data flows 

looms large. 

b) Access to vital information, ~ich in the 

riot too distant future may be stored in 
I 

machine-readable form only, which very 

often has sought to be expressed in such 

terms as concern over the concentration 



of data bases in the North. It is felt 

strongly that the rn::>re critical aspect 

may well turn out to be the devising of 

a combination of incentives so that a 

developing society such as ours can meet 

its diverse needs for information about 

itself. As we all know, information 

technologies have proved themselves quite 

a lot useful in aiding the nation to 

"mine" its vast natural information 

resources and process them in such a way 

that the cumulative decision making in 

the society leads to greater use of local 

resources: 

c) The concentration of that of the infor

mation technology indu$try in the North. 

The control of research, development and 

actual production of oligopolies in the 

North is a major concern for deve'ioping· 

countries; 

d) The development of an appropriate infras

tructure for the effective use of new 

information technologies, including the 

technical resources like power supply, 

telephone lines etc., as well as the 

manpowerbase. 
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e) The effects on social organization and 

cultural values produced· by a diffusion 

of such information technologies. In 

pa.rticular, it is now clear to us, that 

the inherent characteristics of the 

technologies seem coloured by their 

origin in the countries of the North. 

Both in the North and South, th~y have 

proved to be capable of disrupting the 

conventional social and cultural exist.

ing patterns7 no less disruptive in other 

contexts too. 

f) The need for a conceptual framework for 

policy formulation and tectmology assess

ment. The interdisciplinary and :inter

sectoral nature of information technolo

gies calls for an inter-institutional 

cooperation in order to have an effective 

policy planning and evaluation thereof. 
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The nature and the impact of new information tech

nologi~s has proved that information is powen so much the 

better; the technologies that are being developed and made 

roore and rrore use of enhance the power to control and 

nationalize information handling activities and are 



instruments of politic~l power, whether exerted localy 

within an organization, at the national level or in the 

international arena, for that matter. 

Considerations of Proposals on Information 
Technology: 

Information technology, at the present, forms the 

heart of all the successful enterprises, be it at the 

government or, private sectors. 

It has been brought home to us that infonnation 

technology, systems, when properly utilized help the orga

nizations to be rrore oost effective in terms of financial, 

manageri?l and socio-eoonomic resources than any other 

device of mankinds invention in the history of the \<i.Orld 

to date. As 1 t is, information technology systems can 

contribute to a significant improvement in the human 

condition. 

\ 

This limitless capability for increasing the effect-

ive power of the governments has :lent enough credence to 

the idea that information technology sys·tems have become a 

factor in national and international politics that cannot 

be ignored at all; only at great risks. 

The constraints facing policy making in relation to 

new information technologies arise from the organizational 

complex! ty so inherent in this new technology field. 



First, the production and development of these 

technologies are ooncentrated with the large dominant 

international actors- oostly transnational companies. One 

has hardly seen any sign of a reduction of the rronopoli s

tic tendencies in the field of telecommunications inspite 

of the substantive efforts at liberalizing this sector of 

the econorny. Most of the international deals in tele-

coptnunications equipment have always involved a dozen or 

so firms and the race to be ahead of others has received 

a boost with the shift from electro~chanical to electronic 

switching systems. 'rhe production of large computers is 

still left in the hands of large firms despite the fact that 

the advent of microcomputers has led to a· proliferation of 

small manufacturers. With the increased cultivation of 

pressure groups in various countries often winning the most 

important functionaries over through contact money, costly 

gifts and eatending to them cormdssions on the aroount of the 

deal struck which is known widely by the name 1I<ickbacks!. 

Influence on Policy making of Bureaucratic 
Interests: 

The policy making in the area of high technology is 

made difficult as these technologies tend to cut across 

conventional sectoral barriers. To cite an example, we 

know as how the promotion of information technology has led 
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to considerable bureaucratic infighting since the elect... 

ronic industry is the responsibility of the ministry and 

the communications, the responsibility of another. In 

India, the conflicts over which <;Pvemment author! ty should 

prorrote and regulr:te the introduction of data COrt1"(lunications 

networks or computer systems has resulted in a strong compe

tition for power between the ministry of electronics and 

Hinistry of Conmunications to promote their espoused bureau

cratic interests. 

Creating a specialized agency for national co-ordina

tion in the introduction of new information technologies 

has been an option utilized to.reduce such bureaucratic 

struggles. 

Influence of Public Debate: 

Public debate, as it is known long to us .come·s ·.to 

play a major role in the decision and aooption of various 

measures to see an end to the crisis facing the nation. 

This debate in its course of progress towards roore vigorous 

espousal of causes often helps the issues being decided in 

narrower terms to the utter deteriment of national interests 

but to the benefit of some interested pressure groups acting 

at the directions of their western paymasters. The public 

debate leading t:o active participation of all class of 

people in the decision-making mechaiJ.ian strengthens the 
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the democratic character of the government. Given the fact 

of ex>rnputer ignorance as resulting from the lack of educa

tion and a little bit arising from that of cultural factors 

the information policies is not often thrown open to public 

debate, leading to the imbalanced utilization of the 

objectives. 

Influencinq Future Lines of DeveloEment in 
Microelectronics in India: Regulation or 
De regul a,tion 

The advanced industrial countries, where large 

organizations dominating such sectors as telecomnunications 

under conditions of national monopoly is taken for granted 

since telecommunications authorities usually have a fairly 

successful record of establishing basic telecommunications 

infrastructure under the protection provided by the exclu

sive rights and direct government supervision, one witness 

to an altogether different phenomenon of demands for 
' 

deregulation, as rapid innovat)ions occurring in new tech

nologies has rendered such monopolies inefficient and also 

deregulation which \liOUld lead to rrore rapid introduction 

of new technologies and new services besides favouring both 

nation<tl industries and la_rge groups of users. Such deregu-

lation. has let large portions of the telecorrununications 

sector open to competition in the United States and United 

Kingdom while! Japan is in the process of atleast partly 

liberalizing its telecom service. 
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However, few developing countries can proj:i t from a 

deregulation of this kind, since these countries are still 

in the initial phases of setting up roodem contnunications 

and information processing facilities. But it is becoming 

clear as a competitive market is condition precedent for 

rapid innovation, the policymakers in developing countries 

would soon have to recognise this important trend and thus 

avoid creating conditions of absolute national monopoly. 

Decision-maJ9:p..9....J2r a Co~_t;!_t:.ive ed~: 

One of the vi tal problems areas of policy-making has 

been the regulation of technology transfer. The rapid chan

ges sweeping the ~r~a of new information technologies and 

the difficulties of accurately projecting techno-economic 

trends leading to serious risks of obsolescence is a chall

enge for decision makers in the search for a competitive 

edge. To stay ahead in such an edge, it calls for vigorous 

efforts of regulating the information technology industry at 

high sophistication aiming at limited influence on the market 

and above all, to be flexible and quick. 



INDIA'S RHETORIC AND ACTION 

Search for a role and Status in the Inter
national Information Technology Economy 
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India is one of the very few developing countries 

to have an indigenous computer industry, manufacturing various 

types of microcomput.;.:- we mirticomputer systems based on the 

imported central processing unit (CPU) chips and peripherals •. 

Few corrpanies are also engaged in making certain types of 

corrputers systems under licence in collaboration with well 

known manufacturers based in the United States. The turnover 

of the computer industry from 1983 to 1984 was Rs. 4000 

1 
million, which only represent~ approximately 0.2 per cent 

of the output of the manufacturing sectors in India. Thus 

it is a fact that computer industry in this country has a 

long way to tread. As per official estimates for the year 

1990, the output of the industry can stand at Rs. 5,000 

million. In accordance with its policies of boosting indi-

genous innovation in the IT field, the government has made 

efforts of late to set up a joint venture with foreign 

. ..e~ertiseto manufacture large mainframe .computers, besides 

providing for facilities to manufacture basic chips useful 

for the indigenous corrputer industry. 

The recent national policy as regards the computers 

is marked. out from the old policy in so far as the new one 

1. CSI News letter, March, 1984. 
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liberalized the imports for computer industry in terms of 

certain types of peripherals, and for the users in terms Qf 

entire computer systems~ the old ones had somewhat restricted 

and tended to shield indigenous industry Thy· ·curbing imports. \In 

the recent computer policy, the strong component therein is 

that of attaining technological self-efficiency and to provide 

for manufacturing facilities in as advanced sectors like that 

of manufacturing integrated circuits. 

India took the bold steps of ending the refurbishing t.. · 

programne of I&vl and ICL, under which obsolete technology such 
. . 2 

as the IMB. 1401 and ICL 19tH was being ma-rketed in India. The 

creation of a nationwide maintenance organization like Q·M C: . : ·-

Lirni ted has successfully prevented dislocation of services to 

the users of such machines which had a large installed base. 

The government has launched a scheme to prorrote corrpu-

terization in various sectors for which large institution 

resources have been created to \rwOrk with the Central Government,. 
' ( 

Private industry, state Govemment and Public Sectors bodies. 

Under this scheme, the projects have mostly been set up with , 

assistance from United Nations Development Programme, \tlhich are 

as ~der: 

a) Setting up of CAD/CAM centres in leading 

technological institutes; 

2. P. P. ·Gupta, "Policl freme~rlc for develrmcnt of Computer 
Technology and apllcatlon 11 , Comput.ers n· developing · 
Nations. (Austra la, 1986). 



b) Setting up computer aidf;!d management 

Centres in leading management insti tutesJ 

c) Setting up a project on fiftP generation 

computers with the initiutive of the 

goverrunent. 

Impact of Liberalization 
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The spate of liberalized measures which came through 

with the recognition that technology can play an impc;>rtant 

role in the development of the country, with the strongest 

proponent in the Prime Minister himself. As a consequent,, 

policy on computers has been liberalized and customs duty has 

been reduced, which in short means that Indian Industry will 

have to withstand competition from international industry. 

It is estimated that from the current level of 5, 000 

computers being sold in a year, from 1989-90 the number of 

conputers sold willbe closer to 30,000. This implies that 

Indian commerce and industry wi 11 take to computerization in 

a very significance way over the next five years with the 

development in telecomnunications and computer netw:>rking. 

Scope For Indigenous Innovation 

With the kind of strides in the telecorrrnunication sector, 

India has been able to make is a po.inter to the fact that with 

the passage of time, India with its enorrrous capabilities in 
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terms of skilled human reoources and the right mix of training 

can certainly innovate the various products with its indi_. 

genous design. The talents that are found here are unique in 

the sense that given the right kind of work incentives, they 

can certainly rise upto occasion to meet the challenges ahead. 

So far, if the country lacked in all these respects, one of 

the important factor has been the failure of political leader

ship which often fell back on anti-·indigenous development 

groups often aligning themselves with foreigg multinational 

cotpOrations. Even today as of now, the policies are some-

times derailed from the objectives often hampering the growth 

of the nation at heavy costs and set l:la-cl<.: to the pursuance 

of selfreliance golas. 

Reaction Pattern of Indian Elites against 
Indigenous System Design. 

1'he elites that appeared on the Indian soil in the 

wake of attainmt!nt of independence are found to be wedded so 

much to 'l.o~estern products although having received we stem 

english education often at western centres of learning makes 

for an interesting study in their reactions to all that the 

nation can achieve indigenously at par with western techno-

logy. Some sections of such elites are so far removed from 

the realm of reality that they fail to see the logic behind 

the indigenous efforts aimed at coping with technological 
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superiority of the western products, which could often make 

the country less and less dependent on western sources. At 

every possible occasion whenever the country has tried to 

roove out of this vicious arena often influenced by the strong 

~eocolonial forces, it had to oo so with a strong national 

will and committed political leadership. iihatever system 

design is instituted with indigenously available resources, 

the elites have tried to circumvent that with their perception 

of such progress as threat to their receipt of foreign favours 

sometimes in terms of kicY'..back or other· allied interests which 

they know not what hann they are causing to the efforts of the 

nation on the march. And with their advocatty and parlaying 

with the powers that be, they ofte!"l demand for such sophisti

cation in the technologies, that they widen- the'gap between 

them and the poors depriving them of the benefits of India's 

technological inp'Uts • . 

Safeguards 

In order to achieve a telecommunications and infonnat

ion ·system the broad guidelines and criteria one need~ to 

consider includes the followings: 

Most important of all is the need to have a sound 

fundamental planning. The planning will have to include first 

and foretrost what the country's rrost urgent conununications 

and information needs and the most costeffective ways possible 
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to- achieve them, wherein efforts to be directed at identify-

ing both short term and long term development needs and ways 

to achieve some balance among the needs of various' sectors

rural and urban, agricultural and industrial. 

The next important consideration is the choosing of 

cost - reactive communications - getting the right techno

logy for the right job. vli th the large and growing menu 

of technologies available today, it is sometimes tempting 

to select those that are in appearance the roost sophisticated 

and glarrourous, ~en one of the simpler, less expensive 

technologies. could nore than adequately handle current require-
. . 

rnent.s and be upgraded to meet needs well into the future. 

- At the same tin:e we should be wise, at the time of 

consideration of the cost of a technology or system, to weigh 

first the costs against lifecycle costs, along with operati-

onal costs. 

Among the bases for selecting a telecommunications 

and information system, a major consideration would have to 

be the record of reliability of the technology involved. l\ 

communications system that suffers from frequent and 'lengthy 

downtime can result in significant economic losses unafford

able for us at such high costs, alongwi th the costs of human 

lives. Thus a system that proves unreliable can prove 

extremely costly no matter what its initial cost. 



Finally there are two critical factors of utm:>sJ. ~r-
tance in the planning and building of telecommunications systems 

today. Telecommunications by its very nature is a "systems 

technology". It is based on the ability to link various and 

changing technologies together compatibly, to create not only 

local exchanges but interexchange J:Ietworks, national netv.orks 

and ultimately international telecornnunications system. l\s 

of today,· it also includes work towards brln~ing together the 

transmission of voice, data and images. .~s it is, telecorrrnuni

cations is a very dynamic, everchanging technology whose sys-

terns are continually evolving. 

Viewing telecorrmunications in these terms, it must be 

recognised that t: -: _ countries involved in building improving 

and exp~ding their communications and information system have 

to work with a combination of nature and emerging networks.There 

is_·tl)e n~ed to design for a viable combination of obsolescence 

and growth, to allow the addition of ne...r capacity and new cap a-
1 

bili ties to older technologies within their networks so that 

they are able to handle additional traffic and perform new 
/ 

functions. 



MULTINATIONAL Cl)RPORATIONS AND CX>NSTRAINTS 
AND PRESSJRES ON INmA' S INFORMATION POLICY 
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The technological revolution that overwhelmed areas 

as communication and business management strategies proved 

to be instrumental to the growth of Multinational COrpora

tions as it came to have more ready accessibility to the 

information on the peculaiari ties and potentialities of 

overseas market, with the improved communication tech

nologies help speeding up necessary contacts between a 

company's organizational units, even at great distances 

and across national boundaries. 

Developing COuntrie~ Concern; 
Multinational Business 

The attitude of the developing countries toward MNCs 

came to exhibit a mixture of rather abstract policy concems, 

specific historical experience and a generally weak posi

tion to effect any real change. And comparisons have shown 

that individual MNC sales figures dwarfed the GNP of many 

developing nations, causing angry reactions ranging from 

general uneasiness to paranoia whereupon these governments 

contemplated how best to deal with the implied power of 

such corporate goliaths. 



REGULATING AND NEGOTIATING DEVICES 
Vs. Gl.DBAL DECI SIOl;-!·!AKING HETHODS 

Thereupon national governments strived to put a lot 

of emphasis to strike the best deal possible with a MNC 

to gain domestic econom~c benefits and minimizing potential 

costs with the accompan.imen t of more sophisticated negotiating 

and regulatory devices to extract larger concessions from 

them. At the international level no corrective has been 

adopted so far to correct the imbalance that has existed 

between developing countries and corporations backed to the 

hilt by their home governments. The developing countrfes fur-

ther saw the 11 red herring" in the investor protection propo~ 

sals that were presented as a way to create a climate of . 

greater.security and with certainty to stimulate a 1arger 

flow of beneficial-foreign investments to developing count-

ries economies. In these proposals, the threat to the 

national sovereign goverrunents was clearly pe~ceived as it 

would allow HNCs to circumvent national law and institu-

tional processes in a dispute with host government by appeal-

ing to international standards and organizations weighted 

in favour of investor nation interests. In other words, the 

general fears of t'iNCs power and particularly resource sector 

experiences readily combined to focus many developing coun~ 

ries· on a specific issue of national political sovereignty. 
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In their refusal to cede authority to international 

investor protection schemes, the developing countries have 

rightly sought to prevent a further erosion of their relative 

bargaining power vlith 1-:.r:cs. 

-
Catalyst for ~~ec~nt Code :::>evelonments: 

The current configuration of !':t-:C issues in regard to 

the international codes of conduct is a post 1970 phenomenon 

eventhough post war l·U~C growth had generated increasing con-

cern over their global expansion, which could be made possible 

to attract enough public attention stems from three critical 

elements: that are developing country alignments, organized 

labour and social activist groups worldwide drawn specifically 

from the religious and academic activities which started rais-

ing pointed_ questions as regards the performance of MNCs as 

in relation to diverse social needs the worJ:d over; thus 

bringing about an unexpected tha\-.r in their expansion. 

Interference in a nation's political sovereignty is a 

standard item in most listings of developing, or even some 

developed countries' ·concerns regarding I'-1NC power at the time, 

corporate control over large economic resources and several 

historical incidents of American diplomacy seemed to link --· I·:Nc interests closely with potential for foreign intervention 

in domestic political affairs. 
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·.-iith regard to the MNCs impact on the development 

process in developing countries one has to admit that foreign 

private investment.creates a potential for needed capital 

inputs, technology transfer, managerial skills, employment 

creation and market expansion, on the razor sharp edge as 

MNC structures have added dangers of displacing al temative 

business options and ther~by leading to monopolistic i~ 

efficiencies. The issue that assumes critical importance 

in the context of the above mentioned issues is the compa

tibility of .t-lNC operation with host country development plans 

varying widely both in terms of quality and .Precision. 

The most impressive gro, ... th in n.::l.tional regulatory 

control over HNCs operations has com~ to occur in the develop

ing nations. Host countries have started attempting at some 

form of control, structuring or regulation of thier plan of 

action by trying assiduously to bring about an improvement in 

the terms and conditions of their designs with them,. wherein 

their key objective has been to prevent their development 

goals as well as national identity and purpose from getting 

distorted by the pursued global strategies of transnational 

corrJOrations and that of securing a better share of the 

benefits. 

· In their search the host countries have put to use a 

host of techniques. succeeding. to exert greater ·control over 



ENCs in the areas where the business conduct was judged to fall 

bel0\'1' the national expectations. Such measures include exer

cising a range of local ownership options and joint venture 

arranger71en ts nuti vated by progressive regulntion of HNC acti

vities r3imed at restricting expansion and tradi tionsl drastic 

expropriAtion, per:ni tti.ng linli ted imports of vi tal components 

or otherwis0 reduce profitability in w::1ys that also amount 

t.o "creeping e:;q.-)ropriation 11 of corporate exports. Attempts 

at nnre for.nal screening of i·iNC entry and expansion often 

conditioning their a!"'Proval to a variable list of trade perfor

mance requirements, providing for minimun export levels, import 

substitution, .local processing, advanced training programrres 

etc. Other controls pursued somewhat less aggresively by host 

countries have been securing increased local research and 

development efforts, technical assist-:u1ce agreements etc. 

INDIAl'l OFFICI.l\L VIEHS ON l·J:~Cs 

11 It is glorious to have a giant's strength but it is 

tYrannous to use it like a giant11 so wrote Shakespeare •. T\nd 

this is applicable to the growth of giant corporations necess

itated by modern technologies which function in a big wayJi. 

The question often raised is whether they should be 

allowed to function in this country at all, not encouraging 

their activities to help make so much profit at all as in the past 

fon~i.gn companies well entrenched in this country like '.L'i1e 

1. Indian Express, 1 July, 1976. 
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Grindlays : cmk, Philips, IBN and International Computers who 

have been thought to have go~way with murder, which have 

received a lot of flak on the floors of Parliament. The 

Motherland 2 has argued that there was neither Philips nor 

Lever in Japan although it is boasted that economic growth 

is linked with foreign technology and capital. 

It has been put out by the officials that if India 

approached the multinational it could be because the country 

needed their technologies to keep abreast with the technolo

gical innovations in the field. ..\nd India Wc>uld like to have 

the best technology on the same terms as for instance, the 

USSR and Chin~. 

And ·it is further understood that India could develop 

without the foreign technqlogy only if the people 'showed 

adequate preparedness to raise the resources and accepted the 

attendant discipline and increase productivity, which has never 

been brilliant enough so far. 

India's policy as outlined has made it clear for the 

multinational corporations to function within the ambit of 

national priority and strictly under the laws of the land such 

as FERA, the companies Act and the HRTPC Act. 

The Indian branches of the foreign companies and Indian 

subsidiaries would have to go for dilution of their share 

2. The Motherland, 8 May, 1986. 
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holding to the extAnt of 40 per cent otherwise they would 

have to" wind up and go 11
• India ~uld not go for parmi tting 

foreign capital investment in banking, plantation and trade in 

such other fields where· the country has the needed technology. 

India has viewed foreign capital investment only as a 

vehicle for transfer of such technology as could not be pur-

chased outright or obtained on the basis of royalty agreements 

and holding of equity shares beyond 40 per c~nt would be allowed 

only Where technologi~al and critical gaps need to be bridged 

for capability development. 

The Electronics Commission took a finn decision by making 

it contingent for foreign computer firms IBM and ICL to confine 

their activities to exports and manufacture of •high technology" 

products to support indigenous computer production programmes, 3 

~1ich have been active all the years in importing used computers 
. 

from abroad and refurbishing them for sale and lease in India, 

thus giving a boost to the national computer industry and thus 

curbing the rronopoly control of the multinational computer 

firms on India's computer industry. 

It .has been often emphasised that the need of choosing 

the right technology in developing countries constituted not 

only an opportunity but rrore importantly a responsibility for 

India towards her sister developing countries. 

3. The Hindustan Times, 3 August, 1976. 
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The Prime Hinister Morarji Desai while outlining Janata 

Policy towards big business assured the Rajya Sabha th<:~.t the 

Goven1ment would not allow the operation of· foreign companies 

at the oost of the country. 4 

The J anata Party President Hr. Chandrasekhar affir-

med that the party was comni tted to curbing the growth of 

monopolies and reducing the concentration of economic 

• power, realising that disparities in income, the distortion 

of the production pattern to suit the elite and deleterious 

socinl and political effects had resulted in the past from the 

growth of big business. As some l'1NCs operated. in low 

priority, high profit areas thus attaining run a· .. way growth 

like the Coca-Cola company. 

And the experience of IBM has shown one of the 

evasive tactics adopted by the giant corporation is to 

split up the existing establishments. 

And few other firms had made their equity dilution 

conditional upon the grant of another industrial licence. Since 

these multinationals neither added to growth nor have been 

able to extablish derived stability in society, the Janata 

~ Government undertook measures to remedy the situation 

whereupon the IBM and Coca-Cola withdrew. 

4. The Hindustan Times, 24 June, 1977. 
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In a country like ours, where industrialisation is 

only beginning to take shape rapid concentration of economic 

power in the hands of m:mopolists is full of dangerous 

portents. 

It is often said while the Indira government extended 

concession after concession to the monopolists, the Janata 

Govenunent fared worse as it opened up most sensitive areas 

of the economy to national and foreign monopoly operations, 

embarking on a policy of dismantling the public sector. And 

under the so-called policy of decentralization of industries 

and promotion of small scale sector, the small units ~re 

allowed to be controlled~ dominated and managed by the mono

polists, fully integrated with their empires. 

At the present the MNCs entry if required "WOuld be 

on a case by case basis on the terms and conditions fixed 

by the government. No question of open door policy is being 

followed as foreign government and foreign know-how are being 

allowed in areas of priority production, high tech areas. 

In the Handbook of Foreign Collaborations, 1980, 
' 

published by the Ministry of Industries, we get a broad out-

line of the Government~ policy wherein it has been pointed out~: 

That a1 though a broad technology base has already been 

established in the country, but with constant technological 

advancement taking place in the developed countries, the 
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need to update our production technology would arise in 
·' 

almost all the industrial over a period of time. The import 

of technology may be considered by the Government even in the 

field of where foreign collaboration is not considered 

necessary if: 

i) tkchnology is requii"f~d for updating of existing 

technology in India to meet efficiently domestic 

requirements or to become competitive in export 

market; 

ii)such import is required for manufacture of items 

with substantial export-backed by buy-back 

guarantees". 

Finally in regard to high tech, the government would 

even permit direct foreign equity participation. 

The present Prime Minister·t,1r. Rajiv Gandhi, at the 

AICC opening session underlined that socialism as a concept 

meant not spreading or sharing poverty among the masses but 

socio-economic uplift of the people, dispelling the notion 

that the congress was abandoning the path of socialism or 

that multinationals were to be given priority over public 

sector and Indian Industry. 5 He also said "Development in 

electronics did not mean going for computers alone. The 

cOncept was to harness science and technology to ushe-r in 

rapid growth and rerrove poverty. And so thre is no question 

5. The Times of Indi2, 5 Hay, 1985. 
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of change in time-proven and nationally accepted rules 

towards foreign investment and multinational companies. 

Indi3 1 s experience with MNCs has been somewhat better 

although not much. In the fifties, the government battled 

long and hard to curb gross profiteering by three foreign 

• oil gtants; subsequently it clawped fairly vigorous price 

controls to stop foreign drug firms from battening on sick-

ness and disease. 

The size and strength of the Indian market opens up 

vast opportunities for collaboration with P..NCs. Indiscrimi-

nate resort to such accords ¥JOuld involve mucb waste of 

precious foreign exchange and what is more could stifle 

indigenous R&D. Apart from saddling the COW1try with 

avoidable economic costs, this kL1d of profligacy can post 

us with socio-political complications as well. 



Chapter Four 

INDIA'S EXPERIENCE AND ITS RELEV.~CE 
FOR OORTH-S)UTH DIAlOGUE 

If ever one seeks to look for the reason of inadequate 

growth in the developing co_untries, th~ P0~9r is-a~oti ~PEOCess points 

the fact of major sh:Jrtcomings in technology and literacy. Educa-

tion and literacy are the critical foundation on which tech

nological development takes shape and flowers into full form 

and as such becomes a sort of catalyst in the shaping of the 

total economy of the region. As such it is the basis for 

future survival of a nation, a region so to say. And for the 
/ 

well preservation and enforcement of this economic and poli-

tical independence and its survival thereto, the only fact 

that it can ill- afford to neglect at its own peril is in forma •. · 

tion. Information is needed to develop and use a natural 

resourc~. Infoonation is a tool of help, self-direction and 

improved development. 

The majority of the underdeveloped world is primarily 

agriculturally oriented. Consequently it is necessary for an 

easy and effective flow of information to be exchanged between 

rural areas and the expanding urban sections. Such information 

facilitates positive interaction among the different sectors 

1 of the economy and thus can hasten development. And Dr. William 

1. Michael Grossman in the Cost of Conununications: in 
~ational Development, January/February 1967, p.30. 



Theler, former Director of the us office of telecormrunications 

Policy, and now Professor of Physics and International 

relations at George town University, feels, "the expansion of 

telecommunications net~rks is a pressing need in rural areas 

and countries must get more and more complete information to 

the farms of development as to take place". .l\nd he also says 

that telecorrrnunications infrastructure is necessary to "achieve 

national integration and prorrote economic development. 

Today we live in an age where a telephone call secures 

information virtually in any area of human lmowledge, stored 

in ·international data banks: data flows continually from 

coast to coast and continent to continent, in a flood so 

that no body has yet dete.r:mined what limits, what parameters 

there may be: no surprise there is no. .rmd the new devices 

for gathering,storing, transmitting and even initiating -

information present as with exhilarating possibilities. 

A new era in the communication of infoonation is upon 

us. Communications technology is exploding and rapidly is being 

put to use. The improved use of new communication technologies 

help us in improving productivity, improving response time, 

improving performance and containing costs. 

Geopolitically, the Third \'lorld is the most balkanized 

region of the Globe. It is also the least advanced in regio

nal socio-economic and cultural cooperation and cannot there• 

fore be expected to make a dignified entrance into the 

twenty-first century in its present division. 



The information revolution gives a new meaning and 

perspective to the concepts of regional economic coopera

tion and SOuth-SOuth soli~ari ty. They have become not only 

an essential condition for development but also an 

indispensable key for survival. 

The actual share of the Third World in this industry 

is well below 10% and its investments in scientific and 

technological research in this area does not exceed 3 to 4% 

of the ltt0r1d total. 

By 1990 only two industrialized countries are expec

ted to have a favourable trade balance in the information 

area. Those are Japan $40-45$ billion and the USA: $20-25$ 

billion, the EEC are likely to reach a total deficit of 

over $15 billion dollars whereas they had a favourable 

tri'!.de balance during the 1970s. 

The purpose in citing some of these figures is to 

emphasise the extent to which the infonnation industry is 

reinforcing economic hegemonism in an area which affects 

all aspects of international relations and national develop

ment. No other field is contributing more heavily to the 

increasing gap within the North and between the North and 

the South as the infonnation and corrununication sectors. 



Politics of TelecommwJications: Resolving 
The North-SOuth Dilemma 
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In .oome quarters it is being said, information is the 

oil of the 1980s, and teleoormnunications provides a relatively 

inexpensive rapid, efficient and effective method of trans

rnitting information. 

At present, the global telecommunications system links 

all the countries of the world, includes 600 million tele-

phones, creates us $2.50 billion in annual revenues, and 

annually stimulates us $100 billion of investment. 2 When one 

comes to the level of disparities bet-ween telecoxmrunications 

rich and telecommunications poor, finds it quite a lot staggering. 

Of the 600 million telephones in the ,.orld 75 per cent are 

foW1d in the industrialised countries. In Tokyo alone, there 

are 26 million telephones - nore than the total number available 

to serve the 500 million people of Africa. Whereas there is 

alrrost one telephone per person in roost industrialized countries, 

t~-third of the world's population have no access at all to 

telephone service. Thus while the 'have' countries take 

telecorrmW1ications for granted, 3 the' have nots• live in 

a very different kind of information world. 

2. Meheroo Jussawalla, "The Information economy and its impor
tance for the development of Pacific region countries • in 
Information Telecornnunications and Development, p. 69. 

3. Telecom services are not equally dispersed in the 'have 
countries either. Rural and remote residents, the economi
cally disadvantaged,the handicapped, the elderly, and 
minorities have been identified as members of the infonnation. 
poor• in the us. See Carrie L.Shipley 'Information access 
and ine it in rural America: Conce ts trends and pglicy for 
the infonnation age" COnmunications 3 1985 , p.127-28. 
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It has also been argued that the gap between the 

riches of the: northern hemisphere_aa:itne .J>PVeX't:-Y (of the south 

is one of the roost fundamental problems of the twentieth 

4 
century. Ho'l....ever, it is widely recognised now that telecomm-

unications can be • a medicine for ailing economies'. 

vJi th the invention of the telegraph, telecommunications 

emerged as an international issue area, a technology which 

required international cooper<3tion if its potential was to 

be fully realized. The United States of America led the world 

into an international satellite system as soon as the INTELSAT 

was created in 1964. ·rhe making of international telecommuni-

cations policy has been fraught with problems and apprehensions 

since the day of satellite comnunication began. A.s the rapid 

evolution of a global computer - computer communications net-

work, it was believed, will increase the amount of informa-

tion available and the ways in which information is sought 

to be created. It is this nature of the comm.micated infonna-

tion which leads to the exacerbation of conflict over inter-

national telecommunications policy since information can change 

relationships and power balances aroong people, organizations, 
I ' 

govemmen ts, and nations, 5which can be shared without being 

4. f'lilliam J. Stover Information Technology in the Third 
vJorld, Boulder eo.: vlestview, 1984, p.s. 

s. Arthur A. Bushkin and Jane H. Yunow, "The Foundation of 
the u.s. Infonnation Policy: a United States government 
submission of the High Level Conference on Information, 
Computer and Communications Policy of the OECO., 6-8 
October, 1980.Paris,, France Cited d.n John 1'. Powell, ! ·"' 

International Broadcastin by Satellite: Issues of 
Re u ation Barr~ers to or;-mun~ca es por 
Quorum 1985 , p.l83. 



transferred and ••• its benefits may extend to others 
6 

besides those directly involved in the information transactim. 

In addition to issues arising out of technology, many 

of the conflicts over international telecommunications policy 

also emerge due to the differences between the North and the 

South. .a.s we know the debates are centered around· the New 

11'lorld Information and Corrununications Order (N'•liOO) and the 

New International Economic Order (tliEO), which both urge the 

world community in general and the advanced world in parti-

cular for carrying out major changes in the status-quo to 

alleviate the inequalities between the North and the South. 

North-South issues have long been ad.mi tted as • among the m:)st 

complex as well as among the most important' for the long

term well-being of all countries. 7 Further as \Hlliam Stover 

has argued, the well-being of rich nations is directly linked 

to the economies of the poor, with the two groups becoming 
. 8 

increasingly interdependent. 

rrhe New ~~lorld Information 
and Comnunication Orde-n 

The demand for this order seeks to establish a rrore 

just and equitable balance in the flow and content of 

6. Heather Hudron, "Satellite Comnunications for developing 
Countries: fro:m. Cop ectllre reality, Space COrnmW11cat1on 
and F5 roadcast1ng , p.29 2. 

7. Canadian Parliamentary Task Force, Report, p. 21. 

8. Stover, Information Technology, p.3. 
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information, a right to national self-determination of 

domestic corrrnunications policies, and at the international 

level, a two-way information flow which reflects more 

accurately the aspirations and activities of the less 

developed countries. In other words, the N'tliCXl debate 

centres upon t-wo major issues: the recognition of cultural 

and ideological domination by certain powerful '"'and techno-

logically developed countries • which jeopardizes the national 

identity ~ of other countries; and the existence of monopoli-

stic and oligopolistic communications production and 

distribution outlets which have resulted in a 'one-way 

flow of information with consequen-t:-_ harm to developing 

nations". 9 And hence the demand for such an international 

system as would entitle them greater autonomy and greater 

sovereign control over their own information resources and 

the opportunity to participate as equal and independent 

partners without any encumberances. 

As in the past alive to the forceful imposition of 

foreign technologies and particularly, the imposition of 

communications technology, on them by the colonial masters, 

they are doubly careful this time not to subject themselves 

9. Asia Pacific Bradcasting Union, 'Recent trends in the 
International flow of information in Television News 
on North-South Perspective (Bonn , Germany: Friedricfi-
Ebert-Stiftung, 1983)p. 20. 
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to the 'electronic colonialism' of the present and aware 

of the inherent dangers therein, to assert their independ-

ence of action. f. s' 

'rhe new dependency relationship as is now called 

Electronic Colonialism• is characterised by the importation 

of corrrnunications hardware and foreign produced software, 

along with engineers, technicians, and related information 

protocols, which unconsciously establish a set of foreign 

norms, values and expectations which may alter the domestic 

culture and socialisation process. A major concern to the 

Third World has been displacement or alteration of domestiC' 

customs and values in their national soil. 

As Tran Van Dinh explains to us, these concerns 

became'internationalized' during the 1960s and 1970s, lead-

ing to a non-violent form of guerilla "fight-talk-fight" 

process, in a series of North-South negotiations. 10 In the 

absence of any result in the t,:orth-South dialogue, the south 

has been forced by circumstances, to accept, albeit tempora-

rily, both asymmetrical interdependence and a certain level 

of technology transfer, but nevertheless it remains very 

much concerned about the impact of these decisions on its 

national societies and cultures. vli th the growing awareness 

10. Van Dinh -'National Re!Ponsesa Views from the Third 
\Vorld', p. 431. 
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of the paten tial of the tedmology, telecorrrnunications 

efforts on international near and media flows. Van Dinh 

has argued that there are indications of a renewed radicalism 

as the SOuth gains a better understanding of its potential 

power with respect to spectrum and geostationary orbit 

(GOO) allocation. 

'An effective and efficient telecorrrnunications infras

tructure is critical for development. It helps facilitate 

change. As Stover William has noted; 

Information technology (IT) and corrrnwhcation are 

important elemants in meeting the needs of the less developed 

countries. IT can help encourage participation in public 

affairs ~ile making institutions and procedures more respon

sive. IT can assist in education and the .iiormation of 

positive attitudes toward national dependence and self-

reliance Finally, infOrmation technology can improve the 

efficiency, equity and output of the economy. It is not 

surprising, therefore that leaders in the developing count

ries look to the in temational corrununication order for 

help in acquiring and using information technology· ~l 

According to Abdon Diouf, the P,resident of Senegal, 

telecommunications essentially serve three ~unctions in 

development: a security function, a social function and an 

economic function. However, the role of communications 

11. Stover Information Technology, p. 27. 



remains pararrount in the effort to achieve national and 

i al . i . 12 reg on econo11Uc ntegration. 

The major issues in the North-SOuth context which 

have gained importance are the matter of access, political 

concerns, economic question, technological fmperatives, and 

the role of the responsible international organizations. 

The matter of access: 

Access to telecommunications facilities and services 

is the rrost fundamental and the m::>st contentious one at the 

root of rrost of the other concerns. One and all countries 

seek acces~ to the means of achieving effective telecomm

unications services. But for the developed countries which 

already possess the technological sophistication and the 

necessary spectrwn and geostationary orbital allocations 

the maintenance of the status-quo seems to be a preferred 

and a profitable one too. The developing countries which 

are building telecommunications infrast.x:uctures, prefer to 

toe a different line of action and policy as opposed to 

the developed one. 

The issue of spectrum and GOO management is being 

raised by the developing countries in a number of inter

national forums. It is demanded by the developing world 

~ 
12. Cited in Laurent Gille,lGrowth and Teleconmunication~, 

in Information, Telecommunications and Development, 
p. 41.. 
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that in the matters of allocation, the positive course should 

have to be guided by political and ideological criteria, a 

valued one in that. Further it is put forward that access 

for developing nations to desirable spectrum frequencies 

and prime geostationary parking spaces should be guaranteed 

through an aprior:i system which allocates and reserves frequ

encies and GSJ spaces without respect to country's imnediate 

need, ability or desire to use them, which-ultimately would 

ensure that these resources are available when the developing 

nations are in a position to make good use of them. Grave 

reservations have been expressed by the developed nations 

and particularly the United States with the argument that the 

traditional systa~ based on the principle of first come, 

first served, or squatter•s rights since has served the 

worl.d well in any case. And an apriori planning policy 

would not only result in the dormancy of such valuable resour

ces despite heavy de~and and hence would inhibit technologi-

cal innovation. 

It is argued by others that the critical factor is 

the provision of service rather than access to s~ecific 

frequencies or GSO space. l\nd Kakman Schafer. feels, this 

problem can be solved only by .increased competition in the· 

delivery of telecommunications services. -As he sees it, the 
I 

concern as "access to service rather than a rigid allocation 

of an orbit location or a given frequency ••••• If one accepts 
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the theory that competition provides more service and a 

greater diversity of service to users, then the future will 

provide increased access for all nations. 1 3 

The resolution of these above mentioned issue does 

not seem to be an easy one and with increasing levels of 

congestion in both the most valuable spectrum frequencies and 

GOO, the Oeb.ate has got every chance to become contentious. 

Political Concerns: 

The political concerns in telecommunication policies 

round the world are centred on issues like national sovereignty, 

info.onation flow, the growing infonnation gap between developed 

and developing nations and the consequent increased politici

zation of the international debate. 

Transborder Flow of Data: 

With the emergence and rapid extension of computer/ 

conununication networks, there has been a marked increase in 

the exchange of data crossing international borders, which is 

in effect giving rising incidence to the transborder flow of 

data quite significantly which often is taken advantage of by 

the fact of keeping anybody far off awareness of the reality 

that the data which are of importance so much to the countcy, 

are being stored in a computer, say in the United States. 

13. Cited in Vincent Morco and Macy Louise McAlluster, 
Canada and the International Teleconununications Union, 
Paper prepared for the annual meeting of the Canadian 
conrnunication Association, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 4-8 June 
1986, p. 23-4. 
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And this international computer/Communication net-

works evidently serve the purposes of - remote data proce

ssing (the sharing of automated data processing resources. 
I 

- Corporate management 

- Transactions 

And the amount of research and speculation that has 

been lately growing, on the potential effect of such net-

works points to the direction of the consequences which 

results as much out of the exposure of a country to remote 

sensing and to foreign mass media and propaganda. 

Though it is always welcome, the transborder flow of 

infonnation in so far as it allows us to conduct cultural 

exchange on an equal footing so to say and not to 

of having the exchange of an one-sided one where.in rational 

soVereignty VJOuld be sorely affected • 

. i\nd these can be identified in the nature of threats 

to cut information supply or computing power as a means of 

international politics. \·lhich is what means losing access 

to vital infonnation affecting economical social develop-

ment so badly needed for the nations to be on the march 

towards peace and pro spe ri ty. Such a dependence on such 

foreign resources constitute a serious threat in times of 

conflict, perhaps resulting in the \veakening of the position 



that the country might hold. l>.nd thus making them incapa

cit<3ted so as to protect themselves ~gainst damage, destruc

tion or misuse of information. .l\nother aspect in the 

ability of secret services of the country where a data 

!Pase· is located to dr~w inferences from secret material. 

And of equal relevance in the availability of oppor

tunity to circumvent national information. In a spectre of 

imbalanced exchange, the operations of transnational corpora

tions would be less subject to state control to the great 

disadvantage of the formerly colonized and much vigorously 

exploited and in effect coerced to bleed to death to the 

point of extinctions, newly emerging countries. If data 

would be exported to be processed and stored elsewhere, 

the importation of scientific and technical information 

kept in data banks of the English, speaking countries of 

the First \vorld, WJuld endanger tl)e cultural independence 

and this uniqueness of the recepient countries which tanta

mount to the effects resulting therefrom the exposure to 

media contents produced abroad. 

Imd the threats as such put. the nations's capa

bility to control its own destiny to so much severe test by 

subjecting the national economies and political system to 

such methods so as to make them as such vulnerable. Trans

border data flows which are so much difficult to control 
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entail a decline of opportunities for enforcing national 

information legislation. ,\s a result of what . .re'strictive 

private legislation could thus be evaded by transfering data 

to "data havens" abroad. 

Another kind of threat to the cultural sovereignty 

arises out of the satellite television. Exposure to foreign 

produced mass media contents constituted a threat to the 

cultural identity of countries aspecial'ly.: in the Third vlorld 

as consequent upon reliance on foreign data banks. So far 

as it is known to us that French journalist searching the 

New York Times news data bank for factors of political hist-

ory will undoubtedly receive ,a picture biased by the views 

of his American colleagues as evident to us the way this 

information is structured, influences the conclusions drawn 

from it. 

For all these reasons the third v.orld favour some kind 

of control over the information entering or leaving their 

national domains. The West and especially United States, 

on the other hand favours free flow and freedom of informa-

tion. The United States argues that information, should be 

subject to the least possible control' by governments for 

any reason. The Soviet bloc and many of the developing 

14. United States, National Telecorrmunications and Infonna-
ion AChninistration Lon Ran e Goals ~n lnternatioha-!' 

Telecommunications and Information: n t 1ne or 
united St~tes Policy ( HaShlngton D. c. : -us government 
Printing office_ . 1983), p.l7. · 



countries are critical of this position, arguing that under 

cover of talk about free exchange of information, the west 

is pressing on the peoples of the developing countries not 

only dubiOus, but often pernicious values and ideals. 15 

The debate on these matters beb.reen developed and 

developing countries has caused growing politicization of 

the issues in a number of international forums. The Third 

world nations see these organizations as the only effective 

instruments for pursuing their objectives. The United States 

National Telecorrnnunications and Information 1\dministration 

fears, however, that these activities are designed not only 

to gain needed assistance in the teleconmrunications field, 

but also, to further other, often unrelated political ends. 

Economic QUestions: 

The economic issues in international telecommunica-

tions policy are as varied as the political ones but the two 

are nonetheless inter-related. For most part, the economic 

issues are closely entwined with the push for the NIEO Which 

seeks to redress the imbalance between the 1 have 1 and 1 have 

not' cotintries and insists upon the freedom of each nation 

to choose its own economic system. '-.ccording to a UN resolu-

tion of 14 December, 1979l 

15. Nikolai Yermoshkin,· 'Elast Waves of the •Information 
Explosion 11

, 1-.Jew Times, no. 35 (Austria 1980), p.18. 
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The establishment of a new world information order, 

which will be conducive to greater reciprocity in the 

exchange of infonnation and correct the quantitative and 

qualitative inequality in the flow of information to and 

from developing countries and between them, would contri-

bute to the strengthening of international peace and secu-

rity ;md the realization of the aim of establishing the new 

16 
international economic order. 

Since the. international importance of telecomrnu-

nications and service econ6my is increasing and as tele-

communications is a vital support for many development 

activities, the developing countries seek to develop their 

tel~unicntions infrastructures. However, these nations 

face a number of economic constraints in their efforts to 

construct such systems. 1·1ajor one of them is the inadequacy 

of resources. The purchase of telecommunications equipment 

requires a prohibitively large investment in the hard 

currency and foreign exchange which the developing count-

ries can ill-afford although in recent times, cost is 

declining. In the aid programnes of the developed count-

ries for the developing world, telecommunications is not 

given much importance as others. Eecause of the lack of 

indigenous manufacturing capacity, the developing countries 

16. UN General .\ssembly, Official Records, 34th sessions, 
Supplement 46(A/34/46), 66, resolut1.on 100, 14 December, 
1979. 



are forced to rely on multinationals for equipment and often 

obliged to purchase systems which are too sophisticated for 

their needs. 

The traditional issues of free enterprise versus state 

control and rronopoly versus competition are also elements in 

the economic debate. T.he developing countries believe very 

strongly that state intervention in the telecommunications 

sector is critical, because of the sector's-important role in 

bringing people closer together, in spreading knowledge and in 

i 1 't 17 nat ona secur1 y. There is a trend in many countries includ-

ing the developing ones, to\<iards increased protectionism in' the 

national telecommunications industry mainly due to the paten-

tial impact of this sector on all facets of domestic affairs. 

Hqwever, for some countries, monopoly is no longer a 

valid option and a more competitive industry is encouraged on 

the national soil. It is believed competition stimulates 

innovation, more closely aligns prices and costs, and encoura-

ges efficient management. This trend was stimulated in large 

part by the lJnited States neve towards deregulation, and the 

recent US decision to allnw private sector telecommunications 

satellite systems to operate in that country has aroused much 

concern among the developing nations. They very rightly argue 

that these private services will operate only on profitable 

routes. \s a result of which, with the drop of INTELS.\T 1 s 

17. Pierne Dandaynol and Bruno heltzheim, I·!etworks for the 
Sahel and • Satellites: an Inter l'-ledi a Survey, p. 63. 



revenues from these routes, it would be forced to raise its 

tariffs on little used routes to levels that will be out of 

reach of the developing countries which are their most fre-

18 quent user f. .~s well competition will increase the demands 

on orbital slots and frequencies, reducing their availability 

for the developing nations in the future. Those who favour 

competition claim that these concerns are 11 to a certain extent 

exaggerated, unwarranted, or misdirected. 1119 Noting that 

limited competition already exists without any deleterious 

effects, it is argued by some that competition may even incre-

ase access: it is quite likely that in its efforts to culti-

vate new markets in light of potential lost revenues in the 

North Atlantic, INTELSAT may become increasingly more respon

sive to potential Third Horld corrrnunication markets. 20 

Technological Imperatives: 

The North-South agenda in the telecommunications debate 

includes a concern with the principles which can serve to 

optimize the development of an effective and efficient global 

telecommunications system. 

18. One study claims that unlimited competition could cause 
INTELSAT to lose 96.9 per cent of its traffic, which would 
force its circuitRric.&a<_-upward;i,~rlOOl per cent by 2003; 
cited in Lee t:JcKnight, •comnent: Implications of dereiula
tin satellite communications: 'ltelecorrununications ~ol cy 
9 December, 1985 ,p.280. 

19. Ibid, p.277. 

20. Andrea Kavanaugh, 'Hho detennined us 
on IN'.rELSAT? • Journal'_o__,~C..;.o_m_mUJ..;.1.;...l.,_c.;...a_t"""l.-o..;;n~3'""'5:--,_,...;;..;;;.-._""'2"';~5.), 

p. • 
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The first is the need to guarantee that efficient, 

reliable facilities and channel space exist to receive and 

transmit information as necessary. There should be a choice 

in services and some options as well for maintaining service 

in the event of a breakdown in the basic infrastructure • 

.l\ccess to the system must be fair and equitable, giving all 

users the same opportunity to utilize the services and 

products. No consensus has so far been reached on how these . 

may be achieved or how the required infrastructure development 

will be financed although there is a strong agreement on the 

value of these objectives. 

The second requirement for the global system to be 

" ilile is that of compatibility. This involves the setting 

c technical standards to ensure interconnectivity - currently 

famous as the Integrated Services Digital Network. However, 

in the scramble for promoting one • s industry'. s standard in 

the attempt to gain a market advantage, each of the country 

produces own equipment, no agreement on standards has been 

hdmnered out as yet • 

. \s the Third World countries coalesced into a signifi

cant bloc of influence and opinion they were supported by the 

SOviet Union in the corrununications debate, causing great 

anxiety for Western nations. 



l~;(J 

By the early 1970s these nations began to advance 

their demands for a 'deoolonization' of information. They 

attached transnational news agencies and western-dominated 

media as cultural imperialists. They wanted a balanced flow 

of infoonation and a managed press, one that could assist in 

the concerted development of their nation- states,. Freedom 

of the press was criticized as an empty principle which se~-

ved to further the interests of the West at the cost of 

developing nations. 

SOUTH-SOUTH COOPERATION 

The South accounts for more than three-fourths of the 

worlds' population and possesses the largest part
1
of certain 

/ 

important rawmaterials but we have no control and hardly any 

influence over the manner in which the nations of the world 

arrange their economic affairs. In International rule-making 

we are recepients not participants. 

This said frustration has led to a greater interest in 

cooperation among developing countries that was considered as 

an alternative to improvement in their international position, 

the one hand and as being instrumental to strengthen~ng of 

this bargaining power in the North-South dialogues on the 

other. Faced with this blank wall, the non-aligned countries 

(at their New Delhi SUmmit, 1983) r"ave talked much of South

. 21 south mutual aid and cooperat~on. Under the circumstances 

21. The Economist, 12 Harch, 1983. 



efforts to stimulate economic cooperation among developing 

countries have intensified as a response to deadlock in the 

North-SOuth negotiations. According to c. Vaitros, the goal 

of economic cooperation among developing countries embraces 

also": The broadening of sovereignty and the enhancement of 

decision-making power vis-a-vis the rest of the world.
22 

As described by Karl P. Sauvant,'~wo approaches to 

achieving self-reliance could be discerned ·in the vigorous 

pursuance of south bloc cooperation, ~ire· as follows: 

Self-reliance through direct actions, i.e., the achieve-

ment of structural changes through unilateral measures by the 

developing countries, and self-reliance through bargaining, 

i.e., the achievement of structural changes through negotiations 
23 

between developed and developing countries. 

The ECDC is sought to be utilized as bargaining tool in 

t~ ways: firstly, to strengthen economic power of the Third 

lrlorld countries as a prop for their bargaining strength; and 

secondly, to solidify unity of these countries in elaborating 

their negotiating position and in subsequent negotiations. 

22. c. Vaitros "The role of transnational enterprises in Latin 
American economic, inte¥ration efforts- Who integrated, 
and with whom, how and or whOse benefi tS1? Study prepared 
for the UNCTAD Secretary, TD/B/C. 7/86, 18 August, 1983, p.l. 

ZJ' .. K.P. Sauvant, "Organisational Infrastructure for Self
reliance: The Non-,',ligned Countries and Group of 77", 
Development and Peace, Spring 1982, p.12. 



As a de linkage alternative the expansion of coopera

tion is also being sought to fulfil a double edged role. 

On the one hand to be a means to facilitate mutual trade in 

view of the mounting barriers to access to markets in indust

rial colintries, while on the other, the spectre of delinking 

was to serve as an instrument of pressure, or even blackmail 

as exports to external markets began to play increasingly 

important role in the developed country• s ·recovery efforts. 

The essential thrust of South-SOuth Cooperation in the 

field of science and technology is on the exchange of informa

tion and on mechanism to facilitate exchanges such as the 

systematic compilation of technical and scientific informa

tion by each country, for the harmonization of strategies and 

use of relevant experience to enhance indigenous technical 

capacities; and the monitoring of advanced technologies and 

their application in the Southo 

The trend to regional economic cooperation seems to be 

quite consistent with the Declaration and Programne of Action 

by the UN General Assembly in 1974 and New Progranme of 

Action in Ausha in 1979 for achieving collective self-reliance. 

Hence the emphasis has now shifted from more trade creation 

to achieving self-reliance on a sub-regional, regional and 

inter-regional basis arrong the developing countries by mobili

zation and harnessing of their own resources,ECDC & TCOC) • 
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The nature of the technology is such that it demands 

participation by the South-even' if under somewhat adverse show 

term conditions - if any influence is to be had in the direc

tion and extent of its benefits and effects. In Hirschman's 

· terms, • exit' from the sys tern is no option if the South is to 

h I . • i i ki 24 I h d th 1 ave a VOJ.ce n ts w:>r ngs. n ot er war s, e on y 

option left to South is to realistically participate in the 

technology albeit within a structure of dependence. 

Within the above frarne....Ork, a meaningful approach would 

be one that is based upon the principle of South-South 

cooperation. 

With regards to microelectronics specifically South-

South cooperation has beCX)me both desirable and necessary as 

apart from a few countries which possess some indigenous 

capacities, it will be impossible for most countries in the 

South, at this juncture to afford individually the high costs 

or so to say cope with the efficient scales of operation asso

ciated with this technology. In addition to all these, a 

collective bargaining strength is essential for reasonable 

terms and conditions to be obtained in transactions with the 

suppliers of this technology. 

l.4'.. Albert Hirschman, 1 Exit. yo ice and Loyalty (Harvard 
University Press), 1970. 



It is very strongly felt that it would at any cost be 

unrealistic for developing countries to consider the prospect 

of pooling their resources and 'buying' into some of high 

technology, small firms in the North so as to have a window' 

into the latest developments in the spirit of horizontal 

cooperation. 

Here also since mcst developing countries would not be 

able to afford such an undertaking alone except some· of the 

OPEC countries but they may lack ·the indigenous capacity to 

make use of such a window and hence would need to turn for 

assistance to those countries with. some local technological 

capacities sparking a new bond of cooperation hitherto 

unexisting. 

In the matters of capability development of the develop

ing countries, it is realized, for the medium term the priority 

of developing local technological capabilities - in terms of 

resources, personnel, institutes and policy and management 

capacities should be pursued in order for the South to be 

able to take maximum advantage of these new technologies and 

reduce the level of external dependence. This includes develop

ing the requisite skills, strengthening R&D facilities, collect

ing and disseminating inform9-tion on local technological .. _ ... , 

needs, encouraging research and innovation in areas which are 

identified as critical with respect to development of micro

electronics. 



o financial support for training and education 

both here and abroad, in order to pronote the 

development of the "human resources" required 

for management of tec:-mology in the South. 

Challenges Ahead: 

It is of crucial importance for the developing countries 

particularly as organized within the t,:orth and the Group of 77' 

to insist that these issues be put on the agenda of all relevant 

national, subregional, regional and international fora and 

optimal cooperation among themselves and coordination o:E their 

. . . d b f d 22·· act1v1t1es nee to e en orce • 

And further immense interests are at stake; in the coming 

years, as the infonnation - communication area is likely to 

become even more the arena in which confrontation between the 

developed and the developing countries and rivalry be~ween 

political ideological blocs will be particularly sharply 

man 1 fe s ted.2·6 

The nonaligned and other developing countries should see 

in this an important challenge and a historic possibility: the 

' 
power which rrodem information-corm:1unication means bestow 

2-5. Chakravarti Raghavan, "Equal access to microchip technology" 
1-ledia Development, no. 4, 1980. 

26. Joseph l\ • .Pel ton - "The Future of Telecommunications~' •. A. 

Delphi Survey, Journal of Communication Philadelphia, 
Vol. XXXI, no.l ~1981 Winter). 



Care should also have to be taken in considering the 

possibility of pooling resources to establish manufacturing 

facilities in microelectronics hard\vare, starting at the lower 

end of the technology. 

DEVEL0Pt1El\T OF THE CAPACITY 'ro MANAGE TECHNOLOGY 

Strong efforts are called on our part to support the 

developing world in _generating the capacity to manaqe technology 

by itself in the future. It is an educational process like 

which it also requires experience with actual operations, both 

in the host country and abroad. i-Jhich calls for an intensive 

cooperative effort. 

Aroong the measures v.ery often suggested to facilitate the 

longer-range development of a capacity to manage technology in 

the South, some are as follows: 

o encouraging dialogue between the private 

sector and its counterpart in the develop

ing world, aimed at establishing joint 

training programmes. 

o supporting establishment of 11 technology 

exchange centres" for specific regions in 

the developing world, to allow scientists and 

engineers from both sides to exchange views 

and infonnation or new technological develoP

ments that have potential application in the 

region; and 



o financial support for training and education 

both here and abroad, in order to pronnte the 

development of the "human resources" required 

for management of technology in the South. 

Challenges ~ead: 

It is of crucial importance for the developing countries 

particularly as organized within the !<orth and the Group of 77' 

to insist that these issues be put on the agenda of all relevant 

national, subregional, regional and international fora and 

optimal cooperation cuoong themselves and coordination of their 

t . . t . d b f d 
2.? .. ac 1v1 1es nee to e en orce • 

And further inmense interests are at stake; in the coming 

years, as the information - con~unication area is likely to 

become even more the arena in which confrontation between the 

developed and the developing countries and rivalry be~ween 

political ideological blocs will be particularly sharply 

2·6· 
manifested. 

The nonaligned and other developing countries should see 

in this an important challenge and a historic possibility: the 

power which modern information-comnunication means bestow 

26. Chakravarti Raghavan, "Equal access to microchip technology" 
l·1edia Development, no. 4, 1980. 

2~ Joseph 1\ •. Pelton- "The Future of Telecorrununications". J.. 
Delphi Survey, Journal of Comnunication Philadelphia, 
Vol. XXXI, no.l (1981 Winter). 
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presently upon those ~o possess them may well turn out to 

be the power weilders• i\chilles Heel, once the progressive 

forces of the developing· world and the \t.Orld at large 

man age to submit these powerful means through political wi 11 

and organized action ._.D serve the ideas of democracy and a 

New International Order. 

:\s the new scientific-technological revolution acce

lerates and broaders international communication, the inter

nationalization and globalization of relations leads to an 

ever greater interdependence of the world. 

The naed for all nonaligned and other developing 

countries to cooperate closely with a view to evolving 

well-harmonized and coordinated approaches that can prorrote 

long term benefits for all developing countries. 

The International Community particularly the develo

ped countries will have to provide the necessary financial 

and technical assistance to the developing countries, taking 

into- consideration their national priorities, objectives 

and development plans, to enable them to overcome difficul

ties which they faced in respect of the expansion of their 

telecommunicati~n networks and the improvement and moderni

z~tion of their telecom systems. 
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In fact, telephone switching systems produced indigen

ously by developing nations may increasingly give many estab

lished western companies a run for money. 

The leaders in this area are of course, India, Brazil and 

South Korea, with the growing member of local suppliers and their 

increasing push for exports they very much seem to contradict the 

general trend towards a more concentrated global industry. 

Increased emphasis on research and development by these 

three countries have put them on par in developing state-of-the

art equipment. India has two indigenous digital switching 

development.projects underway. One of them is under the direc

tion of the C-OOT. C-OOT which is funded by OOE and OOT is 

field testing a 128-line rural exchange. 

The rural exchange which has been increasingly identified 

as 11 bridging the missing link11 has evoked tremendous response/ 

interest among the developing nations. 

A digital exchange is being designed by the ITI (Indian 

Telephone Industries) is amongst the products coming out of the 

production lines with increasing intensity conforming to world 

standard but at lower cost compared with the western products 

has been welcomed by the developing world who ha.ve seen the 

enormous possibility of modernizing their outdated telecom 



system, so much needed for their rnpid and equitable develop

ment in this Integrated Local and Transit exchange (ILT} from 

India on a soft tenn basis. 

These developments come at a time when OOT has plans 

to extend the tel~phone services to cover 5,00000 villages in 

the country. 

Korea's Electronic and Teleoommunic&tion Research 

Institute (KELTRI} has developed a small digital exchange 

TDX-1, primarily for rural applications. It has just won a 

$24 million contract against stiff international competition 

to supply 40,000 lines of TDX-10 to Phillippines. 

Brazil is developing the Tropoico family of digital 

switches. It is developed by Telebras Research and Development 

Centre, the research ann of the Brazilian Telecommunications 

Industry. 
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Developments in the Sout~~Meeting 
Challenges Head-On 
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What seemed tD be the principal objectives of the first 

era, global connectivity and technological break throughs for 

both the space and earth segment has been accomplished. 

The proliferation of satellites amidst the introduction 

of sophisticated telecorrmunication is transforming business 

activities and national perspectives or international corrmuni

cation. In industrialized world satellites are being used to 

provide telephone service, data communication, video and 

specialized networks. In the developing countr~es, India, 

Indonesia, Brazil and Hexico own satellites which are used 

for business, education, entertainment and national ~!f1~~~1Qn, 

Satellites are of much importance to the economic progress 

of most nations. As it helps establish telephone connections 

and so thereby quickly facilitates national communications and 

export. 

A recent report on International Telecommunications and 

Information published by the Foreign Relations Corrmittee of 

the US Senate has highlighted the fact that telecommunications 

is not an end in ~tself, that it exists solely to support other 

economic and social activity. In the words of the report, 

"data processing teleconmWlications i3.nd other infonnation 

technologies provide the underpinning for increased producti

vity and growth in other industries and for continuing overall 
u economic developmen + . 
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International telecorrrnunict:ttions basically acts as a ~ 

support system for that corrrnerce which in tum fuels the 

economic growth of the world like a small whell turning a 

big wheel on its forward march. Without efficient communi

cations at reasonable o:>st, international finance, multinati

onal manufacturing and a variety of increasingly import~1t 

foons of counter trade could not exist. Short of efficient 

and effective communication system ever li)C)re ,sensitive and 

adaptable to the needs of end users, the continuing expansion 

of international commerce so very vi tal to national growth 

and development cannot be sustained. 

Domestic Satellite Systems 

The spectre of domestic and regional satellite systems 

that is~ developing outside the INTELSAT is guided by a 

number of technical, political and economic reasons. The 

search for national or regional pride, att~mpts to promote 

national or regional cohesion, development of regional or 

domestic high technology industries and immense interest in 

having greater control over national or regional cormnmi

cation~ than is possible through international organisations 

leads them to build :UP and launch their satellite system;.. 

PP:LAPA - Indonesia is the first developing country to estab

lish an oper~tional domestic satellite system. The Palapa ~ 

system was introduced in 1976 in order to meet the combined 

requirements of Perumtel, the Indonesia telecorrmunications 
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company and other uses. As it is, the satellite option is 
r 

particularly suited to the geographical conditions of Indonesia 

in linking the 13,000 islands which make up the country. 

The Pal3pa system provides a complete range of telecom 

services, including telegraphy, telephonry, telex, data 

transmission, television and radio tr~smissions which are 

available to both public and private users. 

PADIS: 

In the case of PADIS (Pan-African Docurrentation and 

Information system) which was fonmally created in 1980 within 

the fraroowork of the United Nations Economic Comnission for 

Africa (ECA) it is an important example of providing in for-

mation for pol icy makers, planners, financiers and others 

engaged in ·the economic and social development of African States 

at the regional level, easing their difficulties which will 

be achieved bys 

- identifying and collecting African Information 

resources and creating an efficient system for 

the utilization of the information by ECA and 

member states. 

promoting infonnation exchange 

providing assistance to member states of EC,a. 

to strengthen their national infonnation infras-

tructures in order to enable them to participate 

fully in PADI S; 

- establishing links with international information 



net'i<K>rks, data bases, information and documen-

tation units situated outside ~rica as additiona~ 

sources of development information; 

providing a Pan-African information system utilizing 

the most recent technology of data transmission, 

including communication satellites. 

DEVNET 

The implementation of PADI s will depend on the use of 

satellite facilities to link the African regional and sub-regionaJ 

centres and to connect the African network with databases and 

networks in other continents. Similarly the UNDP proposed 

Development Information Network(DEVNET) is predicate_d on the 

use of satellite facilities. This is envisaged something like 

a multiregional network which will primarily consist of tele

printers linkeC1_by satellite channels capable of simultaneous 

.two-w&y transmisaion to and from a computer operated communi-

cations centre supplemented by land lines in countries, with 

satellite ground stations. 

ARABSAT - Networking the-.Middle ~ 

The Middle East's first telecommunications satellite 

could cater to the rapid growth of communications demand and 

computer power in the region. Arabsat will provide a trans

mission beam rrore focussed and condensed than that provided by 

the global network of satellites tun by INTELSA.T organisation. 

It will allow such high speed applications as database and sof~ 

ware programme transfer, remote computer services and interactive 

infonnation exchan( 
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A Bridge across the South 

The TIPS is a new international information service that 

links sources and users of technology and trade infonnation in 

developing countries. It has among other things aim to promote 

technology transfer a11d economic cooperation among developing 

countries by creating great awareness in them of each other's 

capabilities and needs. 

TIPS through its regular information exchange has prospects 

of harnessing for development the resources and capacities of 

govenunental and non-govenunental institutions, public and private 

sector industries, financing and investment institutions and 

professional organisations such as Chambers of Commerce and 

industries in the developing countries. 

It \<!Puld also prove instrumental in expanding opportunities~ 

for Q9~laboration and exchange for upgrading technologies, syndicat

ing joint ventures and promoting investments in the participating 

countries. 

TIPS is a project of UNDP and the United Nations Fund for 

Bcienoe and ~echnology, being implemented under UNDP supervision 

by DEVNET, a non-governmental organisation. 

By pur.suing a policy of helping other south-group countries 

with its unutilized services,be it in the satellite systems or 

storage of data and its transmissions consistently, there can be 

the promotion of regional economic cooperation to the mutual 

bene£ it of all conceme<l. 



At the point what one ~uld like to lay emphasis on is 

the increased and expanded economic cooperation may lead to greater 

political understanding and cooperation among the member states. 

Complementarity of necessity may be converted into meaningful 

cooperation through specialization, sharing of information and 

outcomes of research and experiments. 

Once the political will, is there, the technical and proce

dural issues should not pose any serious difficulty and other crucial 

factors like right development strategy and appropriate tools and 

institutions may be expected to spring up in the nonnal course. And 

this political will necessary for successful implementation of joint 

development effort for non-dependent development can never be regardec 

as an abstraction. 

The combined impact of accelerated development as a result of 

such integration is anticipated to have increased not only coopera

tion a.roong ~developing countries of the South but also in the process 

thei-r collective bargaining position vis-a-vis the North and the 

degree of their collective politico-economic independence. 

India in the world market : The demonstration effect 
r . 

For the answering of the challenges posed by such technology, 

a basic requisite fact is our resolve to do so. It is a finn 

yes to progress and technology. However, it is a yes coupled with 

our detennination to protect the environment and td keep the risks 

of new technology under control, e.g., not even to allow the danger 

of an Orwellian police state or totalitarian society to arise by 

ensuring effective data protection. 



And this positive attitude towards progress is a finn founda

tion for comprehensive national efforts to meet the challenge of modern 

technology and to accomplish the transition into the information age .. 

If we are to meet the challenge of the infonnation age, then 

the first requirement must be to regain the virtue of courage to 1 

use reason and face the future. 

There. is a need for programmes aimed at evolving over the 

longer term, a capacity to manage technology L'l· the developing -world. 

These p.rogramnes will support development of the human resources and 

the domestic infrastructure to allow direct and effective applica

tion of the more sophiscicated t.echnological advances .. 

The relentless nature of technological advance places us in a 

position much like a rafter drifting down the Colorado R~ver. The 

rising canyon walls prevent an escape and the powerful flow of water 

eliminates the option to return to safer waters. We know that there 

are rapids ahead that will change in character each day, a prospect 

that stirs both excitment and a fear for our well-being. Certainly 

the failure to anticipate properly and deal with the potential crisis 

ahead could lead to disaster. 

As a ~sponse to abovementioned ideas - the Technological policy 

Resolution of 1983, our basic objectives are the development of a 

indigenous technology,attainment of technological competence and 

self-reliance and commitment of absorption, adaptation and subsequent 

development of imported know-how through adequate investment in 

research and development (R&D) to which importers of technology 

will be expected to contribute. 
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And the government of India's policy toward direct foreign 

investrnen t has always been catious; the entrance of multinational 

corporations has generally been highly restricted and conditions 

placed on their operation have centred on issues of joint owner

ship and the sharing of technology. ~'/here foreign investment has 

been pe~nitted, it has often been in high priority, high technology, 

import substitution industries where indigenous technological 

capacity is !~sufficient. 

While it has been put forward that this cautious attitude 

toward foreign investment may have resulted in a number of missed 

opportunities in areas where such invest:rnen t might be con side red 

advantageous to India's development strategy, .oopwsed to the view 

held by Frankel in his book,India's Political Economy (pp.267-68); 

such a policy has generally been consistent with the goal of 

maintaining national control over economic developnent. 

Technological gaps between nations have given rise to inter

national political controversies as nations seek to exercise control 

over science and technology. This control is achieved through the 

costly and sustained investment in a national civilian and military 

R&D establishment able to generate, develop, diffuse new inventions 

and innovntions. Nations t.'i)at lack such an autonon1ous capability 

are forced to rely on the technology transfer process and eventually 

diffusion and assimilation of foreign technologies usually at less 

than state-of-the-art and aften with strings attached. 

As it is technical advances in one country or another results 

in shifting of the balancE of economic and poli tica.l power on the 

regional even global seen 
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. The Central L:~sue that seems to us of much importance today 

is how to create an environment in which the right kind of techno

logy choices can be made and international technological resources 

used for the mutual benefit of advanced and less advanced societies. 

And the nation's strength lles in its experience with 

appropriate technologies, its widespread literacy and its ability 

to diffuse popular science. 

Deprived of t'1e necessar;: information the developing count

ries often experience,as,expressed byHichael Manley, "that the< 

economic activity resulting from a transfer of technology sets up 

a haemorrhage of earnings and foreign exchange that comes near to 

cancelling the benefit of the undertaking. 

India with its large human resources and given technological 

competence has built up a modern telecorrmunications infrastructure 

as support systems to its ever ongoing economic progress as a 

response to the growing technological development on the world 

scale, ever widaning for purpose of promoting rapid economic 

development and for the attainment of great heights. 

The policy of non-alignment pursued by India has been 

described by Krishna Menon, in the post independence period, 

"as a policy of nondependence which would establish India as 

an important quantity in world affairs and give it confidence and 

inner strength. 

All along India steers a middle course between the viestern 

Alliance and the soviet Bloc, seeking to make such arrangments 

with each as suits its own aims and ambitions. It is prepared 
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to deal with either if something that its look forward is 

available from any of them, moreso, if it is in the national 

interest. 

India's industrial policy reflect the same degree of 

adaptability; as a consequence of whicb the Indian government• s 

Information Technology policy is a blend of socialist planning and 

capitalist free endeavour~ 

"' Although at times this blend turns out to be not very 

happy one at that end not always better points from either 

system. is sought to be incorporated into the policies; neverthe-

less it is at least an adventurous approach and a deteonined one 

that is besed on excellent aims and objectives. This provides 

credence to the belief that as a consequence of the pursuance 

of such policies, India would become a significant IT supplier 

to the Third Vlorld after it has met its own very considerable 

internal needs. For the real success of the acinirable ambitions 

and full utilisation of its potentialities, India has the 

required policy, the mechanisns in place to implement it and the 

determination to succeed. 

In its long march to prosperity relatively speaking, India 

has very successfully overcome the obstacles in using Information 

Technologies as"a tool for development", "a vector of m::>dern 

civilization", the inadequacy of a telecorrrnunications network, by 

building up and implementing big and varied networks consistent 

with the national objectives, the exorbitant cost for developing 

country's communication by sattelite, by successfully having been 
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able to make use of its own IN SAT satellite services for 

different d·~signs and with relative independence, free from 

pressures from above or outside the realm, the lack of soft-

ware adapted to developing countries by coming up rapidly with 

own software conforming to the development' goals of the nation 

and to bridge the time gap having trained specialists and 

acquiring skilled manpower often imparting training to them 

at its own institutes of advanced learning. 

In implementing the various plans and perspectives and 

putting them to test, India has successfully striven hard to avoid 

the risks tthat often other developing countries are unable to 

duck& The· risk of greater technical dependence and the risk of 

cultural Alienation and Disruption of the socio-cultural balance 

caused by information from different cultural envirorunents. by 

promoting the development of independent capacity in analysing 

and'making its own choices and decisions on the basis of its 

own infoDmation needs without necessarily having to call upon 

outside advice or expertise. 

Over the years as we have seen, India has developed various 

technological skills and expertise which can be adopted suitably 

in the socio-economic conditions obtained in 'the developing count

ries which are not far off from the same -we find in India. 

Tl~e 1< 't r \l ( :1+-. quite justifiably has sought to encourage 

/ and f"'"""'! ......... ·-~ : ventures abroad which reflects nbt:-only the 

oountcy5!8 primacy.:aim of export proiiDtion but also its desire to 

participate in the developmental process of the Third ~~orld 

countries of Asia and Africa. 
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Indian companies abroad act as a catalyst for export 

promotion by projecting the country• s capacity to supply a wide spect

rwn of capital goods and technical skills while serving as an 

outlet for Indian enterprises to internationalize and in the 

process expose themselves to the latest technical development 

and management practices in developed countries and forcing themselves 

to come with better end mor sophisticated goods at less and less 

price to comer a bigger share in the market. 

The LDC "success stories" are without exception those countries 

that have paid a great deal of attention to the upgradation of 

their telecommw1ications system. With what they were blessed with 

the ability to penetrate into the main-stream of the world's 

business, or as we in our fanciful thought and grave realization 

call it, "the global information economy". 

As hy now we are able to bring home to ourselves the fact 

that irrq:>roved use of new communication technologies help us in 

improving productivity, improving response time, improving 

performance and containing costs. The target for the development 

and adoption of this technology is to enhance the flow of inforrn&tion 

which includes in its realm things like generation and revision, 

reproduction, distribution and corrrnunication ahd. above all .. tetrieval. 

Since India has got by no .. , a more po\·,erful computationa 

capacity than ever before and can comrmmicate at higher speeds and 

over longer distances, with this breakthrough in storage technology, 

India by lending its services in a spirit of friendship and mutual 

cooperation carl help a tremendous release of the creative powers of 

humanity at large in this ill-nourished and often neglected at great 

social cost, the developing world. 
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India through successful and apt articulation and prorrotion 

of its self-reliant development strategy can help promote self-reliaJ 

growth within the South in the manner as to create the economic 

environment whereby through economic cooperation ~~ng themselves, 

the south can \ol'ell realise its potential •. 

Since the· attempt to improve the terms of North-South trade an< 

econom~c relntionship must have to be continued for the trade itself 

has to be continued to keep our economic running, the continued 

unity of the· Third :..zorld would have to prove vi tal. For above all, 

as we have~ realised at heavy costs and threats, it is only that unit; 

and the power of a united South to make the maintenance of Northern < 

control over the .....orld economy increasingly costly often becoming 

self damaging cycle, would cost the gone-astray North to negotiate 

to get back on to the rails to propel maximum global economic growth, 

to compel it to retrace the path again ru1d to find out as to where 

it went wrong in the first place. 

India being a great country can certainly lay down the path 

to progress and prosper! ty by the execution of its plans and policie~ 

strategies to say the least, by boosting its various export and 

self-reliance strategies and in embarking on a move to indigenize 

the technology in a regional scene, would be able to create an 

additional positiVe element for both trade and technological 

cooperation amongst developing countries with the help of its 

measures, proliferate the South-gro,..rn technologies which \tK)Uld of 

course mean a certain erosion of the OECD technological monopoly 



in the developing world. And this proliferation of technology 

exports· from developing countries to help the other developing 

ones• would signify changes in the international market for 

know-how char~cterized by high imperfections stemming from the 

·' oligopolistic position of the suppliers. 

!n other words, we can say that the importance of tech-

nology exports from developing countries, despite its relatively 

limited dimension need not have only purely national effectg but also 

~uld bring son-e wider. international implications. .1\nd by helping 

the developing countries to stand on their own feet in the matters 

of technological development and upgradation of their various 

economic networks to fulfil their socio-ccono::1ic-cul tural goals,. 

we can prevent the spectre of polarization process from taking 

shape within the developing countries launching ii policy of 

development fired with equity and distributive social justice. 

in our region of SOuth. 

A. See J. !'~onkeiewicz, "Intem<"ltional Harket for know-how during 
§.9' sL, .. Warsaw Technical University Himeographed, "The i1arket 
for know-how and the efficient International transfer of 
Teclmology~ 



CONCLUSION AND POLICY SUGGESTIONS ~04 

This study of India's use of information technologies 

has produced a good deal of empirical evidence that the 

country's political,econmmic and technological elite has 

become increasingly aware of the conflict configuration in the 

global flow of information. India's experience also 

challenges certain wide-ranging hypotheses about the 

connections and links in North-South relations. We have seen 

in Chapters 3 & 4 that many aspects of India • s inforrr.ation 

policy are consistent with the restructuring of international 

information relations. 

The advent of organisations like C-Dot has resulted 

in the overall situation in informatics being faced with 

a large measure of realism. At the same time the existing 

system of values, goals and plans in the information sector 

often result in passivity in outlook in the face of dynamic 

forces which decision-makers are unable to modify. some o~ 

the baneful effects of the global flow of information in the 

Indian case stem from the fact that propo~als have been 

adopted with ad ~ reactions shared by groups which 

have 'a vested interest ln technological backwardness and 

and low productivity. Is India capable of launching a 

counter-offensive if unacceptable pressures are mounted ? 

Very often the answer to this question is given in terms of 

capitulatiom or total defiance. It is a reflection of the 

increased self-confidence ot India in the late 1980s that 

India's technical-scientific and industrial elites have 
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developed deeply rooted convictions regarding Indian 

participation in the world market of information 

in functional termso The convergence of entrepreneurial 

and public policy making interests in information 

technology and the gradual streamlining of procedures 

can generate strategic· and organisational changeo 

The climate of argument in the country has changed 

greatly after Mro Sam Pitroda challenged the self-

imposed handicaps imposed by insensitivity to the 

needs of management culture in the bureaucratic 

dom~nated sectors o' Put on the defens-ive, the entrenched 

policy advisers have been making their own ideas more 

presentable. Both whose who sup~ort Sam Pitroda's 

technology missions and those who continue to press 

more conventional views, haYe sought to Hit)Q.ld the action 

of the government by affecting the national context in 

which dec is ions are taken. It is clearly expedient for 

' all concerned to state the long-term goals in terms of 

North-South relations. As a merrber of the Group of 77 an< 

-
the Nonaligned Movement, India. seeks agreement on 

several broad propositions , which in turn suggest 

norms and principles for at least three distinct agendas 

a. India's interest in High Technology and her excellent 
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potential for .Software exports; 

b. Information Cooperation in South Asia : the key role of 

India 

c. New approaches to peace and development through information 

technologyo 

This concluding ... chapter develops an overall examination c 

the ways in which current policy choices fit in with the 

both the theoretical and policy questions associated with 

the relatively new dimension of the relationship beWween 

' information and peace and developmento Since at the highest 

level of government pol i'Cy making a variety of ' pel it ical and 

economic processes have been stimulated to focus on India•s 

interest in High Teqhnology, the task of bridging the gap -- : 

betvJeen strategy and resource avail.abil ity assumes cardinal 

importanceo Both domestic and international factors influence · 

deviations from 
I . . . ' 

declared patterns of resource allocation 

although there is an increasing dominance of economic issues 

·on account of the policy of liberalisatlono The influence of 
' 

information techno~ogy on Indian national interests in the 

context of South Asian peace and security have so far received 

relatively little consideration but there are key indicators tha 

information technology will affect attitudes and policies of 

SAARC countries 'in increasing measure. 
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Nev1 information technologies hold the pror.dse to the 

nations of the world;O~ endless system of benefits: applications 

that serve societal needs of people for food, shelter and 

education: technologies that link people more closer together 

and prorrote mutual understanding. As it is said in the case 

of telephone to stay close to one • s friends is just a phone 

call away. 

As any set of technologies that holds £orth such·.-

powerful profili se is inevitably accompanied with a price; the 

potential disruption and social change that fo.rms the new 

government policies. The principal policy goal facing the 

government any tim:; is to manage the intr:r.)duction of these 

technologies in such a way that the benefits are realised at 

minimum costs with the social costs minimised too. 

f-leeting the Challenge 

The w:>rld is at an in-:port;mt cross road. l\dvances in 

modern technology are leading to rapid economic change of 

unprecedented. importance. 

i·.Ji th the passage of time, computers and · roJ;;.x)ts in all 

probability w::> uld increasingly take over the rro .:.:--: monotonous 

and repititive tasks; at the same time, they would create an 

increasing number of jobs involving work with information, 

jobs that requir2 hur:~a.n judgement and creativity. In the 
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industries losing employr~nt, pressures are building up 

strongly against change and increasing demands are being 

voiced for more trade restrictions. And the industries 

~1ere new jobs are being created, innovation often comes to 

clash with and slowed by the established governmental regu ... 

lations designed to reduce social apprehensions about change. 

~he critical question which the governments are called 

upon urgently to resolve is whether they will accorrodate 

change by ext~nding the liberal international economic order 

established after the world war II or whethe.r they will res

pond to the social tensions generated by change with greater 

intervention. Greater intervention, is known to us, could 

ultimately lead to less efficient economic adjustment and 

greater international conflict. 

It seems t(.> be in e\.rery country's interest· to adopt 

a liberal international economic order for information 

services. ~ny country that closes itself off from global 

sources of information condemns itself not only to less 

information also to less timely info.rmation. As information 

is of central economic importance in a competitive WQrld, 

such a course can only ensure that the country lags behind 

further and further. 

It is not being naive or idealistic to say that infor

mation technologies could save human race. Not by tunning 
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mankind into an unlikely band of saints nor by tunning our 

personal lives into those of contented laboratory specimens 

within a global science park. Effectively utilized infor-

mation technologies could gradually transform the \o.Orld into 

a place where the available resources could be pressed into 

service to the maximum in the service of mankind. Extremes 

of poverty, disease, hunger and the various miseries that 

arise from wunt could be gradually eased and eliminated in 

many cases. Effective use of information technology systems 

through capable and \lnformed political machines can speed 

the work along the road to that objective. 

International political policies in the area of infor

mation technology vary widely; some have been moderately 

successful, many have failed. None of the world's major 

political philosophies would appear to be close trJ a sensi

ble, practical solution, perhaps because they are so strongly 

rooted and ddted in the past. 

Information technology systems are now the nucleus 

of virtually all significant organizations be they commercial 

industrial governmental or military. They have become the 

key element in maintaining our national economies as well 

as our daily lives at a level of performance that is accept

able to the average citizen. 
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In addition to creating new domestic issues, infer
of 

mation technologies give birth to a lot! international prob-

lems and opportunities. Technology has got no limit. Tele-

communications systems interconnect a worldwide network. 

Whether in thi3 form of radio transmission, videocassetes or 

magnetic computer discs, information tends to flow across 

national boundaries with growing e~se. 

Tools of Negotiation 

InformAtion technologies have provided new mechanism 

for international relations. To cite one example of how roodem 

mass media cornrrunications have inadvertantly caused a change 

in the ways nations engage with each other in fonnal and 

informal diplomatic negotiations is the"hot line" between 

\-Jashington and t·ioscow to directly lower a risk of rnisunder-

standing. 

The rrost obvious change has been in the pace of conm-

unication.Frorn rronth long travels of ships to weeklong travel 

of horses and trains, to hourlong travel of telegrams to the 

instantaneous and direct communication of the hot line co~ 

unication have drawn leaders into rrore direct communication 

am:mg themselves and provide far less time for the careful 

drafting of message and reply. 

Technology has changed the style or form of inter

national relations. leaders even find to their pleasure that 
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international broadcast media can be channels of communi-

cation and negotiation. In the days to come, new techno

logies such as videoconferencing and computer conferencing 

might provide even rrore powerful tools for discussion bet

ween governments. o:>mputer simulation and data bases has the 

potential of providing objective bases for evaluaU~g the 

impact of prospective agreements and thus assisting in diff

icult negotiations. 

Ne\i technologies may change both the perception nations 

have about one another and political values and behaviour 

within the nations. Popular television programmes produced 

in one country distributed the world over becomes the catalyst 

in the process with the change in the patterns of information 

flow and control among people and various agencies there has 

been a altering of the power balances between individuals 

and the government. It has been even said that information 

technologies is essentially derrocratizing, thus the govern-

ments would have less and less control over access by people 

to information and communication. 

Information technologies provide the means for expand-

ing human creative and corrununication capabilities._ In so 

doing, there has been a change as to how members of society 

can know, what they can know and when they can know it. 
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The basic interrelated features of the pattern of 

innovations now being attempted in the field of information 

technology can be summarized as follows: 

The basic interrelated features of the pattern of 

innovations now being made in the field of information tech

nology is as follows: 

a) A shift in control of the message to the 

producer and user and away from the intennediary .. 

who has controlled the technology in the past1 

b): A:.shift from dwnb, single pu1:p0se terminals 

to intelligent multipurpose input - output 

devices: 

c) A shift from scarcity to abundance in terms of 

channel and storage capacity: 

d) A shift in emphasis from hardware to soft-

• 
ware development; 

e) A shift from a limited number of dedicated 

networks to nwnerous multipurpose networks: 

f) .A shift from information technology as a cause 

of information overload to technology as a pri-

mary source to identify and gain access to 

needed information. 

India has been active in t: •e field of information tech-

nology, communications and softwa e in the past few years. At 
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the international level. India has strived hard to make a 

mark by increasing its software exports besides not to lag 

behind at risks to its development goals, it has also obtai

ned information technology and communications equipment from 

several countries as also set up domestic facilities in these 

very fields in collaboration with overseas parties. 

India ',s ~?:_eres~L:in -_t!ig_h .::-~~~h.r:~ogy 

India is presently in the second phase of industrial 

development with the accent on competition and technology. To 

achieve its planned objectives, government has launched major 

liberalisation of its policies to tailor them in so many vari

ous ways to ensure thnt a major segment of the population have 

the purchasing power for a broad range of goods and services 

wherein telecomnunications \\Ould have a very important role 

to play as such in the country• s industrial development what 

with a very strong base of medium and small scale industrial

ists in the country of ours and an impressive crop of techno

crats to shoulder the burden of nndernizing the telecommuni

cations sector under one of the five technology missions insti

tuted under the forward looking leadership of our young Prime 

Minister Hr. Rajiv Gandhi, aimed at expanding rural communi

cations and increasing accessJbili ty, reliability as opposed 

to outmoded density of telephones. 

In this task India believes there could be an effective 

partnership between the us and Indian companies, in c_reating a 
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strong ·telecommunications net..ork and industry in India. ,\t the 

meeting between members of the confederation of Engineering 

Industry (CEI) and a high level US telecom team led by Mr. 

Charles Cobb Jr, J\ssistant Secretary for Trade Development, 

us Department of eorrlmerce, t·1r. Abid Hussain, member Planning 

Commission outlined four specific areas for cooperation, rela

ting to software and systems design, collaboration/cooperation 

in the area of components, specially in microelectronics: 

joint R and D oollaboration; and net~rk planning and 

management. 

India's renewed interest in u.s. high technology seems 

to be focussed in areas like microelectronics, artificial 

intelligence, silicon fabrication and super conductivity. As 

India has a well developed electronics industry, one of the 

best in the world, it can ill-afford to ignore these rapid 

advancements in this important industry. The eloquent testi

roony of India's of late interest is the visit of Indian 

ambassacbr Mr. P~ K. Kaui to important research centres to 

build contacts with American business corporations and reputed 

scientists of Indian origin some of whom are actively playing 

an important role in U.s. research establishments. This comes 

well after the 1985 visit of Mr. Raj i v Gandhi to Washington 

which marked a turning point in India-U.s. technological 

collaboration. 



Besides u.s. data processing companies like Digital 

Equipment, Hewlett:·:. Packar~ randy, Comrrodore, Data General 

and t-'!otoralia taking an interest in India with already Texas 

instrument 0 s multimillion installation in Bangalore •. Elven 

IBt1 which once withdrew from India, is believed to be consi

dering a return. \fuat speaks of an indication of its renewed 

interest in India is the Ia-1' s recent invitation to Hr. Kaul 

to visit its 'I'. J. \vatson Research Centre· in Yorktown 

Heights and demonstrating some of the latest developments 

taking place in the field of microelectronics, at the centre 

forefront on the silicon fabrication, computer sciences 

logic and packaging. 

Excellent Potential for Software EXports 

One important example of the Government of India's 

keen desire in promoting Indian potentialities in the area 

of software and information technology is India's confirmed 

participation in the first ever international Cebit 1989 at 

Hannover in Harch 1989, f-irst time in a big way at such an 

international event. At the present although almost 40 per 

cent of all the software imported into the USA emanates from 

India. Ind:i.a, as a country w:i th existing potential to 

export in the fields of office information, telecommunica

tions and software technology is interested to be introduced 

as a partner for current and future international trade 
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relations to p.rorrote south-SOUth t.rad$:4n vtbe ~Clwr.all: .. -·interest of 

the world economy as this alone has the hopes of translating 

the objectives of improving trade and development of develoP

ing countries besides contributing to the growth of the 

global economy at large. In other words, this improved trede 

can not supplant the North-SOuth trade flow except supporting 

it in a major way. 

This is more so as the software market worldwide is 

worth $80 billion which has the added prospect of rising by 

the turn of the century to a whooping $300 billion with soft-

ware getting the better hand while as of today the ratio of 

the cost of acquisition of a computer system and software· is 

close to so a 50 compared with that of a decade ago when in the 

hardware# a massive 90 per cent of it was the cost of computer 

and a meagre 10 per cent in terms of software. 

This reversal trend could co~e to be true simply because 

of the plwretting of the size and cost of computer hardware, 

coupled with the usage of computers in virtually every applica-
/ 

tion area in business industry, government and even at home 

setting .off a chain of escalation in the need for software. 

India could well step on to the scene of relieving the 

worldwide shortage of skilled software professionals which led 

to such an unprecedented demand for ·software since it is the 



wu·rld 1 s third largest base of skill, technical manpower and 

also rightly assume the preeminent position at the interna

tional software arena that Japan and other Asian countries 

have achieved in the hardware field. 

In this major field India can boast of to boot, small 

and large companies active. in the field numbering over 300, 

besides providing software products and consultancy services 

within the country. 

At the private sector, with the forming of the National 

Association of SOftware and Service COmpanies (NASs:>M) on 

July 1, this segment of industry is poised for a remarkable 

growth with the plans to unite the industry, actively guiding 

its growth in the emerging areas, providing for a creative 

climate for vandor, government and user opinion which go 

without saying to sufficiently enhance the value of software 

per se. 

A look at the government's efforts make us aware of its 

(
and 

preparedness grit to meet the challenge with finn determi-

nation as it has already set up a software development division 

within the department of electronics entrusted with the 

responsibility of development of software, p.rorrotion of soft

ware exports besides creating a policy frame\«>rk arocmg others. 

As per official figures ~ publj.sped~. ._. ~=. software exports from 
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India increased from Rs. 28~6 crores in 1984 toRs .. 49 .. 4 

crores in 1986 to further rising to Rs. 70 crores in 1987 o 

And to speak of the target for the exports it is posted at 

a value of Rs. 144 c.rores during 1988-89 and Rs. 300 crores 

in 1989-90. 

The software policy announced by the government of 

India in December 1986 which provided for an integrated 

development of software for domestic and export markets, 

has subsequently been backed by several measures providing 

for incentives to this growing industry to have an excellent 

growth. Besides launching an extensive software export 

promotion compaign, monitoring of its growth.through the 

established data bank on infonnation related to software 

companies in India, plans are afoot to set up a national 

software centre in '2angalore by the end of this year., The 

government has also ,exercised its mind to set up technology

parks for software exports using satellite links with an 

initial investment of an arrount of five crores indian rupee 

to be at 13hubaneswar, Bangalore & Pune during the first phase 

and at Chandigarh during the next phase. 

India's emphasis in all progra'nrne.s has been on amelior

ating the conditions of the disadvantaged groups of population. 

It has been so not because of only egalitarian and human! ta

rian ideals enshrined in the Constitution also because of the 
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proven fact that the long term social rate of return on 

investment on these groups could be highest. 

To keep up a sustained and long tenn progress, there 

could never be any escape from investment in human resource 

development with the addi. tional need for proper linkages and 

coordination with economic and social processes - in particular 

with employment generation and employroont prorootion, which can 
I. 

be attained only with full efficiency and effectiveness of 

these programmes launched. 

And linked up with this is the fact that this undertaken 

economic restructuring of domestic economies has become an 

increasingly vital policy response to shifts in the changing 

world eoonomy as also to generate new exports and reduce over 

dependence on imports. China, SOuth Korea and Thailand are 

before us as _successful examples of structural changes in the 

region. 

vli th mutual coopet·ation roth political., economic, the 

countries in the South Asian region clubbed under the SAARC 

Regional Cooperation aegis, can provide for improved trading 

climate ,and greater capital inflows to weaker countries in 

the region and thereby facilitating significant investment 

needed to better harness their potential and incre~se the 

competitiveness of their economies. 



INFOR11ATION COOPERATION IN S)UTH ASIA TOWARDS PEACE 

Information S:edmology And Peace 
_2nd Cooper~tion in South Asia 

In the circumst3Ilces where the need i:> felt so much 

as to where regional groups of the littoral states of the 

Indian Ocean region can interact with each other more closely 

on matters which they perceive to be in their common interest 

w1 thout letting any gap to interfere with this coordinating 

means, a South Asian grouping like SAAAC is of pivotal impor

tance as of the fact that the position of this Indian subconti-

nent is of stra·tegic importance. 

Our subcontinent as bound by the commonalities of 

colonial exploitation needs protective action against the tide 

of new ty-pes of economic colonialism entailing them to heavy 

costs, as consequent from the policies being pursued by the ' 

developed ~rld. This is specially relevant in the case of 

trade and services that are so important for the survival and 

sustaining of these new nations. 

South Asian cooper<ition can be strengthened by the 

fact of breaking the barriers of real or perceived hostility 

which have so far divided the region i:nto hostile canq:>s with 

an iron hand and a singlenes.8_, of purpose. It appears to us 

that this is very much within their conpetence and so to say 

jurisdiction and also to be in the best interest of the region 
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to improve relations with each other for only. dissensions 

between them poses a welcome for the unscrupulous designs 

to make _inroads into their comoon spheres of interest and 

proves in the process harmful to their nutual interest result

ing in the mutual destruction of each other in one way or the 

other. 

Under the aegis of south Asian Forum it .is very much 

possible to widen the hori20ns of economic ·cooperation on much 

SOWld footing far off multiplying exchanges simply as tliey 

were found to be engaged in the decades before as the develop

of each would strengthen the development of all the 

And going further on this road one draws encouragement 

and inspirations from the feelings expressed by the Bangladesh 

Foreign Minister Mr. Shamsud Doha in March 1983 at the Third 

Meeting of the SARC Foreign Secretaries laying emphasis on 

the fact that SARC is "a vital recognition of interdependence 11 

and a channel for meeting ~rld~pressures" and a fix:m corcmit

ment of its members to secure lasting peace and solidarity 

in the region~ 

And such cooperation in no way limits each country• s 

freedom of judgement •••••• The hope is to work together since 

the member: tltattes-...._ .. are all equals and against exploitation 

and domination~ .~11 would be friends on footings of equality. 



The pious hopes that are raised over and over again that 

the countries of the region have the rrore felt needs to work 

together towards suc.h pattern of industrialization as appro

priate to their resource endowments and economic needs as 

has not been the case presently so unfortunately, the acti

vities generated by the informatics and to make good use of 

such innovative products would certainly make each country to 

envisage such industrialization measures as. a necessary , 

element in strengthening the economy of the region as a whole. 

Further this would help in bringing about such things 

in a way as to the planning of the future development of the 

South Asia as though it were a single economic zone and thus 

making the dreams a reality to achieve the optimum trade offs 

between its resources wherever they may be. And the trust 

that is so scarcely available at such level would no doubt 

be brought about to be the case into the light. 

It is imperative for- regional cooperation in South 

Asia to evolve such a strategy so appropriate to dispel the 

prevailing rni sperceptions and to set right the distortions 

which eat into the vitals of cooperation amongst the states 

of the region so much more important for the much-felt world 

peace and so far so to prevent the harsh ~opoli tical reali

ties to cast a shadow over the state of affairs. 

To shift attention to such factors at the regional 

level which prom:>te cooperation and bound to do so in the 



days to come, information COoper~tion emerges out to be a 

prominant one as evident from the signing of the agree~nt 

at the first summit in the field of infonnatics and tele

corrunW1ication agreed to in the main nine areas of mutual 

cooperation as from action plans drawn out in the field of 

telecommunication which if received due signals from the 

governments of the region can have great effect directly on 

strengthening the economic bonds to the development of each 

and all. 

It is a great tribute to the person of Ibn Khaldun, the 

great Islamic scholar and social philosopher, who centuries ago 

stressed that the individual human being cannot secure all 

the things that is necessary for his livelihood w1 thout 

cooperation with som:!one else. Thus in his theory of social 

organization and in his discussion of cultural identity and 

intercultural relations, he pointed out that "proper order 

arrong men cooper·ati<ng in such organisation" as w:>uld emerge 

that world society" can exist only when they are governed 

by justice iJ:I the form of restraining influence that keeps 

them from devouring each other. So much true of the nations 

as well. 

With the spread of modern technology especially Lin the 

field of communications, our approach has been to view infor

mation in the international context as economic power, where 

its operation is more subtle, the messa<!JS more subliminal. 

characterised by this approach so overtly international 
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development projects, rosiness ventures, marketing, trade 

and technology transfers have resulted in the domination of 

Weaker, peripheral nations. As feared which has come out to 

be true, such "modernization" of less developed countries has 

contributed to their "conversion to western ways and has. made 

them m:::>re amenable to control by western l))wer centres. This 

process of '.'~'Jestofication" is fraught with grave dangers as 

the nations who are so converts might behave in ways different 

"" from their natural ways, the result 'WOuld be certain schizo-

pherenic paralysis of creative power.' 

Infonnation which is often viewed as political power in 

the foz:m of data news as is concentrated with a few countries 

with ~gard to its means and potential uses thereof such like 

information technology, wherein the cultural content of the 

source conveyed is always not in the best interest of the 

receip!ent countries. 

International corrrnunications has been held guilty of 

abetting and aiding international tensions, if not intemtionally the. 

at least not:. by prom:::>ting peaceful solutions. and not conferr

ing legitimacy on the peacemakers. Infonnation, which has 

thus assumed its place next to oil, strategic metals and ; ... 

uranium as an international resource to be bartered. boy-cotted 

and blackmailed too. Megabyte streams of dig! talized data have 

bea:>me the source of power in our infonnation-based society. 

Infonnation as it has come to mean power, its manipulation as 

such can have Dm::t--:.J:eaehing effects on wider scale on economic, 

social, and political developrnen t. 



International Political Corrununication 

The rrore recent strategy that has seemed to have 

made greater use of itself in the context of international 

political communication stands out to be a structural and 

sociological one. l\nd the purpose seems to be nultidimen-

sional as well-political, economic and cultural. 

There is no nonsense so errant that it cannot be made 

the need of the vast majority by adequate governmental action 

thus said the great British philosopher, Bert.t;"and Russell 

_about the ni,..ghtmarish possibilities of propaganda. And as . 

it comes across as a sociological phenomenon , it no longer 

Lis aimed at so as to effect change, adherence to a doctrine. 

Its present task is to make the individual cling irrationally 

to a process of action which would undoubtedly cause the 

effect irreversible .. 

So far international flow of infotmation constitutes 

' to be quite a significant factor in detennining the climates 

of international action in the real politi~. And much of this 

is activated dn the context of elite-to-elite and elite-to-. 
I 

nonelite rtedia of communication which helps detetmining the 

distribution of common moods and the distribution of deviation 

as such .. 

Information flow has also been &n essential ingredient 

in the evolution of international political economy since 

infonnation and institutional characteristics of the system 

are so much interdependent~ 



Planetary Geopolitics and the Strategic 
Aspect of Information Flow 
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That the strategic aspect of infor.mation flow ha5 come to 

be much. stressed·· is no SU:rprise as it has with the develoP-

ment of space age technology changed the traditional strategy 

and notion of land sea and air battlefields. The fact remains 

that nonweapon sensory corrununication and computing technology 

are changing the strategic balance of power. and rrore so preci

pit.atir.g a new round in the arms race. The trend that in for-

mation and comnunication systems constitutes the backbone of 

the nation's military might seems to gain ground on an ever 

increasing scale. 

A recent m:mograph dealing with the transparency revolu-

tion-sensory communication and computing - hes shed light on 

the substances that effective control of space by one state 

world lead to planetwide hegemony. This transparency revolu-

tion whic}-l has created a rudimentary planetary nervous system, 

fragments of a planetary cybernetic, has militarized yet 

another natural feature of the planet lying beyond the effective 

sovereigny of the nation-state-the electromagnetic spectrwn. 

And access to domestic and international corrmunication 

channels is sought vigorously for advancing the perceptions 

of military, economic and cultural superiority. In other 

words, communications hardware and software have become instru-
I 

ments in globalizing the cold war and • detente system. 
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Control OVer inflnnation flow and corrmunication must 

accompany access to material and natural resources. 

Under a powerful communication apd information system 

one detennines the parameters of international security. In 

other ~rds the basis for political, economic and military 

mobilization have to be rooted on the conceptualization of 

~rld regional and national problems. 

Pl~ne.tary Re~ource Information Fl9w 

As far as the horizon of communication technology 

expands, people camped on all sides of thought are busy 

buying down their ideas ~ut the potential benefits of new 

innovations for humanity if only used in accordance with 

the prescribed guidelines. One side one finds the techno-
. ' 

logical advances as the harbingers of a new age of increasing 

and equitable development, the otherside presents us the spec-

tre \ttlerein it is an instrument for rich to become richer at 

the expense of the poor if their applications are not carefully 

directed at a change in the status-quo. 

With the ability of the satellites to sense and 

photograph nations from the sunsynchronous ol:bit of 705 km 

without the kpowledge oi: express peonission of the nations 

being sensed, combined with the enonnous .aroount of infonnation 

produced concen1ing natural resources has provided the much 

needed spark to the widening debate of national security and 

as such its sovereignty. 



'Ibis technology of rerrote sensing by the kind of artifi

cial satellites can bless us with so much riches if its appli

cation sought in the potential areas of exploration. Even one 

. can venture to suggest the overwhelming benefits of this reroote 

sensing for the humankind as by its possession of synoptic 

imagery of the earth's surface, it is bound to be a boom in such 

areas as resource management,. land use analysis waterquali:ty study, 

disaster relief, crop prediction Rnd protection of the environment. 

The stance that the U.s. has dared to espouse that the 

space systems of any nation are national property and have 

the right of passage thereto, through space without interference, 

has cast the developing countries into a dilemma which is L. 

faced by them when into negotiations with transnational corpora

tions even in the case where both have access to landsat data 

has been well illustrated in the words of William Lazarus; 

Even with the best information provided by the most honest, 

competent foreign consultant, expatriate expert or national 

resource analysis department, an LDC is likely to be at a 

disadvantage in its ability to use the information effectively in 

a negotiation as they are more than outweighed the mul tinational• s 

access. As such free dissemination does not guarantee equal 

access to information so as tD be a fact, even as "free flow of 

information11 does not mean balanced flow for the developing 

countries. 
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Impact of Unbalanced Flow: 

The availability of data in such fonns has of course resul

ted in the exploitation of developing countries by the multi

nationals, thus thro\ling col:d water or all pious hopes and 

stri~ings to prevent this kind of monster from raising its 

head and sub1ecting them to earlier ways of discriminatory 

treatment although this time by subtlemeans no doubt ruthlessly. 

The only way· that seems feasible to ensure that the 

benefits of this new technology percolate down to every stream 
I 

and on a wideSpread basis necessary concrete policies must have 

to be developed and stringently adhered to which has not been 

the case so far before the benefits are negated. 

This cause can be strenthened by the suc~essful pursu-

ance of policies meant to raise cooperation among themselves and 

.thus strength~nr the cause of global peace imperatively 

making regional cooperation a reality, as is obvious from the 

economic and political implication of the knowledge acquired 

by such means of information technology as failure of such 

knowledge can influence political judgements and international 

market bids. 

It is also realised that the mass media, the great multi

pliers are a nation• s best hope of filling in some of its 

information lags, and keeping( so far as information can help to 

keep) its timetables for national development. Therefore a 

developing country needs to look hard and carefully at the use 

of it in; making of these t ~ols of modem communication. 



Information media have an important part to play dn 

education and in economic and social progress generally 

and that new techniques of conrounication offer special oppor-

tunities for acceleration of the erucation process. The new 

technology can help to influence quickly the lives of· so many 

who are on a hurry to acquire education, learn new skills 

or improving existing ones in order to improve their social 

and eoonomic circumstances in general. 

By strengthening the bonds of cooperation amongst 

themselves, SAARC could be in an enviable position to exert 

collective influence in inten1ational forums thus enriching 

each and all in material terms. And so to pull together 

each time the gauntlet, is thrown to them by the world outside. 

SAARC embracing a quarter of the ~rld population is in . 
an important position so as to act as an agent of powerful 

change factors inexorably leading to a restructuring of the 

world. political and economic order and so as not to lose sight 

of its unique opportunity for meaningful cooperation in nation 

building efforts and in the creation of a climate Which will 

strengthen the mutual confidenc~ trust in bringing home to us. 

the essential understanding for peace stability and progress in 

the region. 

Further to show our wisdom of shifting the focus from 

differences to commonalities from unhappy memories to happy 

and meaningful cohabi-tation, promises of shared goals from 
a~>scenar io of sbabi~ peace should o£ fer viable alternative pol ic ie:: 



Inform~tics for Peace 1\nd Development in South Asia 

Framework for South 
Asian Cooperation 

Under the aegis of South .ll.si<:m Regional Cooperation 

framework, since we have mutually agreed to upgrade the 

national telecom set up and to promote free flow of infoz:ma-

tion and thereby fueling the economic growth of the region by 

way of trade and exchange of data on several key socio-economic 

resources, with the signing of Regional Cooperation document 

in the key area of telecommunications agreed at the very first 

S;\ARC summit at Dacca on nine points or fields of coooperation. 

India by being a vast country in terms of economic 

potential and of supreme importance in the matters of scien-

tific and technological achievements can put forward its help 

to make the region a self-sustained one in the spirit of 

friendship,. cooperation and mutual goodwill. In the whole 

region since India is the only country so far to have attained 

the capability of :launching INS.ll.T system by having stationed 

IN SAT-I B satellite in the GSJ and also having sent a rem:>te 

sensing satellite IRS-1 can certainly of such benefit for the 

·self-reliant growth of the region without external dependence 

and that too within the south-Sou-th framework of collective 

cooperation ~ 



In the future, like in the past as the SAA..~C countries 

have agreed to have SAVE-SAARC Audio-visual Exchange programme 

for prorrotion of cultural ethos while at the same time displaying 

cultural diversity to promote oneness and unity in the region, 

can certainly launch a major programme in the field of data 

communication with the objective of creating a regional data 

communication network for information exchange ,in the region 

through satellite comnunication. Through rriutual agreements they 

would rise up to the occasion to the need to implant technology 

at local level and provide training and in the assistance of 

mastering the new forms of technology through the strengthening 

of Research and Documentation activities. 

-
The framework for creating a regional data base beside 

other things can be thought of on the following manner something 

1 ike SAARCNE T 

* to provide for physical data network inter

connecting the member countries for infor

mation exchange with the following objectives: 

* to use the existing or planned technical infras-

tructures, national or international; :: , 

* to provide for users in each member country 

connected to SAARCNET access to all relevant 

information/data bases on the network; 



* to further stimulate and enco'ltrage the 

production and di.SSeil)ination o~ relevant 

data bases in the region; 

* to provide access to data bases on other 

netv.orks and enable the data bases on 

SAlutCNET to be accessed from other networks: 

* to provide a framework for establishing 

standardized tools and procedures for infor

mation exchange within the information system: 

of the region. 
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND PEACE AND DEVEI.0Pr1ENT 

Faced as we are with the fact that we are_ only success

ful to the extent of building up a culture of war where compe

tition in the economic field is the norm, where technology is 

very often turned against both nature and hunankind, it is 

imperative for us to learn to foster a culture of peace so as 

to avoid destruction perhaps total destruction. 

The evolution of the Third Horld, concern with the 

problems of developing and of the poorly developed countries, 

their increasing ro.le in int;ernational politics - economic 

life and the economic difficulties threqtening the further 

progress of developed countries - all these problems together 

indicate that one of the most important task of the human 

world is to ensure the possibility of further development in a 

form that offers genuine possibilities for further develoP

ment even to the roost backward countries. 

In times of economic growth it is important to ensure 

that culture has its appropriate share in universal development 

for the sake of future evolution. Culture has a predominant 

function in achieving and maintaining peace., The relationship 

in a reciprocal one: the development and the evolution of cul

ture does not only require peace but also orientates millions 

of people toward peace, while at the same time peace prorrotes 

people's inclination to acquire cultural values. And more solid 

are the foundations of peacE, the stronger its stimulative effect. 
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In the age of"Sci-Tech", the revolutionary advancement 

of science and technology has converted the world into a 

smaller global village, whose villagers are multiply inter

dependent in terms of culture, economy, politics and even 

fashion, with enonoous contribution from sate·lli te corrmunications. 

The maintenance of good international relations is solely 

dependent upon mutual trust and confidence which in turr. can 

only be acquired in the context of adequate communication. And 

in the absence of trust and confidence, there are fear and 

distrust. So remote becomes the chances of peaceful co-exist

ence, with the tensions and misunderstandings negating the 

benefits of corrununication and endangering the already precar

ious balance of peace. In a situation like this logic comes 

to be replaced by weapons leading to an ever upward spirit in 

the increasing cost of defence and to the ultimate race in 

sophisticated weapon technology which these days could even 

assume some monstrous proportion like the Strategic Defense 

Initiative. 

By building up confidence, will it be possible to halt 

the arms race, thus embarking upon the process of deescalation -

confidence building is a prerequisite to ·the strengthening of 

our international peace system • 

. ~ccording to Abbe Eban, the former Israeli Foreign 

Minister, "there have been so many upreavals in the international 
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system thnt diplomacy reels under the shock of change. 

Negotiations which used tc be protected by privacy now stands 

exposed to public scrutiny with improvements in the inter

national communication system, made possible with the sweeping 

innovations in the information technologies. Recent tele

cor.lmunications have given birth to an entire unique mode of 

diplomacy-?R diplomacy, many more steps ahead of what Lord 

.C:irrington Secretary General of N7'~ro once called "megaphone 

diplonncy". 

Then Peace is a state not an act which involves peace

ful international relations, communications, interaction which 

could free man from fear, distrust, tension and tb~~t:. And it 

is doubtful whether the 1t.0rld is safer today than it was 

forty year before. Peace will not descend upon this earth with 

the single act of abolition of nuclear weapons, the symptoms 

not the causes of unrest. But the dismantling of these 

nuclear warheads can streng.then the confidence building efforts 

which in turn plays a vi tal role as a part of p.eace building 

process. 

Peace building can never be solely a political exercise 

in reconciliation as it necessitates the broadest possible 

base involving the whole spectrum of society in a holistic 

approach reaching into every avenue of intersocial activity 

so that peoples rather tha11 just governments are involved. 



This reconciliation is a possibility only in a 

situation where every body is gran ted the benefit of co.rrmunica

tion, And for this it is important that every communicating 

door should be kept open in order to catalyst the process 

of easing tension and thus bringing about an improvement in 

the obtaining political climate. 

Peace is every body' s business and the process of 

confidence building is one of mutual learning from each 

other• s culture to ensure that the peace building effort 

does not fall :£1-at on its face on an otherwise barren 

ground. And in this connection, greater opportunities axist for 

transglobal communication through satellite link-ups to 

prorrote learning of each other• s culture. The United 

States has blazed a new trail by televising rock concerts, 

discussion, programmes and joint product~ons of peace 

musicals, like"?eace Child", Uniting young people both 

from Hoscow and ranneapolis in a joint TV presentation. 

And India has also embarked on such a programme of encourag

ing mutual learning through the telebridge linking t-win 

cities of USSR and India. This task now is to broadbase 

so that nations participate on a regular basis leading to 

the creation of new perceptions and perspectives of inter

natidnal understanding as the basis on which the defenses 

of peace can be constructed", as w ::- begins in the minds of 

men. 
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The growing destructiveness of weapons has induced 

concern about the recurring phenomenon of war. And the key 

to the problem of war, it is realized that, may not lie in 

the psychological roots of "aggression" related to the 

struggle for existence or even to stimulus - response chains 

but rather in the way civilized pe6ple have become an adjunct 

to the autocatalytic growth of military technology coupled 

with institutional and conceptual inertia and which in tum 

has made it increasingly difficult for human beings to .attempt 

such rreasures as would help readjust their modes of thought 

and to redesign the institutions. Here the increased flow 

of information, exchange of ideas and others would certainly 

of great help to secure the human beings the place of pride 

of reason in so designing the institutions as would guide 

their destiny to safeground, as is urgently needed for their 

continued survival. 

Interest in social resistance, that is systematic 

noncooperation by the civilian population and the use of 

various forms of nonviolent direct action as a possible 

substitute for •watl' preparations has received a fillip 

in its march to ultimate victory with the increased possibi

lity of dissemination of ideas on a massive scale through 

the electronic media on a global ~cale, which long predates 
,, I 

the nuclear era and goes back to at least mid nineteenth 

century in as much as it helped brought about a shift 
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fundamental in nature, in the thinking about defense to make 

preparations for nonviolent resistance the central element in 

defense planning with its emphasis on developmental aspects of 

growth as it spread the message of pointlessness of engaging in 

a major war against an armed nuclear opponent, and thus ruling 

out the use of nuclear weapons, adding the diversion of so needed 

resources for public welfare. With the strengthening bonds 

effected through the increased use of information technologies, 

it would prove the fruitfulness of non-violent social resistance. 

The first and greatest achievement of the peace movements 

that they have raised public awareness of nuclear issues across 

international boundaries, ideologies, culture, creeds came to . · 

occur with the improvements in the international commmication. 

The peace movements via the mass media, have precipitated a funda

mental political debate in as much as they have brought the 

issue out on to the streets for the public debate denying the 

govetnment any irnmuni ty from debates on defence matters as was 

previously the case. 

The peace movements have activated the best in humani

tarian and liberal thought which no doubt, united people across 

political and social divisions, arts· and sciences. But for its 

appeal to concepts of fraternity and the recognition of wider 

matters that unite our species, the peace movement is spreading 

in every country with its ever_incra-asirtguse of infonnation 

technologies. 
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In the post industrial era, all the nations of the world 

are multiply interdependent, the need is ever more strongly 

felt to make room for a political principle of global dimensions 

in tune with the global configurations of interest and p(:>wer 

relations as opposed to the cult of the nation and exclusive 

patriotism to the nation now constituted as a political and 

militaristic Leviathan, which poses the biggest obstacle to the 

establishment of a global society and world peace. 

Internationalization helps prorroting economic progress 

while increasing the exchange of material and intellectual 

values, which requires a given economic and socio political 

environment. Information technologies with its potential capa

bility of analysing, interpreting the fact besides collecting 

and disseminating information worldwide would help us in 

inventing, pesigning and constructing alternative political 

designs short of world government and total disarmament thr:tt 

will substitute for the function of "macrodecision" in parti

cular the decision on new leadership and new policies, the 

function that hitherto has been filled by global wars. 

' Conflicts among nations escalate beyond their intentions 

because of poor communication, misunderstanding or emotional 

conuni tment. And there is no dearth of forces within rrodern 

societies which contribute towards the creation and escalation 

of conflict and thus toward~ adversarial confrontation and 

disregard for the social consequences. In fo far as dispute 
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settlement is aimed at suppression of conflict by the encoura

gement of compromise for its own sake, by employing ~cial 

pressures however discrete, and individuals' own dislike of 

overt conflict to persuaqe them to accomodate their aims 

beyond what in the longer terms is satisfactory to them, the 

peace and order gained becomes illusory in nature and only 

stoke the fires of greater conflicts in future. However, if 

dispute. settlement is achieved in a creative maimer, attempt

ing to satisfy all parties without undue compromise of 

reasonable aims and with a readiness to tackle extrinsic 

barriers to resolution, a real peace may ensue. In the process 

everyone emerges wiser in the social skills necessary to live 

their own lives fully while enabling the neighbours to do 

likewise. 

Comnunication in this conflict management consultancy 

could act as a facilitator of negotiation between the parties, 

who themselves retain the power to formulate a mutually 

acceptable agreement or not to agree at all. 

Comnunication as has the potentiality of speeding up 

economic development can shift the decisive factor from 

military to societal strength as it would increase the capa

city for self-reliance even by smaller and medium sized 

countries. This 'NOUld help depolarize the international 

situation, contributing to the develbprnen t of a foreing policy 
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with a human face concerned with human needs and rights, ~:mld 

win friends and cause to resolve international problems short 

of open conflict. 

By such placing responsibility for the defense on the 

people themselves, this policy would encourage citizens to 

recognize qualities: of their society and to examine the society• s 

principles, way of life and institutions, as well as means of 

improving it. 

The conflict Resolution Processes that have now evolved 

pe effective only to the extent that parties to disputes are 

~o helped to cost accurately the consequences of change or no 

change at all. In this sense the processes of facilitated 

conflict resolution are designed to cut down delays that occur 

in change and to speed up evolutionary process toward greater 

fulfillment of societal needs. 

Policy proposals involvang the use of information technolo· 

gy can be rooted in a peace framework dealing with both conflict 

analysis and contlict resolution. Ever since 1947, when she joined 

the comity of free nations, India has advanced significant ideas f< 

maintainin'g international peace. It would be appropriate for India 

to accept technological change as an increasingly dominant element 

in international relations aRd to utilise information technology 

for conf~dence building measures, international peace and 

security and sustainable developmento 
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